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A major task faced by every society is the socialization of its 
youth, For the most part, this task is the responsibility of adults, 
To insure the .satisfactory introduction of youth into society's mode.of· 
life, certain·institutions are established b:y which culture is trans-
mitted .to the younger.generation. In our.society, one of these insti-. 
tutio.ns is the high school. Within the .formal· structure of the .high 
schoql' adolescents are expec.ted. to develop requisite skills which will 
qualify them to eventually become.participants in adult society, The 
formal structure of the school, however, is not adequate in supplying 
the .incessant needs of .adolescents, As ·a result, an informal structure 
evolves from the interaction of.students.in which certain basic social 
needs are meta This structure is identified as.the high school subcul-
tureo Some of its aspects are the focus.of this study. 
Sociological theory does not contain precise indicator!:! of what 
constitutes the adolescent subculture. The purpose of this research was 
to delineate.and clarify some of the variables relating to the, subcul-
ture of adolesc,ence by studying adoles.cents who were enrolled in grades 
7-12 in a .small. town high .school. This study sought to. analyze. (1) the 
natureof the adolescent subculture, particularly as it differs from 
the larger adult culture; (2) the nature of the patterns of stratifica-
tion within the school; and (3) the nature of peer group orient.ation of. 
students a 
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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM: ANALYSIS OF SELECTED VARIABLES OF HIGH SCHOOL SUBCULTURE 
The high school is ~n.institution established by.adults, designed 
to inculcate in.the adolescent the.cultural characteristics of the 
sdciety of which he is a member. . .The high school has become increasing-
ly important as an agency through which soc.iety can, transmit. those cul-
tural .;:i.ttributes which_ are .considered important in eventual.ly producing 
a person skilled in that culture •. Within this· institution, the adoles-
cent rrfines such things as language,social gra,ces, self-awareness, and 
status, as well as certain technical skills deemed important by society. 
He also develops his ability to ide~tify with and relate to other peo• 
ple.. Furthermore,· the adolescent .is able to participate in soci.al 
--·1 
relationships which are .conducive to status enhancement,. and can achiev.e 
a recognizable status among his peers quite independent of his parents. 
By its very nature, the high. school experience results. in the estab-
lishment .of re1;erence group. relations. whos.e norms and values pf ten are . 
considerably diver,gent from the;traditions of the older generation. The 
adolescent spends a substantial part·of his waking hours se~:regated in 
an institution where ·contact; with adul,ts ie; very limited, but -.inter:-
persona.l·relationships with adolescents his own.age are heightened. 
These two factors, therefore, are operating simultaneously on the ado~ 
lescent. While ,interaction with adults. is reduced, at the>same time, 
1 
interaction with peers becomes more extensive. In·relation to.this, 
Land.is says : 
The school;, by virtue of .. the .fact t~at it briI1gs large 
numbers of adoiescents.~nd youths togethe:r; intq separate 
age""'.group sit'Uati_ons, is the most.,important social insti-
tution in our society having to do with peer-group adjust-
ments. l 
Structured rel~tionships .-evolve -;from this·. actiye participation 
with peers which significantly affect the interests, attitudes, and 
activities of adolescents. The.ado:J_escent comes.to rely more exten-
2 
sively on his peets .rather than-his parents and other adults for social 
rewards and the satisfaction of needs. Developing from this increased 
dependence on the peer group is a ";, •• combination of factorable soci.al 
situa~ions ooo forming in their.combination a functioning unity which 
2 has an integrated impact on the participating individual •. " Many 
observers .of youth behavior refer.to this functiqning unity as the 
adolescent subculture. 
Characteristics of the Adolescent Subculture 
A basic characteristic of a culture is t;hat it promot(!s conformity 
to its norms by defining appropriate or required modes·of thinking, act-
ing, and believing. Previous research on the adolescent subculture 
indicates that·the enforcement of conformity is also one of its basic. 
features. Desc.ribing some of the distinctive features of the adoles-
cent subculture, Smith says: 
In ·a complex society, such as America, this conformity may 
be patterned-by a subculture possessing its own norms. 
Youth .culture initiates .and reinforces conformity by setting 
its member.a apart in appearance and behavior. Distinctive 
appearance is achieved through clothing, hair styles, and 
ornamentation; unique behavior is revealed in slatg' and social 
rituals.. In these ways the .members of youth culture are. dis-
tinguished· from adults and mutually identified.3 
3 
A distinctive feature of adolescents i.s- their clothitl-g styles and 
dres-s ha:Pits. While functioning to set them apart from adults, adoles-
cen_t ·dress habits reveal strong. patterns .of conformity to the accepted 
modes of teen-ag~·styles. 
Girls' styles in.· the early 1940' s rev:eal in various areas a 
virtual un~form for school wear • • • Wool sweaters with. pull .... 
up sleeves, wool.plaid skirts, white bobby-sox, and moccasins 
were most popular. 
The boys' classroom uniform ••• has remained relatively unchanged 
--patterned sloppiness involving rolled-~p, worn blue jeans 
•• ~white so~, and moccasins or loafers. 
Another distinctive feature of the youth culture is the develop-
ment of a language uniquely its own~ While acting as a barrier to out-
siders, adolescent language intensifies group identity through a di_s-
tinctive pattern of-communication. Such terms as "freak out," "trip," 
"scene, 11 "schmo," "gross me out" have· symbolic meaning which tend to 
exc_lude adults from participation in the subcu.lture and act as a barri-er 
to etfective.commµnicat1op.between ~dults and adolescents. Status is 
sometim~s-implied by the use of such terms as "wheels," "brains," "out-
ca_sts," "dopes. 115 
Technqlogy·. is another feature of the :adolescent subculture which 
has been described in·part by previous research. Within the subculture, 
tecbnol~gy is composed. of such things as cars, bicycles, motorcycles, 
and· the tel~phone~ Of. special significS:nce.to the. teen-ager; is the. 
· famiJ,.y car.. Use of the car permits adolescent mo~ility and insures .a 
degree of privacy and independence. It ·should be noted that parents 
maintain some'measure of control over technology. This is particularly 
the case-with the family c~r. 
Parent-youth c~nflic t is a feature of the adolesc.ent . subcu;L.ture 
frequently ,mentioned by research. It ·develops over pai::ental ·int_erference · 
4 
into the affairs of teen-agers, often over disagreements about activity 
related to dating and use of the family.car. Gottlieb and Ramsey sug-
gest that 11 ••• it would appear. from.autobiographical data that the 
select.ion in dating is a most impo:r.tan.t aspect of the conflict in 
adolescents' relations with parents. 116 
Othet: distinctive features of the subculture include taates regard-
ing music and the arts in .. general, leisure activities, and a discernibly 
different set of value orientations. The.valuesclustering around ath-
letics inthe school, grades, dating preferences and behavior, and the 
use of alcoholic beverages vary substantially from parental values. rel""" 
ative to the same phenomena. 
Adolescent behavior is not.random or arbitrary:. It is related to 
a set of principles specified by the subculture, and regulated and. 
motivated by· a syst~ of ,norms which promotes conformity .to the adoles-
cent system. 
Ol:>jectives. of the Study 
Despite the ,vast accumulation of material on .adolescence, socio-
logical theory does not contain precise indicators of what constitutes 
the adolescent subculture. Kanda!, et .al. indicate that for 11 ••• more 
than a generatioti, the concept of adolesc.ent subcultur.e has been sur-
rounded by controversy which continues to grow, with lit.tle hope. for an 
adequate resolution in the near future. 117 The purpose of this research 
is to delineate and clarify some of. the variables relating to the sub-
cultu.re of adolescence by studying adolescents who were enrolled in a 
small town .high school. Generally, thia includes an analysis of (1) 
the nature of the adolescent subculture, particularly as it differs 
5 
from the larger.adult culture; (2) the nature of the patterns of strati..,. 
fication within the school; and.(3) an analysis of peer group orient.a.-
tion of student;.s~ 
Specifically, this ·study is concerned with describing how adoles-
cents. relate· to. the ,informal. and social structure associated with the 
school,. This ·involves an analysis .of how adolescents . spend their 
leisure time, how: much. time. they devote to their· studies outside the 
classr9om, the .amount of time ,they spend wat(O!hing. television, .and the· 
time di.n).ension of dating involvement. To determine the value discrep-
ancies and/or congruencies between students and par~nts 1 criteria of 
desirable.,status ·preferences will. be cqntrasted and.compared •. Teen-age 
versus parent;al at;titudes .,toward the. use. of alc;.oho:\.ic beverages _and 
drugs will .also :be im;:..luded in ,the analyE;Jis. 
By usi,ng critei;ia cQnSidered to be relevant to st;atus mobi.lity, 
the stat;us systm!l of the ·adolesqent subculture will be investigli!-ted. 
The ·.manne,r ·in which. adolescents. are rli!-nked is an important· aspect of 
the subculture. Based on the assumption that some.statuses.are more 
visible than otq.ers ,. a comparison will be made betwee~ the .yisibility 
of athletes, scholars, and: mos.t popular .students •. 
Adolescence.has been described.as a transitional period betw,een. 
childhood and. adulthood.. Duz:ing this .Period the adolescent purportedly 
becomes more deta~hed from his.family of orientation and becomes increas..,. 
8 ingly more independent of parents. A criterion of .adolescent in(j.epen-
dence is freedom from parental,cont"t"ols.and restrictipns. To provide an 
analysis of. subcultural values revolving around parental restrictions 
on teen-age behavior, ·the relationship betwee.n adolescent .and parental 
attitudes relative to parental control will be evalu~ted. Since· 
6 
adolescent independence is progressive, becoming greater as the adoles-
cent matures, attachment to the peer group logically be.comes more pro-
nm.meed as the teen-ager grows. older.. This assumption will be evalu-
ated by comparing peer group.orientation of the younger adolescents· 
with the older adolescents. 
The discrepancies existing between adolescents and adults have 
been euphemistically described as a "generation gap." This implies that 
adolescents fail to understand the value position of adults, and vice 
versa, To determine the extent.of agreement between teen-agers and 
parents relative to adolescent attitudes toward adults, .the relati,on-
ship between adolescent perceptions. of adults .and what parents think 
adolescent perceptions of adults are will be examined, Finally, to _ 
describe.the functional nature of .athletics in the subculture, the 
relationship between parental and adoles.cent atti.tudes toward athletics 
in th.e school will be measured. 
Theory 
The research and· generalizations of.this study are formulated with-
in the framework of structural.,.functional analysis. According to this 
theoretical approach, every society is a totality composed of inter-
. . . . 9 
related and interdependent institutions. Society is conceived as a 
" •• , system of institutions related to and reacting upon one another. ,;ID 
The different components of society should be seen in relation to their 
functional contribution to the whole. These institutional components 
may function to fulfill or act as barriers to impede the fulfillment of 
the perceived requirements of society. Where structural barriers arise 
7 
to. ohiitruct the function of .a.comppnent pa:rt, alternative.institutions. 
(i.e!~, functional .alternatives).:emerge to carry out the same or a. simi-
lat function. 
Functional a'Ilalysis is. p.redic.ated o.n the principle of homeostasis 
--the maintenance of stable co.nditions with.in a structure. Smith says: 
••• interrela1:ed social institutions work toward the main-
tenance of relatively·· stable .social conditions, and where a 
formaliinstitution i~ ineffectual, informal institutions 
arise to contribute to.the stability of-the society. In an 
analysis of youth culture,. one must be cognizant of the series 
of interrelated institutions bound together by the activities 
of the:f,.r numbers .11 · 
In any social struct;ure, the consequences of some functions are 
socially approved and intended. Other functional consequences are not 
anticipate.d and often are not socially approved. Merton distinguishes 
between .. these. two types of functions. The former, he labeled manifest .. 
functions, which are tl,.ose consequences .for society, or any of its seg-
ment.s, that al;'e intended anc;l recognized by members of the system,. The 
latter are.latent·functions which are consequences that are" ••• 
neither intended nor-recognized. 1112 
Within this structural-functional theoretical framework, the mani-
fest function of .the high school is to transmit those values and norms 
revolving around the more formal educational activities approved by 
society. The ultimate goal of the.educational system is to produce 
intelligent youth who are cap.able of becoming participating members of 
adul.t society. The latent functions .of the high school frequently have 
the.unintended effect of diverting student interests away from the 
int;ellectualaspects of the system and into such activities as athletics 
and the.formation of cliques who channel energy away from the pursuit of 
scholarly act1~itie~. 
8 
Froni. the·structural-functional theoretical framework and from pre-
vious research on the adoles.cent subculture, the following hypotheses 
were formulated.: 
H1) Parents will advocate significantly more parental 
control over the behavior of teen-agers than will adolescents 
in grades 7-12. 
H2) The greater the frequency of discussions between 
parents and adolescents, the greater will be the effects of 
parental influence.over teen-agers. 
H3) Parents with favorable attitudes toward the teen"". 
ager will advocate less overt parental·control over adoles-
cents. than those parents with les~ favorable attitudes toward 
the teen-:-ager. 
H4) Adolescents in grades 10-12 will be significantly 
more.peer oriented than adolescents in grades 7-9. 
H5) Adolesc.ents in grades 7-12 will have a more negative 
view of adult.s than· their parents will indicate they will have. 
H6) Adolesc;ent .males in grades 7-12. will place a sig-
nificantly greater emphasis on athlet~cs than will parents. 
H7) Adolescent males in grades 10-12 will place a sig-
nificantly greater emphasis on athletics than will adoles-
cent males in grades 7-9. 
Definitions.Accepted 
In order to minimize semantic problems of the study, the following 
definitions were accepted. 
Culture 
the· patterns of lear.ned .behavior and the prqducts of . 
behavior shared by.~he members of a society and trans-
mit t.ed among . them. 1 
Subcul,ture 
(1) A distinctive, sharedc.enception of common membership 
in a.group or social category, (2) further distinctive 
differences' in .shared meanings ~between this. group and the 
larger·supracqltur:e, and· (3) some significant.¢1.istinctive· 
language that ~elps .to· set;. off the subculture. from the 
supraculture, 1 
Ado.lescence 
Sociological,ly, adolescence i$ the period in.the life of 
a person when .the s<;>cie1;!y in .which he functions ceases to 
regard him (male or female) .as a child and does not accord 
to him ful;J. adult status •••• It is not marked by a. 
specific .point in time such a~ puberty, since ·its form, 
content, duration, and per_iod in the life cycle are differ-
ently_ determined by various .cultures and societies. Socio--
logically, the .important thin,g about the adolesc.ent years 
is the way people regard the maturing individua1.15 
Society 
a collection of peop1e with a common, identific.ation 
who are sufficiently organized to carry out the conditions 
necessary to living harmoniously together.16 
Soc·fal .system 
••. the network of relationships among people which grows 
out. of their adperence '·to a g:i,.ven. culture and/or subculture, 
from which they derive the proscriptions for their behavior 
and, of course, theii;:- interrelationships.17 
Attitude 
a relatively enduring organization of beliefs around an 
object or situation predisposing one to respond in some pre~ 
ferential manner.18 · 
9 
V~lue 
Values ••• have to do with mod!is ~of-conduct and end-
sta_tes of existence. • •• .a value is a single belief that 
tramicendentally guides actiOns and judgments across spe-
cific objects and situations, and beyor)Ji' ~ediate goals 
to more ultimate end-states of existence.19 · 
Summary 
10 
As a social institution, the high school functions.to transmit to_ 
adolescents those skills which adults consider essential in producing 
a person with the potential .to bec.ome a participating member of adult 
society, Within the struc_ture of the school, the adolescent interacts 
with reference groups whose values often are divergellt fre>m the_ trad_i .... 
tional values of his family. As a result of increased participation in 
social relationships with those his own.age, the adolescent establishes 
close identity with his peers and achieves a recognizable status apart 
from his parents. Developing from the_increased dependence on the peer 
group are structural relationships which serve to integrate the teen-
ager into the adolescent subculture, 
The objective of this-research is to (1) examine the nature of the 
adolesc_ent subculture, especially as it varies from adult .cultu;re; (2) 
analyze the patterns of stratification within the school; and (3) 
in:vestigate peer orientation of the students. These. objectives are 
reflected in the formulation of the hypotheses, and will be guided by 
the theoretical approach of structural-functional analysis. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Adolescent Subculture as a Concept 
The concept of adolescent subculture has its origin with Mead's 
1 Coming of Age in Samoa, (1928) and Waller's The· Sociology· of .Teaching 
2 (1932) • A decade after Waller's work, the concept received further 
impetus when Parsons. (1942) wrote of the existence of a distinct youth 
3 culture. 
Mead probably was the first to articulate the notion of an adoles-
cent culture with her stress upon the view that cultural factors rather 
than physiological maturation account for some of the distinctive behav-
ior of adolescents. 4 She spent nine months in Samoa studying the behav-
ioral characteristics of adolescent airls between the ages of 9 and 20. 
She describes the family structure, the village structure, and the pat-
terns of interpersonal relationships~-especially adolescent heterosexual 
relationships which apparently begin at puberty. 
Mead points out that the differences in human behavior from society 
to society a:r;-e·due, not to differences in physiological make-up, but to 
5 different Ct.Jltural practices. and tr.aditions. By comparing the complex-
ity of American cultural patterns with the. seemingly casual simplicity 
of Samoan cultural patterns, she accounts for attitudinal and overt 
14 
behavioral differences of adolescents of both societies. 6 While adoles-
cents in American society face different and sometimes conflicting group 
pressures, which promote double standards of behavior, the·Samoan adol-
escent is a member .. of (and, consequently, .a product of). a homogenous 
group where traditio~ is a prevalent feature of daily living. The impli-
cations for behavioral difference.a between. the two contrasting cultures 
are readily apparen~-and this is the thrust of her argument~-because 
cultural differences, not.differences in the nature of man, account for 
differences in human.behavior. 
A few years after the publication of Mead's book, Willard Waller, 
in describing the school as a social system, also spoke of an adolescent 
culture when he suggested that the school is a cohesive system comprised 
of a teacher subculture and a distinct youth culture. His views con-
cerning the latter are clearly indicated in the following statement: 
,,,the world of the school is a social world. Those human 
beings who live together-in the school, though deeply severed 
in one sense, nevertheless spin· a tangled web of interrela-
tionships; that web and the people in it make.up the social 
world of school. It is not a wide world, but~ for those who 
know it, it is a world compact with mea;ning, It is a unique 
world.7 
Since the school is a system comprised of interacting personalities, 
it contains traditions, complex patterns of personal relationships, 
folkways, mores, a moral code based on them, and a system of sanctio;ns 
to enforce the codes. "All these things," he says, "make up a world 
that is different from the world of adl.llts. 118 Yet the culture of the 
school is a curious mixture of youth practices and adult traditioq.s 
which have become mingled to form a separate e;ntity all its own, 
Tradition, according to Waller, can be.divided into three, types: 
(1) tradition which origiq.ates from outside .the school; (2) tra4ition 
15. 
which or:l-ginates ,in pa:i:t·frqm outside the.school and in part within the 
school; and (3) traditio.n whi.ch originat:es, almost exclusively within the. 
schoe>l~ 
Tradition of ·the first type has certain .deterministic qual,ities. 
In our. society, for· example; it is axiomatic .that .the yqung are taught 
by tl:ie old_ and not the old by the ·young. Tradition of this type deter.,. 
mines what is taught; who·shall teach it; alld in.what;:pianner·it .will be 
9 
taqght~ 
Tradition of the second·type.is represented by the·teache:ts in·the 
system. They. bring to tqe school, the cultqre of .. the la;rger society .but 
are· als.o influenced. by' the indigenous culture of .. the school,. The basic 
function of .. tradition of this . type .has to do wi.th t~acher ·moi:.ality which 
regulatei;i the. teacher's rel~tio-q.ships with his. students. and with ,othet; 
personnel· in the system. It .also .serves the additio!lal ft,mcti.on of 
establishing and ·Jllaintaining sqciai. dist.ance. between. teacher and stu- · 
dents. 
Tradition of the last type is indigenous to .the system. It is 
student tradition• Its distinc;tive cha:i:act~ristics .are: (1) sqber<J.i-
nate status of the student;:; (2). ·social distance b'·etween student· and, 
teacher.is a part of the student code ai;i well as a.part of the teacher .. 
code; and. en as students beco)Ile members of .older adolescent groups, . 
10 they-tend to repud,iate the folkways of the youn,ger.groups. 
Waller viewed conflict between stu.dent and ·teacher and between. 
student cliques. as inherent in the nature of ·the system •.. In ·any system, 
conflict which. continues unchec],ted tends to be, disruptive. Therefore, 
it must be resqlved. In the school., athlet:f,cs perform this function. 
When select.ed representatives (athletes) of the school. engage the. common 
16 
competitor (athletes from other schools), athletics pro~ote conflict. 
resolution by.solidifying disparate units through building up school. 
11 spirit, e:q.couraging school loyalty, .and unifying teachers and students. 
In other. words, athletics se.rve the functional requisite of. promoting 
the goal of conflict re&olution by which the system is kept in .a state 
of equilibrium. 
Writing in 1942, Parsons characterized youth c4lture as being com-: 
prised of adolescent males .who ut;.ilize athletics as an avenue to achieve 
limited, goals and adolescent girls who achieve popularity and prestige 
12 through glamour and. sexual attractivenesf;. In con.trast ·to the larger 
culture which. emphasizes adult responsibility, youth culture is des-
cribed by Parsons.as being irresponsible, displaying a." ••• str:ong 
tendenc;:y to repudiate interest in adult things and to feel at least a 
certain recalcitrance to the .. pressure of adult expectations an.d dis-
cipline.1113 Furthermore, adolescence is depicted. by Parsoi;is as a period 
of considet;able strain and insecurity. Consequently, there are indica-: 
tions ·that youth cult:Ure :is a " ••• produc;:.t of tensions. in the relationships 
14 of younger people and.adults." 
In a later volume, Parsons says that.the y0uth culture is " ••• one 
of the hallmarks of the .AJ:iierican educational system~" He argues that· 
the school functions to promote differentiat;.ion between the students. 
In the elementary grades, focus· is on the level of .capacity of the stu-. 
dents to achieve •. In the high school, differentiat:f,on is on the basis 
of qualitative .types of achiev.ement. H:i,s views ar:e clearly elaborated 
in the following statement: 
In approaching the question of the types.of capacity differ-
entiated, it should be kept in.mind that.the secondary school 
is .the principal springboard from which .lower-status persons 
will enter the·labor force, wher:eas .those achieY.ing higher 
status ·will continue their formal education in.college •••• 
Hence.for the lower-status ·pupils the important line ,of· 
differentiation should be the one which will lead into 
broadly different .categories of jobs; for the highei:,-
status :pupils the differentiation; will lead to broadly 
different roles in college.15 
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Aftei the.initial iI).troduction of the.adolescent su~culture con-. 
cept, considerable. research has explored many related sub-topics. Of 
specific concern to this research are three basic issues;, (1) wheth.er 
or not adolescent subcultures actually exist ,as ·separate and distin-
guis4able entitieE\I; (2) if they do exist, what is the;t.r origin and gen-
eral,nature; and·(3) to what extent do they influence ;:i.dolescent·behav-
ior. The literature review first .. focuses on issues re1evBint to the 
first; question--whether·or .not adolescent subcultu;res actually exist. 
Second, the liter;ature review focuses on the.latter two questiOI).S• 
Existence, of an Adolescent Su'Qculture , 
Although there seems to be a general acceptance of the existenc;.e , 
of adolescent subcultures by students of adolescent.behavior, thi~ 
agreement is.by no means. unanimous. Some research lends.support to 
those who confirm the existence.of ·adolesc;ent subcultures, while other 
research fails to confirm the reality of the subc\J,+ture. 
One of the most int;.ensive in-depth aI).alyses of high. school subcul-
tures was.completed by James .Coleman in Adolescent Society. 16 Coleman's 
work was an empirical study of ten high schools· in Illinois, selected 
to represent.a wide range of types of communities. These.ranged from 
sma.11 rural .town. schools with an enrollment o:f:: 150 students to those of 
Chicago and its suburbs. witl;i a st\J,,dent population of up to 1,950. 17 
18· 
Coleman's work clearly demonstrates the e~istence of a distinctive 
adolesc.ent society, with an ·accompanyi11g distinctive subculture and 
status system. He fout).d tha.t ·although the status 0f acil0lescents was 
partly ascribed by sources outside ,the school., status ,among boys within 
the school was related primarily to athletic ability. For girls posi~ 
tional prestige was related to such things as social success.with the 
opposite sex, personal attractiveness, being a.leader in extracurricular 
i 0 • d d . i . 18 act v1t1es, an aca em1c super or1ty. 
Th,e value system of the schools was.described by Coleman as.encom-
passing four criteria: (1) good grades; (2) family background varia..,. 
bles; (3) membership in the. leading crowd; and (4) athletic center.ed 
activities. 
According to Coleman, value and interest priorities of the adoles-
cent subculture tend to divert the focus of attention away from.the 
academic goals of the scho.ols. The·basic aim of the school is to pro..,. 
mote academic in,terests._ However, the .value and stat4s systemt with 
appropriate rewards, are structured around athlet.ics and other extra-
curricular activities, ScholC!-rship assumes a position of,secondary 
importance in the prestige hierarchy. For excµnple, when boys were 
asked what they would most.like to be.remembered in.schoql for, 31 per 
cent said brilliantstudent, 44 per.cent .said athletic .star, and 25 per 
cent said most popular.,19 Even the elites, who .came from higher socio-
economic backgrounds,. placed paramount emphasis on athletics, selecting . 
the brilliant student cat;egory less freque11tly . than. did the various. stu~ 
dent bodies as a whole. 
Major features of the high scbool subculture described by Coleman 
include:. (1) a search for status and popularity; (2) cars, sports, and 
19 
athletic ability for boys; (3) beauty, glamour, and personal attractive-
ness for girls; (4) both sexes regarded dating and extracurricular 
activities as very important, with the.elites conferring even greater 
importance on these than other students; (5) perceived brilliance.and 
good grades apparently bring few if any tangible.rewards from adoles-
cent groups. 
Coleman 1 s analys:i,s is posited in functional terms.. He suggests, 
for example, that the·importance.of student values and interests cluster-
ing around athletics rests in the functions they perform for the high 
school society. They bring credit and honor not only to the individ~als 
who participate; but to.the school as a whole. Rewards are given accord-
inglyo "Those students who play an important·role in enhancing the. 
cohesion of· the collective .by bringing cre.dit to it. are rewarded with 
prestige; ·in this way, motivation is built into the social structure, 1120 
Smi~h's American Youth Culture also offers strong support for the 
existence of a distinctive adolescent subcultur~. 21 He does not report 
empirical.research of his own, but·summarizes numerous.studies pertain..;. 
' 
ing to ,youth culture which have accumulated over.the past two ·decades. 
Within.the framework.of structural-:functional analysis, he .focuses on 
the development of group norms which are in opposition to those held.by 
adults, the.subgroups of adolescents·(such as cliques, crowds, and 
gangs), and the dating and courtship patterns of youth. 
Thebasic function of the youth subculture is the socialization of· 
its metn:hers, This is accomplished through a series of informal insti.,... 
tutions, such as the clique, crowd, dating, and going steady. Norms 
transmitted by these socialization agencies function to promote soli-
22 clarity and often take precendence over family and other adult norms. 
20 
Secrecy and th.e concealment o.f be.ha.v.iar a.:i;:.e .other functions. of the· 
adolescent subculture. According to Smith, institutional practic;:es 
develop which enshroud the activities of youth f:i:;om adult.observation, 
and hence from.adult supervision .and controL This process implies 
11 ••• a·degree.of withdrawal.of association and confidences.from adults, 
23 and consequent.obstacles to communicat,ion between youth and adults." 
Gottlieb and Ramsey also support the.adolescent.subculture con-
cept. 24 They sugges_t, however, that the .exist.ence of an adolescent 
subcu+.ture should not depend on the. degrees or types of differences 
found between., adolescents,and adults. The·important question for then)., 
in cqntra.st to Smith's analysis, is not deviation from the no:i:-mative 
adult. structure, but· ra~her how 11 ••• involvement in and commitment to 
"25 
the peer group influence the be.havior and beliefs of the participant. 
Gottlieb and Ramsey report the results of a poll.conducted among 
-< some. twent;y ·social scie1;1tists relativ.e to their views concerI;ling the· 
existe,nce.of an adolescent suqculture. Responses ~o the poll i~dicated 
a general .acceptance of .the adoles.cent subculture concept by .these pro ... 
fessionals. There wer.e, however, some dissenters who .indicated their 
dbsent was primarily a matter of semantics--how, for example, is adol-
escent .subcultur.e operationally defined. 
In an article published in 1961, Jessie Bernard unquestionably 
allied herself wi,th the proponents of an adolescen.t subculture and pro-
vided an·explanation for .its existence. "Teen-age culture," she said, 
"is a product of affluence: we can afford to _keep a large population 
in school.through high school. 1127 She presents an array of statistics 
which confirm the·fact th~t teen-agers.constitute a vast consumer mar-
ket" For example, they spend billions of dollars annually on such 




This teen-age leisure class has had an important inf l,uence on mass 
mediao Advertisers create desires by such devices as flattery and 
cajoling without.adhering to.traditi.onal adul,t methods designed to 
restrict and discipline teen'"".age behavior. Therefore, ".,.the things 
bought·are determined by what the.child wants rather.than by what·the 
parents want for him. 1129 
In Educating the Expert Society, Burton Clark refer$ to tqree sub-
cultures operating within the framework of the high school: (1) the fun 
subculture; (2) the academic subculture; and (3) the delinquent Sl,lbcul-
30 ture. 
The·fun Sl,lbculture, according to Clark, revolves around such things 
as athletic events, school dances and parties, the annual selection of 
a school·queen, clubs, sororities, fraternities, and building school 
spirito This subculture is functional in a number of ways for the 
students, the school staff, and administrative officials. For the,stu-
dents, the social activities of the school.offer e:icperiences which help 
to prepare them for college social life. For the staff, some parts of 
the fun.subculture function as a means of.control by providin,g outlets 
through which adolescent energies can be channeled or by acting as sub-
stitutes for proscribed activities. For administrative officials, the 
fun subculture.serves as a vehicle for public relations with the com-
munity by allowing and encouraging community participation in.certain 
. 1 .. i 31 extracurr1cu ar act1v1t es. 
The academic subculture.is centered around the more formal aspects 
of the learning process o. Students. in this category are id,entified as 
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the more serious types and are primarily concerned with the acquisition 
of knowledge and' intellectual pursuits. 32 The value structure,· espe-
cially of .the larger high schools, permits those who are schola:rly 
inclined to group tG>gethet. Within this group, those who excell academ-
ically are rewar(led with top prestige. 33 
The delinquent subculture is one of open hostility toward insti-
tutionalized authority and an active rejection of societal values. For 
thi$ group the school is not .relevant. for conferring future status .• 
They are considered to be th.e "incorrigibles" and/or the "unteachables." 
"They are in school but,not of it; their function there is to clisrupt 
and the function of the.school is custodial. 1134 
The above literature suppor,ts the existence of an adolescent sub-
culture, Convincing evidence is presented to support the affirmative 
position. But there are those who. dissent from thJ.s view. They present 
the other side of the controversial issue. 
Among those who reject the notion of· the existence of a .distinctive 
35 adolescent subculture are Frederick Elkin and Willi,al:ll Westley. In 
tb,eir article, "The Myth of Adolesc,ent Culture," Elkin and Westley 
based their rejection on analysis of data collected from adolescents .who 
lived in a suburban commut;J.ity of Mol}.treal, Canada. Twenty teen-agers 
from professional·and business families--predomil1ately middle class--
were.interviewed. Following a preliminary interview w:f,th parents and 
child together; each adolescent was.interviewed two.or more times. 36 
Their .data reflect the continuity of socialization from parent to 
child rather than· discontinuity as reported by some of the advocates of. 
adole.scent subcultures. Adolescents, Elkin and Westley suggest, main-
tain clo.se rapport with their parents, and have values similar to thed.m 
They concluded, therefore, that the current concept of adolescent 
' 37 culture has ~ mythical character. 
' 38 
Bealer and Willits also reject the idea of a youth subculture. 
Based on data from Minhes.ota. and Pennsylvania studies, their research 
failed to produce evidence of adolescent rejection .of ·parental values 
and parent-youth cqnflict--phenomena whi.ch are manifestat:i;.ons. of the 
discrepancies that ex.ist between adolescent and adult cu:l:tures, 
For both boys and girls,. Bealer and Will:i;.ts' data revealed many 
more favorable than unfavorable attitudes toward their parentsa 39 As 
the student becomes increasingly.more involved in,aqad~ic and school 
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related activities, there usually is a corresponding physical withdrawal 
from the family and a high degree of exposure to .peer group infiuenceo 
But rather.than leading to a rejection of parental values and norms,. 
the evidence indicates that increased involvement is positively .related 
to agreement with parerttal attitudesa 40 The true test;. of normative 
enforcement, then, is not physical presence of an authority figure, but 
the internalization of norms by the individual. Bealer and Willits 
suggest, therefore, that Value.congruence is prevalent.between 
41 adults and adolescents; not incongruence. 
David Epperson also challenges the conclusion that adolescents 
42 have a distinct subculture, He points out that certain biases in 
Coleman's questionnaire may have led to inval.id conclusions. For 
example, in one of his questions Colemari equated "br~aking with a 
friend" with "disapproval of parents." Epperson suggests that besides 
important emotional differences between "breaking" and "disapproval," 
43 there is considerable.difference in frequerlcy of occurrence. 
From a study he conducted among high school. students, Epperson 
found that·80 per cent of the students.said that,parents' rath~r than 
44 friends' disapproval woutd make them feel most unQ.appy. · ·· (This con"'." 
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trasts with Coleman's. finding of 53 per cent;) Guided. by the, assumption 
that i( there is _a distinct adolescent subcul.ture there ·should. be sha.rp 
differences between, ad0lescents.and pre-aciolescents, Epperson also 
interviewed children in the elementary grades in 0rder to establi~h a 
basis for comparison. He _f0und that adolescents .appea:r to be mor.e 
rather than, less c0ncerned ab0~t parental ·rea,cticms than pre-adolescents. 
Thus, there is no basis·for. saying that adolescents are more estranged· 
45 from adu,lt culture than are·younger children. 
Epper,s0n .also casts. doubt· on ,Coleman's conclusi,on that adolescent 
bays, 1 to a significant degree, do net want to fo:)..low their father's 
occupation •. His data showed that a large percentage of boys did in 
fact select a different ._occupation th~n their fathe:i;-s'. However, it is. 
just ftS plausib],e, he -says; to interpret the results .as due to a~pira,-
tions for upward mability which the.students have internalized from 
their parents, 0r to changes ,in the occupational structu+e, as it is 
to say that there is a negative reaction 0n the part of adolescent boys 
46 toward their fathers' occupati0n. 
Bennett Berger. als0 challenges Coleman's conclusi.0n that an adoles-
47 cent subculture exists. In order to support the.subculture concept, 
Berger.insists, it is necessary to demonstrate that the subgr0up's 
nermative system d:i:«inctly deviates .from the norms.of the larger group. 
Coleman1s data·do net show this distinctic;>n, he says, Rather, " 
almost all the values and interests of adolescents revealed by Cole-
man's.data seem te l1e derivatiye from and shared by the great majority 
of their paren,ts. ,,4S Student values which cluster .ar0und the world of. 
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music and entertai!lers, around athlet,ics, around prestige and popular-
ity, appear. to be merely reflections of parental values which, re_la-
49 tively speaki!lg, cluste:r around and suppor.t the same phenomena. 
TWo polar extremes relative to .the existence of an adolescent sub-
culture have. been presented• On one.end of the,continuum are thos~ who 
unequivocally support the notion of adolescent subcultures; on the 
other end are those who clearly dissent, .from this view. However, as 
with most contrqversial issues, there.are those,who are not content with 
passively accepting either one side of the.debate or.the other. They 
actively lend their efforts in an attempt, to present a more balanced 
view. 
Among the latter are ,Jahoda and Warr.en, who suggest that the 
" ••• entire controversy seems to us to be about.a pse~do-problem rather 
than about a real issue. 1150 "Subculture is not.a 'thing' whose absence 
or presence can be verified; it is a concept.that )Ilay le11d to fruitfu],. 
research_, and does. not . exclude other conceptual guides. 1151 · 
Similarly, Smith and Kline say: 
The present debate concerning the existence of an adolescent 
subsociety appears destined for a fate similar to that·of the 
heredity and environment controversy: the emphatic,but 
over-simplified "yes" and "no" answers give way to more 
subdued complex questions. Adolescents share some values 
uniquely with other adolescents.ort.the national scale; some 
values are shared uniquely with specific ·reference groups; 
and some values are .share_d with a broader· adult cultural 
fabric of which they represent bright ol.d strands. For 
some research questions, phrased at varying conceptual lev-
els (e.g., economic, sociological, or psychological), the 
use. of the concept "sub-culture'' may, permit examinatiOl} of 
certain dis.continuities or continuous aspects; for other 
questions the concept will .not be of help.52 · 
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Origin of Adolescent Subcultures 
Another ·controversial h.sue which continues to pervade the liter-
ature revolve~ around why adolesc,ent subcultur.es come into being and 
how their continuity is sustained~ One theme relci.ting to this issue . 
stresses the speed and complexity of modern social change. This pur-
portedly undermines _traditional parental authority and results in the 
establishment of an ad~lescent normative structure which guides the 
behavior of youth. Others stress the notion that adolescents form con-
tracultures thro1'!;h which the standa.rds and pressures of adult society 
are repudiated. Still others emphasize that adole.scent society· is_ pre-
dominantly a reflection of adult society--it is not·in opposition to 
the standards of adult society but is it>:tegrated with thell).. 
Wr~ting in 19,40, King~ley Davis note.cl that rapid change in indus.,-
trial societies has created disparate relations between the. genera-
53 tions. Bec~use of rapid social change, the child is reared in a 
social environment different from that of the parents, and acquires 
different.cultural norms. Bec:ause; the,parent is.a product.of his 
social experiences, he cannot change his modes of thinking, and attempts 
to transmit them to his child. But since the child ,is a product of a 
different mil,ieu, havi:ng'aq.quired different normative standards, the 
l 
parent .is considered by the child to be old-fashioned. The child, as 
viewed by t4e parent, is r~bellious, and conflict is the ultimate 
result. 
Variations in the:rate of social:i,zation is another potential, 
54 source of. conflict, according to Davi.s. For older people, sociali-
zation takes place at a.reduced rate, while for younger people it is 
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accelerated. Because of the differential rates~ adolescents and adults 
encounter different socializing experiences. For the.more.mature per-
son, these exper:f,.ences lead to adult realism, which tends.to be prag-
mati.c. 55 For the young, they result in utopian idealism. The· ideo-. 
l6gical.foundations of the$e two. polaraties--realism and idealism--are 
not conducive ,to harmonious.relations between the generations. They 
result in opposing views about the.nature of societal problems.as well· 
as incompatible solutions to the problems, 
These differences, therefore, tend to create differential status 
positions Betwe~n young and old. The adolescent is as an outsider look~ 
ing in. From this perspective he critically evaluates establ,ished 
institutions such as property, marriage, and profession. Finding that 
ad.ult institutions frequently act as restricting forces. on his behavior, 
the adolescent either fails to .perceive that.established patterns will 
satisfy his need.s or feels " ••• resentful tha,t ·the old have in them a 
vested int~rest from which he.is excluded. 1156 
Extending Davis' thero.e, Yinger maintains that·the values of most 
subcultures .do in. fact conflict to ·some degree with the larger culture •. 
The .values of .some ,sub societies, however, are the inverse of (and 
opposed to) th~ values of the. larger· society. When· thi.s is the case, 
he suggests the term "contraculture" to identify those subgroups whose 
normative system stresses conflic~ with the values·of the larger society 
as a central issue. 57 
Albert Cohen seems·to have advocated much, the same notion when·he 
wrote his account of the emergence of delinquent subcultures in working 
1 f 1 i . 58 c ass areas o arge c tie$. Cohen defines a delinquent subculture as 
" ••• a way of life that has somehow become traditional among certain 
groups in American society. These aroups are the boy's gangs that 
flourish most conspicuously in the delinquency neighborhoods o;f our .. 
larger "Aln~rican' cities .n59 The delinquent subculture revolves around 
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behavior whieh is :nonutilitarian, malic:i,ous, and negativiatic~ That is, 
the normative value.s of the larger society are· inverted by. the delin-
quent sqbculture and overt behavior is motiv~ted by interests other than 
rational utilitarian gain. 60 
Smith maintains that discontinuity between youth and adults ia 
cauaed by. contlict of competing ,authorities. 61 "Parent-youth conflict," 
he says, "is inherent in the:American socialization process, since youth 
62 must break away.from parental authority in order.to become adults." . 
The first break in this parental authority structure comes about when 
the chi14 exploits the .differen(!es in parental values, pitti.ng one 
parent against;the other, 
A further challenge to parental ,authority comes about when the -
adolesc.ent enters high school. There ·he encounters ideas, values; and 
behavior wh±ch run counter to (and 9Glhetimes.as substitutes for) fami:l-
ial norms and behavi.or. For example; the cluster of values that;: revolve 
around competition in .. the scpool appeal only to. segmepts of . the adoles-
cent's personality--:academic and ,athletic competition, for instance. 
Within the_ family, however, the to.ta! _personality of the _person, rathel;' 
than segments, is _considered, merely because.he is.a member of the 
family, not beqause_ of perce:l,ved or expected achievements. 
Stouffer also suggests tqat th,e peer group is. frequently a .source 
of _ conf lie t. This, indeed, is the ·case when ·peer values . are · in c·on-
flict with parental values. When- this happens, the child is faced with. 
the situation " ••• such that;: conformity to the.norms of one is_ 
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incampat.ible with conformity to the.norms. of the other. 1164 The rel:?ult~ 
ant. effect' is the creation of tens:ia·ns and stra:f,.ns wh,ich ttltimately 
lead·· to. conf;I.,ict ,between compet_ing authorities. 
Several inves~igators.disagree,with .the conflict hypothesis.· They 
indicat.e that the. adolescent subcultur~ serv_es only li,mited fun~tions 
for ·its constituents, such as _establishing dress habits, dat:ing pat-
terns, and oq~anizing certain social activ:i,tie~. Beyond these, the 
adolescent culture is ,integrated with ad~lt values and. stand_ards. 
In _his work, Elmtown.' s Youth, Hollingshead. takes this latt_er posi- .· 
65 
tion.. His .analy_sis inclu,ded. 390 high sc.hool_ students, 345 adol.es-. 
cents who had dropped out of· school_, an~ 535 families ,of these adoles-
cents •. In -this study, he .explored the. ccmcept~of ·adolescent .. behavior, 
in the_ scho.ol with tl:).e theory. that .the social behavior of high sc;hool: 
students. appears .to be fuii.ctiona,lly ,related to the ,positions. the:f,.r 
66 
famili~s occupy .in the_ social st,ructure. of the co'llllllunity. Unlike 
Colemants study of Ill±nqis sc;hools, where.he found status. closely 
related J~o ·athletic ·ability,, Hollingshead found that status of students 
was more rel,ated to the social clas~ chai-acteristics ,of their parent;s 
than ·to _athletic ,abili,ty. 67 
Hol:,lingshead identified five social cl~ss groups·in .Elmto:wn, .and 
demons:trat;ed the re.l,ationship between the 'soc'ial class position of the ; 
families ,af adolesc_ents and various kinds of social _participatio~ by 
the high ·scI:iool .. student in rel1;1.tioq. to his school,.and community. For 
example, .over . two-t.hirq~ ·of . the st,uden:ts whose, parents were in the .two 
highes_t cla,sses. attended_ high school dances regularly; while .about the, 
same proportiqn in: _the two ·lower classe.s attended rarely .or not at all. 
Ne. members of class V were .on the_ student .. council. Class IV was clearly 
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under-represe'Q.ted on .. the council, ari.d ·the three higtler classes were 
68. 
over-represented. 
On the basis of statistical analysis of his data, Hollingshead 
suggests that " ••• there is a functional relationship between .the class .. 
position of an.adolescent's ,family and his.social behavior in the com,;. 
muµity. 1169 .. Therefore, the class ·:position .of the adolescent provi<les 
him not only with, way~ of acting and definitions of actions, but -.sets 
the stage. upon .whid). his actions take place. Finally, Holl,ingshead 
concluded that adjustment .. to the. middle-class values of the ,school is . 
crucial for the adolescent. ·. If he can sa.tisfacto:rily conform . to the 
midc;lle-class values of the schoql~ he tenqs to .make a successful 
adjustment. to the school.milieu. If he is unable, pe probably will 
leave schoo1. 70 
In a companion study to Hqllin,gshead' s, Hav iLghurst and Taba con-
eluded that the deg+ee of conformity to school expect:ations deterni.ines 
the.character reputation of the.adolescent. Their study also emphasizes 
the importance of conforming to expectatioq.s as crucial to the .adoles-
71. 
cent's adjustment in school. , 
Bernard_ Rosen, dealing with the_ conflict,ing influence of the fam-
ily and. the peer gr.oup . on the atti,tude of adolescents; comes. to a 
diffe:rent.conclusion. Studying a sample of Jewish youth in relation to. 
their observance or nonobservance of certain reH.giouE! practices' 
Rosen's data· indicated that the peer grqup exerted a greater·influence 
\ 72 
on the . cho:l..ce of .. the aqolescent than did . the parents. · 
On the basis of research conducted·in,Georgia high sc;,hools, 
I 
Brittain suggests that peer-conformity varies ,as a funcUon of the.type. 
of choice to be made ;by the, adolesc;ent. In thpse areas of behavior 
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where parents were perceived to be more competent.(such as job prefer-
. 
ences), adolescents preferred parents over peers, Where the. peer group 
was considered more competent .(such as supplying status and identity 
needs), adolescents chose.peers over parents. This suggests that the• 
,il3 " ••• general social orientation .of adolesc.ents is of a dual cha.ractet •. 
Effects of Subcultu.re on Intellectual, Activities 
Adolescence has been broadly and generally .defined as the period 
during whicq a person is in the process of making the transition from 
childhood.· to adulthood. During this· transitional phase, the adolescent 
progressively abandons his dependence on parental controls and becomes 
increasingly dependent .. on the peer group for support• .and guidance. 74 
His-contemporaries thus .serve as behavioral models if!. his quest for 
autonomy.. Commenting on the ,pervasive influence of ._peers, Coleman says 
of the adolesc;ent: 
He is "cut off'' from the ,rest .of society, forced, inward 
toward his o~ age group, made ·to carry out his . whole, 
social life with others his.own age... Our society ha,s· 
within its m:i,dst a set.of small teen-age societies which 
focus teen-age interests and attit~des on things.far 
removed from adult responsibilities and which mi:iy develop. 
standards that lead away from those goals establis~ed by 
the latger society.75 
In this chapter on literature review, we have previously discussed 
the,influ~nce. of the adolesc,ent peer group in s~ch a+eas of behavior as 
confc;>rmity to. group norms, certain motivat.ional influences, parent-peer. 
cross-pressures and conflict. There remains, however, afr area of . 
specific interest relevant to our discussion of adolescent.peer group-
influence--the influence of peers on the,academic.perfo:rilfttn'ce and edu-
cational aspirations of adolescents. 
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Peer Group Effects on Academic Performan~e 
A number of. studies indi~ate that peer-;group influence has adverse 
effects .on the. educati<mal goals of the school. Co.leman observes that. 
the. adolescent value system., with its, social reward,s, focuses ort ath-. 
letics rathei: thaq. acad,emic performance. This results, he says, in the 
athlete being more visible than the schola.r, The former ,brings glo:ry 
to the.school.and generates·internal coqesiqn, while the lattei::: goes 
76 
largely.unnoticed. The system has meaningful sanctions to impose, 
and participants direct the _flow ,of their energies into activities 
77 which maximize .the rewards they will receive from the system. 
Tannenbaum also no.tea in one of his· studies that "Nonstudious,ness 
78 
was .rated significantly higher, .than, studiousness." The c0nf orming 
preE!sures of .his peers, he says, encourages thebrilliant·stqdent to 
perform at.a mediocre level or forces him to deliberately conceal his 
79 intellectual superiority., 
Similarly:,. Smith indicates , that " ••• ~liques set up .norms contrary 
to those , of the school. These_ are generally dE!terrents tq academic 
achievement, diverting inter~sts into athl~tics and social activi .... 
ti 1180 eso ' 
In much tP.e ·same· vein; BoocoGk states. that ,the peer group has tre .... 
mendous influence upon the student;' s '' ••• attitudes toward and behavior 
in school. • ••. this powerful, infl,uence seems often . to work at variance. 
81 with ,the learning .... achievement goals _of the school." 
Effe~ts upon-College Aspirations. 
McDill and Coleman, in st.udying family background variables and. 
peer.group influence on.college plans of adolescents, report.that in· 
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the freshman year of high school family background is a more important 
source of variation in college plans than the peer group. But by .the 
senior year, the peer group has more influence on college plans.than. 
family background, with the increase in influence becoming greater for 
boys.than.for girls. 82 They conclude that the " ••• socializing effects 
of the high school status system can to a certain extent counteract .or 
neutralize those of family background by either increasing or decreas-
ing college desireso 1183 
Simpson also has·shown that the perceived characteristics of an 
indiviqual's peers influence his aspirations independently of the 
84 effects of his socio-economic·status or the influence of his parents.; 
Presenting their.analysis within the. general framework of balance 
theory, Alexander and Campbell found that college aspirations of high 
school.seniors were positively affected by college plans of a best 
85 friend. Using data they collected from 1,410 male seniors in 30 high 
schools, Alexander and Campbell classified the student;s into one of 
five status categories based on the. levels of parental educational 
86 attainmento From their analysis, they found tha~ at a given status. 
level, a student is more likely to plan to go.to college if his best 
friend does.rather than does not plan to go to college. The relation-
ship is stronger when the.friendship choice is reciprocated. 87 
In his study, Alan Wilson also found that high school peer groups 
h . ff 11 . . f d 1 88 ave important e ects on co ege aspirations o . a o escents. 
Wilson's sample consisted of students from thirteen high schools in the. 
San Francisco metropolitan .area. Classifying the schools into upper 
white collar, lower.white collar, and industrial, he found considerable 
variation between the.schools in the proportion of students aspiring .to· 
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a college education. For example, 80 per cent of the students in the 
upper white .collar schools, 57 per cent in the lower white collar 
schools, and 38 per cent in the industrial schools wanted to go to col-
89 lege. In addition, within each school he found that th~ effect of. 
the high school on college aspirations was greater than family influ-
90 ence. 
Boyle's research in seventy western Canadian high schools yielded 
results similar to that.of Wilson's. 91 Classifying the high schools 
according to population composition ancl size of connnunity in which they 
were located, and control,ling for famiJ,.y background, Boyle found that 
high st,atus schools.had more effect on the student's college aspirations 
than medium and low status schools. Considering the possibility that 
high .status schools are more, successful than med.ium and low status 
schools in developing the scholastic.abilities of students, Boyle con-
trolled on this factor and concluded that:it only partially explains the 
differential aspirations of the students. This suggests that peer 
groups in each class of schools have substantial effect on whether or 
not students aspire to college education. 92 
But once again, counter""'.'findings are offered. From data collected 
from 442 male respondents in Mich;i.gan high schools, Haller and Butter-
worth computed correlations on level of educational aspirations of the 
students with social class· status of parents., general intelligence of 
peer-pair members, and parental desire for high...,level social achieve-
93 ment for the adolescents. On the basis of their computations, they 
rejected the hypothesis that peers influence the .levels of educational 
aspirations of adolescents. 
Ralph Turner's findings closely parallel those of Haller and 
35 
94 
Butterworth. Utilizing data obtained from ten high schools iri the 
Los Angeles area, Turner.constructed an ambition index that combined 
educational, occupational, and material aspirations. Usi.ng this ambi-
tion .index, he carried out a partial co~relation analysis which showed 
the family to be slightly more. important than the high school in deter-
mining ambition. He states, therefore, that his analysis."belies an 
. 95 
effective youth cqnspiracy against academic excellence." 
Summary 
Most investigators of youth culture agree that adolescent subcul-
tures exist .as ·separate and distinguisha,ble .. entit;ies~ In general, works , 
which. have. foc~sed on the subculture have emphasized, either the discon-:-
tinuities which exist .between adults and adolescents or the.influence 
of the adult culture on.youth. Those which have focused on disGontin-
uities have stressed adolescent resistance to tqe norms and values of 
the larger culture, especially resistance promoted by peer groups. 
Those which have focused on adult.influence have depicted adolescent 
society·to be primarily a reflection of .the nqrmative strucrture of the 
larger culture. 
A number of researchers .have emphasized the functional nature of 
the youth culture for adolescents. For many adolescents, ,the peer 
group becomes the dominant referdnce group which regulates their. inter-
ests, activities, and aspirations to a considerable degree. It pro-
vides support in an ambiguous situation and offers a framework for the . 
development and crystallization of a self-:identity. The peer group 
alsp functions as a·frame of reference for adolescents in their quest 
for emancipation from the·family. 
36 
Considerable research has. focused on influence of the peer group 
on educational aspirations of adolescents. Some investigators.empha-
size a high co.rrelation between the socio-ec;.onomic background of the 
child an.d educational aspirations. Much of the recent research, how-
ever; has challenged this view. These investigators suggest thc!!,t peer 
group influence is a more important source of variation in educational 
aspirations than is socio-economic background. 
A minority of researchers suggest that adolescent subcultures are 
a myth. AQ.olescents, they suggest, mB;intain c],ose relationships with 
their parents, and form patterns of continuity rather than discontinuity 
in socialization. Conflict .and tensions among adolescents should be 
viewed as problems of adjustment, not as distinctive characteristics of 
youth. Theref;ore, searches for youth subcultural patterns are meaning-
less, 
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CHAPTER·III 
METHODOLOGY . 
Robert Merton .has defined methodology as 11 • • • the logic of. scien-
.. 1 tif ic procedure. 11 This· definition suggests a me.thod of studying the 
empirical world, which includes several step,s frqm the formulation of an. 
hypothesis to. the cqlleqtion, validation, and clath~ifi~ation of, data. 
These procedures.invol,.ve the union of the,fundamentalsof science with 
theoretical con~epts and analytical techniques to investigate. empirical 
dat;a~ The res.ult pf this union is an arganized body of research design.,-
ed to examine the systematic interrelationships of facts,; 
Research Setting 
Data· for this study wer,e obtained from students · (an,d ·their parents) 
en.rolled in grades 7-12 it;i a small to~ high school loc~ted in· Payne 
County, in North .Centr.al Oklahoma.. The .town was· established in the early 
1900's, and its population has tended to .fluct.uate. in size from that 
time until abou~ 1950. when some. stabil:i.t;y was achi.eved, 
Population .Growth Patterns 
In the decade following 1910, in a period of relatively rapid 
grewth, a peak population of 2,601 persons was attained in 1920.(see 
/,.? 
43 
Table I. This decade was', a perio4 of consiqerable ac,tivity r~volving 
around the oil ,industry ,in th~ area. Since the 1920's;, the :Population 
declin~d ste,adily, as. show_n 'in:Table I,. until ,1960; whe~ the .first, 
inct:ease. in four de.ca:des 'Was recorded. ·. This suggests tllat perhaps· a 
degre~ of stability;in the. populat:f,on has-been accc:>mplished. 
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The·l970 U. S. Census data were not ·av~ilable at, the.time. 
of this writing. · 
PQ.pulation Chara~teristics 
The·.1960 Censu.s ·lbts the population charact;eristic~ of the re"'.". 
search community .as '.shown in_ Table ·II. The ·_population was pred~lliin-
at~ly white. There·wereno NegrQes in the:commt,inity, and six,members 
ef.. the .total pepulati,on were class;!.fie~ as "other." These .. six compose 
two. of the 520 hou~eholds. On the aver.age, thet:e were 2.6 members.per 
44 
hausehold •. This .Probably .reflects .. the fact that th.e coJJitnunity ,has aQ. 
aging pOJ>Ulation. Of the total population, 20 per cent were 65 years· 
of age or older.; Children, therefore, tend to be ·concentrat~d in .. the 
househ9lds of the younge~. adult age groups where family size is greater 
than the com,pute4 avefage fer the to~al .popu:iation. 
In relatiof1. to tru:1.rital st~tus, thei;e we{.e 146 peop,le ov:er 14 years· 
of .. age who wet'e sip.gle, 712 ,who were ma,rried, and· 175 widowed .. ot' di-vor-. 
ced •. With the exception .of ·the 35 to 44 years age group, females out-
numbe~ed males: at al,l age group. lev.els •. For .all age · gt'o.ups , .combined, 
the.sex ratio was 89 male~ ·per hundred females. 
TABLE II· 
CHARACTERISTICS OF POPULATION--SMALL TOWN, OKLAHOMA, 1960a 
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Single 
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Age .Group: 
Under 5 years 
5 to .14 · yea:r s 
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55 ·to 64,years 
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Formal ~ducation of Parents 
Among those parents who responded to the questionnaire, the level 
of formal education ranges from the eighth grade or less to post grad-
uate or professional training after college. As the data in Table III 
indicate, parents tend to be concentrated from the.lower end to the 
middle of the .educational scale. Husbands tend to have more formal edu-
cation than wives. While more husbanqs·than wives are on the lower end 
of the educat.ional scale, 28 per cent of the husbands as compared with 
only 16 per cent of the wives have some college training or higher. 
Although 22 per cent and 46 per cent of the husbands and wives, respec-
tively, are high school graduates, only 7 per cent and 3 per cent, 
respectively, are college graduates. 
TABLE III 
LEVEL OF FORMAL EDUCATION OF PARENTS WHO RESPONDED TO THE 
QUESTIONNAIRE* 
Education Husband Wife 
Eighth grade or less 32.5 10.4 
Some high school, but d'id not finish 17.9 28.1 
High school graduate 22.0 45.9 
Some college, but did not finish 19.5 12.5 
College.graduate 7.3 3.1 
Po_st ·graduate or professional. training 
after college 0.8 o.o 
Did not.attend college, but did attend 
business or trade school 0.0 o.o 
TOTAL 100.0 (123) 100.0 
* Five fathers and 32 moth.ers did not respond to the question. 




Family incqme is. given in Table IV. Eighteen per cent haye an 
annual income of less than $4,000. Over half·(52%) earn less than 
$8,000 annually, while. one-fifth (23%) have annual earnings of $11,000 
or over. 
Income 
Less than $1,000 
$1,000 - $1,999 
2,000 - $3,999 
$4,000 - $5,999 
$6,000 - $7,999· 
$8,000 - $10;999 
















Two parents did not.respond to the quest;i.on and are not 
included in the table 
Student Attributes 
When. the research instrumei;i.~ wasi administered, the population of 
the .school in grades 7-12 ·totaled 291 students. Of th.is total,. 259 com-
pleted the questionnaire, for a response rate of 89 per cent. Among. 
these, 122 were boys and 137 were girls (se~ ratio 89.1). In Ta'Qle V, 
the number of students enrolled ,in each·class is given. 
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TABLE V 
NUMBER OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN GRADES 7-lZ WHO RESPONDED 
TO.THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
Grade 7 8 9 10 11 12 Total 
Boys , 23 24 16 22 17 20 122 
Girls 19 24 28 26 19, 21 137 -
TOTAL 42 48 44 48 36 41 259· 
When the·students·were dichotomized by grade level int;o younger 
(gr~des .7-9) and. older (grad.es lQ-12) adol,escents,. the ,data ,in Table V 
show that, 134 were e'Q.rolled in grades 7-9; 125 wer.e enrolled in grades· 
10 .... 12. · In ·terms of~ sex .differentiation, there were 64 boys and 70 .girls 
in . the lower , grades 9 while .58 boys an4 6 7 girls were i'Jl th~ upper grades._ 
The·: sex ratio for the lower grade$. was -.91.4; for. the upper grades1 it 
was .. ~6.6. The ,sex ratio-among both groups i~ about·equal to the:sex 
ratio of· the community as ·11 whol,e in .19.60 which,, as stat~d previously, 
was ,89. 
Questionnaire. 
Student . Questionnaire , 
The ·,method of .obtai,ning the :data for this st;udy. involved. admi1;lis- . 
tering questionnaires .. to·the students. Most of the i~ems.included in 
the questio-qnaire wer_e -Likert _type -.,items with a few open-ended ques- . 
tions. In const:ruct;ing the i~strument, th~ que~tiox;s ·were kept simple-. 
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in order· to make them. readily intelligible to the. yqung.er. students . as· 
well as to the older ones. The questions were designed to. obtain data 
for two major purposes: (l} data that were particularly relevant to a· 
descriptive analysis of the adolescent subculture; and (2). data for com-
parison of, adolescents .. and th.eir parents relative to selected attitudi-
nal positions. 
A preliminary draft of ·the questionnaire was pre-_tested using a 
school of coinparab.le size, structure, and geographical location as the 
one which is the focus of this study. The ,pre-test instrume!lt wasi 
administered to a group of thirty stud.ents, ranging from the. 7th to the. 
12th grades. As a result of the pre-test, several items were delet~d 
from the questionnaire in order to reduce the amount of.time required 
to complete the questions to a more appropriate lertgth. The word 
structure of some questions was revised to make· them mor.e intelligible 
to the students. 
The revised instrument was administered personally by the res.earch-
er, according to a prearranged time schedule, to those students who .. 
were included, in the. study. They were collectively s~ated in an audi-
torium for the specific purpose of filling out the questionnaire. A 
number of students were abse~t on ,this occasion,, and a second effort was. 
made on another·date to include those who missed the initial adminis-
tration of the instrument. 
Parental ·Questic:mnaire 
The parental questionnaire was .designed to obtain .informati<m which. 
could be used to compare .the attitudinal position of parents with their 
adolescen.t children relative to a number of topics. The names, and 
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addresses·of parents were obtained from the school.records, .which also 
listed the names· of the:f;.r ·children who were enrolled in school.. Thus 
it was possible to. match ea~h parent with .his adolescent child in. the 
analysis. 
A total of 181 sets of parents were listed on.school records. On 
the ayerage, there were 1.4 childre.n in grades 7-12 per each set .of 
parents. 
Initial contact was made with the parents by mailing a question-
naire, :a self-addressed and stamped envelope, and a.cover lett,er 
explaining the :gener_al purpose of the research (s.ee Appendix D). Two 
weeks lat.er, a second le.tter and questionnaire were mailed to those who 
did-not respond, asking for .their cooperation in the project (see Appen-
dix F). After a period of·three weeks had elapsed, a third mailing (se~ 
Appendix G) was made to those who failed to reply to e:i,ther of the 
former. reque.sts, with very limited results. A total of 128 parents 
responded to the combined mailings, for a response rate of 71 per cent. 
On both the student and parental questionnaires, the questions were 
designed to obta:in infonnation on such things as education, occupation, and 
income of parents, parental perceptions of teen-agers, and how well 
parents get along with and. understand their adole.scent ch:Udren. To 
make attitudinal comparisons, questions were included. dealing with 
attitud.es relative to parental control. and restrictions on adolescent 
behavior, perceptio_ns ·of adults, use of alcoholic beverages and drugs, 
and attitudes.relative to athletics, dating, and work~ Items.were also 
included which deal.t ·with amount of time spent watching televisiot1, 
types of parental rules made to govern adolescent behavior, and.how 
decisions are made be.tween parents and teen"".agers. 
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Use·of the Data 
Descriptive Analysis.and Techniques 
A substantial ,part _of the data abtained fro~ both the _students.and 
parents-will be ,used to describe the general.nature of .the adolescent 
subcultu;re. For statistical purpose:s, percents will be the principal 
mode. of analysis of the~descriptive data. Percents are summary meas-
ures an,d are appropriate for da.ta .where _the number of ca.ses is large 
2 enough to maintain stability. · They facilitate comparis()n of .unequal 
ft'.eque.ncies ·by standardizing each to .a.base of 100. ·Blalock suggests 
that: 
in using percentages we: ·are · standardidng fer size by 
calculatittg the m.µnber. ef ii:µfividuals ·that would be in a 
giver\ category ,if1 the total numb~r of ca.sea _were ,.100 and· if. 
the proportion in e~ch ca.tegory remained unchanged. 3 
Therefore, .the comparison of re,lative frequencies is .expedited 
when. percentages are computed. In·the analysis, percentage comparisqns 
will be made. betw.een adole,scents and their parents as well as between 
stud.en ts at ··the various grade levels .in· order to evaluate within group. 
attU:ud·es, relative to a variety of topics. 
Hypot.heses · 
In an attetl!-pt to, as~e.ss the nature. of the adolesc~nt subculture, it 
will be necessary to evaluate the relationship between.a number of vari-
ables •.. These include the relati.onsQ.ip between grade status (7-9 and 
10-12) of ' .. students. and value ,congruence with par.en ts, the relationship 
between .selected :attitudes .. of stude°'ts and tho.se of their parents, and 
a comparben of student,s ·at .. different levels relat~ve to the. nature and 
function of· select.ed activities and .events in ._the school enviroilI!1-ent. 
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The relationship between.the variables. will be measured and interpreted 
in testing the hypotheses given. in :Chapter .. I. For testing the signifi-
cance, of the hypotheses,. the value of . the tes.t required to reject the 
null hypothesis was·assigned the .05 level. Correlations 'will be .com-. 
puted to determine .the amount of associatio.n between the variables. 
To evaluate the differences between the variables, th_e "t" test 
and the chi square test of ·significance will be .used. The "t'' test is 
a statist:ieal. model designed to detel:'Illine. whet:)ler ·.two groups, as repre-
sented by·their means, are.significantly different. In determining the 
significal).ce of mean diff.erences between groups, the "t" model. takes 
into account the mean difference between the groups, group variation, 
4 
and the .size .of the sampl~. 
Themagnitud,e of .the difference between.group means is.crucial i'Q. 
determi'q.ing .the size of the."t" value. If the mean difference-is·small, 
"t'~ will be small. Generally, the .larger the mean differences between 
groups, the larger will be the . value of "t." This· depends, however, .. 
upon the variabil,ity .of the groups. If the variance.a of the groups are 
large and.the mean differences small, there is li,kely to be consider-
able ·overlap between the two distrihutions. But with smalle.r varianc.es, 
the overlap between the two distributions .tends to be reduced, indi-
cat:ing a greater probability. that real differences exist between the. 
means · of .. the groups. 
The size of the sample.is also an important consideratiqn when 
using the "t" model~ In relation to sample. size and use of, the ."t'' 
test, Popham says: 
The size of the sample, of course, is an extr~ely imp0rtant 
dete.rminant of ·the significance of tb.e difference. between 
means, for with incl;'eased sample ,size, means· ten.d to become 
more stable representations of group performance. The larger 
the sample,' the great.er_ canf.idence one' can .. place· in a 
relatively minor.difference ~tween·the_mean~~ Whereas· 
with an. extremely, small. sam,ple,, one .. should be reluc;tant 
to place much ~onfidence in _even.large differe'l;lce betwe~n 
5 -two means• .. 
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Although .the da_ta oi; thi~. s.tucl.y do not meet all· the. assumpti9ns .. 
necessary for application of. the ."t" test, it :was felt that;. thi~ statis-
. tic is as re_lia~le as_ any nonparametric method in, prev,enting a. type. _I 
error. Hsu and. Feldt.·inqic.ate · tha~ ·the use pf correlated data .for the · 
"t" test_ eliminates disturbanc:es from such things_ as h~terqgene.ity of 
variance and uneqµal ~ample si~e,- making the.test appr~priate for the 
type or data used in this study. 6 
The chi· square .. test .is use.d to :determine the ;difference between 
the .distribution _of ·observed freque.ncies in a _sa.Illple and the :chance or_ 
expec_ted f reqQencies. If ·the differ enc es . between the observed and 
eltpected. frequenc).es are sufficiently large, the :chi square stat;.,ist~c · 
indicates that the differences_ are.greater than cQuld-be·attributed to 
cha".lce. variation. In this case, the .null _hypothese_s of .no differences 
7 
wou~d not be t~nab~e. 
Swmpary ._ 
An ,empirical investigation of ·the behavioral ac.tivitie~ of Dian· 
requires ·dep,ertdence ~µpon-.. the accumul.ate.d pro~edt,tr~s ,.of· scient:l.fic .· 
endeayors.. These procedures, incl,ude ~ombining the. fund~entals of 
science ._with theoretical formulations. and specific analyt;.ical teen-
niques . into. a body of organized. research . to· empiric.ally evaluate. the · 
phenomena of i'Q._terest •. ··- The proc·e4ures. used in this st,udy. to· investi-
gat_e the adol_escent subcul_ture wer~ described· in .,this chapte-r. These_ 
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include a description of. the researcfr.set.ting, the methods of obtaining 
the data, and the s·tat±s tieal. techniques to . be employed. 
The research setting was a· small t~wn .high school. whos.e population . 
in· grades 7-9 totaled 291 students .•. Data were obtained from stu4ents · 
and their parents by using a questiot).naire composed primarily of Likert 
type and open-.ended.questions. Thespe~ific statistical techniques to 
be employed to evaluate the data and te~t the hypotheses .. are percent-
ages, the "t" test, and the chi square stat:i;.stic. Hypotheses will be 
tested at· the ,05 level of statistical significance. 
FOOTNOTES 
1Robert K. Merton,· S@.eial Thec:,iry an.d Social Structure, enl. ed. 
(Ne~ York, 1968), ·p.: 141. · 
2Hubert.M. Blalock, Jr., Social Statistics (New York, 1960), p. 28. 
Blalock says that when Prrcentages are computed, the number. of cases on· 
which the percentage .. is 'based should. be 50. or more. 
3 .· 
lb i~ • ' p • 2 7 • 
4w. James, Popham; Edµcational Statistics (New York, 1967), pp. 131-
134. 
5ibid. , P. 134. 
6Tse-:Chi·Hsu and Leonard S. Feldt, nThe Effect of Limitations.on 
the N~ber of Criteria Sc~re Values·on .the Significance Level~£ the 
F-Test," American, Educ;.ati9na1.Research Journal, 6 (1969), pp. 515-527. 
Althpugh Hsµ and Feldt .were primarily concerned with the. F-te,st, their 
remarks also apply to the t-test, sinc.e · t is the square roo_t of F when 
the F ratio has one degree of freedom associated with its numerator. 
7Blalock, pp. 212-22l. 
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CHAPTER IV 
A ,DESCRIPTlVE AflALYSIS OF THE ·.ADOLESCE~'l' · SUBCULTJ,JRE 
In Social Theqry and Social :Structure, Mer,ton,disti,nguishes between. 
two major -elements of .social and cultural structul;'es. The first is -com-
posed of. cult.urally defined goals an,d ·interests wqich ,are legitimate. 
objectives far ·meq. to p4rsue. The second regulates ;and controls the 
1 ·acceptable .modes. or means for the pursuit of goals and i11-terests. Any 
social structure·. pu:rporteqly contains these .. two el,ements. But the · 
specific·ways.in whic~. goals·and int~rests·are defined and achieved vary 
from one social ,struqture to ari.other~ In the.adolescent subculture, 
goa~s·and interests and the~r·achievement. differ from those.in the 
larger cultui:e. The major purpose of this; chapter is twofold: (1): ta 
indic;ate .some of these differences ·by comparing certain asp.ects. ef the· 
adolescent .. subcultui::e with th~ larger parental ..eu.l.t.u:ce; and (2)_. to des-
cribe ,the g~nera,1 ·interests' activities' and val_ues. of adolescents. 
The· General :Inter.ests and Activities of Adole.scents 
Knowing how leisure2 time is utilized by youth is,significant to_ an 
understanQ.ing .of .the natu:re of the;adolescent subculture •. Colemansug-. 
gests. that "Because adolescents.live .so mucJl·in.a wor!d of theii; own, 
adults remain uninformed about.the way·teen..;.agers .spend their.time •••• 113 
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Incorporated,in the study were several questions which were designed to 
illustrate tl).e pat:terns of adolescent·activities and interests. Stu.,, 
dent_s ·wer.e asked: ,. "What is your fa.vorite way of· spending your leisure 
time? II' Responses 'are. presented in r Table VI •. 
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Colemen's ~esponse categories, with ,some modifications, were used 
to construct ~able VI. •. ·With :the eJFception of· del,.eting the teI'JQ. "musical 
instruments'.' in category seven, and .inser.ting "stamp collecting," the· 
first eight -.of ·Coleman's categ0riea were accepte~ without change. But 
rather tijan :using his,last five categories, a single-category--category 
nine-;-waa useq~ in .whicll.: several .apprc;)priate aqtivitiea were classified 
under, "indqe!>r individual act;ivi~ies •:" This· classification .of· leisure 
activities seemed to be more approp·riate .. for the data·of -this.study. 
The "no responses" to.the ql:lestion and those responses which were too. 
frivel.ous. to ccqde in. one .. of th.e majG>J." .catego~ies were not included in 
the,analysis. Sinqe·the question came near the end of: the:quest;ionnaire, 
most·of .the "no responses" were.the slower students. who.,did not·finish 
answering the(quest~ens. 
Table VI indicate$. that, ·wi~h thl;!, exception of. boys. in· grades . 7-9 
(who spend .more. time in unorganized outdoor. actiyities them· 0th.er stu-
dents), adoles~ents in th.is study spend, the greater proportion of their 
lebure time :in indoor. individual ac~ivities and being wit·h _the group-:--·· 
riding .arou'Q.d, going uptown, etc. Altho~*h girls in the· various·grades. 
spend abou_t · eq~al time in these activities, they devote mqre time to. 
the1'1 thaQ do boys. Among boys of both groups, in~oor.i11diyidual acti-
v:i,ties are _about equally popular, but younger.boys spend slightly ,more 
time .than olde~ boys in being .with .the group. 
Dating or being with the opposite sex does not constitute a ·large 
TABLE Yl'. 
.. * LEISURE ACTIVITIES OF BOYS AND GIRJ:.S II!< GRADES 7~12-
-·'" P.-.~--.4' _<, 
Boys Girls 
Grad.e 7-9 16--1.t 7-9 10-12 
1 - Organized outdoor sports--
football, basketball, tennis, etc. 5.7 8.6 7.7 o.o 
2 - Unorganized outdoor.activities--hunting, 
fishing, swimming, boating, etc. 24.5 13.8 13.9 15.5 
3 - Being with the group--rid~ng around, 
going uptown, etc. 24.5 20.7 30.8 26.2 
4 - Attending movies and spectator events--
athlet_ic games, etc. 5~7 5.2 1.5 o.o 
5 - Dating or being out with the opposite sex 9.4 17.2 4.6 15.4 
6 - Going dancing o.o o.o 6.2 3.1 
7 - Hobby-.,.-working on cars, bicycles, radio, 
st;:amp collecting, etc. 3.8 8.6 1.·5 4.6 
8 - Indoor group activities--bowling, 
playing cards, etca 3.8 3.5 Q. f} o.o, 
9 -- Indoor individual activities--watching TV, 
listen:i,ng to radio, reading, sewing, etc. 22.6 22.4 33.8 35.2 
Total. 100.0 (53) 100.0 (58) 100.0 (65) 100.0 (65) 
*Those who did not respond to the question were not included in the analysis. These included: 
Boys 7-9 (11); Girls 7-9 (5); Girls 10-12 (2). V1 -...J 
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proportion of leisure.time of the adolescents ,in this study. But, as·. 
could be logically predicted, time spent in this activity increases sub-
stantial~y for both sexes from.the 7th to the 12 grade, with more 
emphasis placed on thb type behavior by boys than by girls. Indoor 
group activities, hobbies,, attending movies,, spectator events, etc., and 
dancing are not popular leh1ure activities w~Oi either .sex, Girls dance 
occasionally in .their leiEiure time,, but boys do not. This suggests that 
sex-role. behavior in the adol.escent subculture permits girls to dance 
with each othe:i;- on occasion, but boys are·restrained.from doing so. 
Somewhat surprising is.the lac~ of interest shown by boys.in organ-
ized outdoor sports. Numerous studies5 have doc.umented the. fact .that, 
the frequency of. partid,pation in organized sports .by adolesc.ent .boys is 
high. This apparent lack of ipterest shown by boys in thi.s study may be. 
explained by the ·relationship between. the . schools and sports. Organized 
sports .are direct;ly re.lated to the school curricu~um and boys spend part 
of their actual school'ti111e participating iri. these activities, consider-
ing workouts during practice (whether formally organized or·not) as .a 
part of school related functions. rather than le_isure pursuits. There-: 
fore, defining leisure time as time free from school., work, and home 
respon,sibiil.ities, the adolesc,ent is not likely to choose an activity for . 
leisure time that is related to these. 
Responses to the question "How much time do you spEfud studying and 
doing .homework.outside school?" offer additional·insight into how ado-
lescents. spend their time. As. indicated in. Table VJ.I, students in this· 
study do not devote much time to their studies outside the·classroom •. 
Eighty-eight per cent and 56 per cent of. the. boys. and girls, 









TIME BOYS AND GIRLS IN GRADES 7-12-SPEND STUDYING AND 
DOING HOMEWORK-OUTSIDE scn'OOL* 
Boys Girls 
7-9 10-12 7-9 10-12 
or almost none 22.8 42.Q 4.4 19.4 -
tha_n-~ hr/day 19.l 21.1 7.3 4.5 
-~hr/day 12.1 14.1 8.7 14.9 
1 hr/day- 34.8 10.5 36.2 44.8 
2.hr/day- 3.2 3.5 15.9 6.0 
_3 hr/day 6.4 3.5 14.5 7.4 
Four or more hr/day 1.6 5 .. 3 13.0 3.0 
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Total 100.0 -(63) 100.0 (57) 100.0 (69) 100.0 (67) 
*Thpse who did n,ot respond were not included in the analysis. 
These included; Boys 7-9 -(1); Boys 10-12 (I1; Girls 7 .... 9 {l). 
boys and girls, respectively, in grades 10-12 spend one hour or less a 
day studying outside the classroom. A considera~le proportion of the 
students devote even less time to study outside school. Just over, one- --
half (54%) of the yotJ-nger boys and abou_t three-fourths (77%) of , the 
ol,der boys devote one-half hour or less a day to their studies outside 
the.classroom, compared with one:-fifth (20%) of the younger-girls and 
about two-fifths (39%) of the older'girls. 
With .the exception of girls in, grades 7-9, only a small minority of 
the students devote, two ho_urs or more to studx and_ homework outside the 
school. In this group.are 11 per cent of the boys and 43 per cent of 
the girls in, the , lower grades, and 12 per -cent and 16 per -cent __ of the 
boys and girls, respectively, in the upper, grades. -
In terms of sex_differentiation and time spent studying, girls, 
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especially the younger girls, devote more time to this a,ctivity than 
boys. While only 22 per cent and 45 per cent of the boys.in the upper. 
and lower grades, respectively, spend one or.more hours a day studying, 
61 per cent of the older girls and 79 per cent of _the younger girls 
devote a comparable. amount of . time to study and homework out.side the . 
classroom. Of those who spend three or more hours a day studying, 
girls in grades 7-9 outnumber the rest of .the students combined. And 
when the se:x;es are combined by grade level, almost three times as many 
boys (32%) as girls (12%) spend no time studying outside the school. 
The trends in relation to outside study time seem apparent. 
Younger students.spend more time studying than older students. Girls 
spend more time studying than boys. In this ~espect, . the younger stu-
dents more.than.the older students, and gi:tls more than boys, reflect 
the • educational goals .of the school-..,.e0:couraging the student to devote 
as much time as possible to_ those activities which stimulate intellec-
tual curiosity. 
The· differential ,study rates can probably be acc9unted.for in terms 
of .two influences impinging on.the adolescent. First, that part of·the 
school subculture which is _oriented toward ·academics 6 appears to have 
more infl;uence on younger studen_ts tqan older.ones, and on.girls more 
than boys. (See Tables X and XI for the .differential irlfluence of the 
teacher on the students, Table XII· for differing emphasis on brilliant 
student ima,ge, and Table XX, item 4, where high grades and being on the 
honor roll are differentially evaluated .by the students,) This influ-
ence generated within the system (ancl supported by adult sources.outside 
the system) undoubtedly encourages these students to pursue academically 
oriented obj ect.ives. Allocating time to studies, is a means of achieving 
these goals. 
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The second factor which helps .account for the differences.in time 
devoted to study .. involve the structure of dependent relationships 
between adolescents and .their parents. In our society, especially in 
rur.al a:t"eas _and small towns, parental aut;hority has· traditionally been 
more restrictive for girls·than for boys, and more restrictive for 
younger· than for older adolescents. Since the socialization process 
results in progressive independenee from parents, older adolescents are 
undo,ubtedly less restricted thai;i younger adolescents, and boys somewhat 
less restricted than girls. Th'erefore, older adolescents of both sexes, 
and boys more than girls, .are permitted greater freedom to be away from 
home, they can be. away more, frequently, and for longer periods of .. time. 
As a result, younger adolesc.ents spend more time at .home and have fewer 
outside interests to occ;upy their time. As a consequence, more time in 
which to study is available to them~ 
The data in Table. VIII.further illustrate how the students spend 
their time. The students were aske.d how much time they devote tq watch""' 
ing television .on weel<.days, including weekday evenings. In order to 
compare parental.viewing patterns with those.of their children, parents 
were asked a similar question. Analysis of the responses indicates. 
that.adolescents apparently spend considerably more time watching tele~ 
vision than they do studying outside the classroom. Eighty-three per 
cent and 72 per cent of the boys in grades 7-9 and 10-12, respectively, 
spend~two or more hours a day watching television. A. comparable amount 
of time is devoted to television by 85 per cent and 74 per cent of .the 
y(;/unger and older girls, respectively. 
Seventy~orte per cent of the younger boys and 54 per cent of the 
older boys spend three or more hours a day viewing television, compared 
TABLE VUI 
TIME BOYS AND GIRLS .IN GRADES 7-12 AND THEIR PARENTS SPEND WATCHING TELEVISION* 
Boys Girls 
Grade 7:..1) 10-12 7-9 10-12 Parents 
None, or almost none L6 8.8 4.4 6.1 26.6 
About ~ hr/tj.ay 1.6 7.0 o.o 3.0 53.l 
About.l hr/day 9.5 1.8 5.9 10.6 5.5 
About l~ hr/day 4.8 10.5 4.4 6.1 11. 7 
Abcmt 2 hr/day 11.l 17.5 5.9 19.7 2.3 
About 3 hr/day 22 •. 2 29.8 22.1 25.7 0.8 
Four or more hr/day 49o2 24.6 57.3 28.8 o .. o 
Total· 100.0 (63) 100. 0 (57) 100.0 (68) 100.0 (66) lOQ.O (128) 
*Those who failed to respond were.not included in the analysis. These included! Boys 7-9 (l); 
Boys 10-12 (l); Girls 7-9 (2); Girls 10-12 (1). 
°' N 
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with 79 ·per, cent of the younger. and 5fr per ·.cent of ·the olde~;-girl's--.,_: .. 
..._-'::::·,~ .... .:: ' .. ~ .. ..;: ..... _ 
On1y. a min9rity of students d~vote one. hour. or ·less a day· to .. televisi0n. 
In thi$ category are .. 13 per cent and .. 18 per cent of the· bays in . the lower, 
and upper.grades; respectiv~ly, compared ,with lO·per. cent of the gil;'ls 
in the lower grades and·20 per cent it;t the;upper grages. Most.parents 
(85%) spend one.hour.or·less·a.day·viewing television. Apparently, they 
do not,great;ly in,fluence.the time dimen$ion viewing hapits of their, 
chilctren. 
The·,younger students a:i;-e more avid television ,viewers than the· 
older students. For-ty,...nine per cent and .. 57 pet; cent of the boys ·and 
girls; respectively, .in .grades .7-9 devote. foui;- or more hours a day . to 
television,, whiJ,.,e 25 per cent of the ,boys .and 29 per ._cent of the girls 
in the upper,S'rades·spend a.comparable-amount.of ·time in.the same acti-
vity •. No parent; indicated he. spent foui;- houi:s or more, a day. viewing 
telev:i,sioli. 
The.dif~erential viewing patterns between.younger and olc;ler adoles-
cents m~y·again be explained (at lea~t in,part) in terms .of di!fering 
degrees of dependent rel;ationships to parents. The ,younger students 
! 
sp,end more.time ,at ·ho~e than·older students, .whicl). makes more time 
availaqle tQ them to watch.television. 
Dating is another·important il1ter~st and activit;y of .the aq.oles-
cent' occupying more of the older adolescent:s' time th!'ln th.e younger. 
In _Table IX, the data rela t:i, ve to the , time .dimension of dating invo.l ve-
ment is presented.: Resp0nses indicate that ·well over half of those. 
students in grade~ 7-'-9 do not yet.date, and those. who.do, date infre'"'." 
quently~ But with, the ,pass~ng of time,· the degree of involvement ,with, 
the opposite sex within,the institution of.dating increa~es substan-
tially. 
TABLE IX 
DATING FREQUENGY FOR BOY,S AND GIRLS IN GliDES 7-12* 
. Boys 
Grad.e - . 7 .... 9 1'0;12. 
Do n~t·dat;e 60.3 
About once a.month. 3.2 
About on~e every two 
or. three wee~s 11..1 
About once. a we~k 17.4 
· · , Abeut twice ·a-~eek 1. 6 
About.thre~ or fo.ur 







Mor.e ·than -four· times 

















Tota,l· 100.0 (63)- 10.0.0-(58) 100.0 (70) 100.Q (67) 
* Not included "in the ;analysis .!s one, male. stud.enc .in gra,de seven. 
who did not respond, to ·the guestion. 
For .boys. and girls .. in grades. 7-9,. 60 per cent and .70 per cent, 
re~pectivel,y, do not.date,, compared. with, 19 per.cent and 16 per cent 
for boys and.girls, re~pectively, in. grades 10-12. AmoI).g tho.se in the. 
lo-£ier grades who date; boys s~em to.. date som~wha~ more. frequently th,an 
girls. Thirty ... two ;per cent of the boys . and 20 per ._cent . of ·th~ girl,s 
date once a week er less., while 8 per cent and·lO per cent, respect-. 
ively, date two or more t:i,mes,~ week, with 6 per.-cent·of .the boys and 
none of "the girls .dati"Q.g mare than four tiIQ.es a.week. 
In tb,e upper grades, boys appear.ta date somewhat·le~s frequently 
than de ·girls. AltQ.ough 3 -out of 5 boys.date once.a week or less,.· 
compared with,2 out.of ·5·g;Lrls. only-1 out; of 5.boys, as compared 
with 2 out of_ 5 ·girls, ,date >two or more tim~s a week. Of ·those 
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who date more than·four til\les a week, girls outnumber boys more than 2 
to 1-..,.16 per cent of .the girls ,compared with 7 per cent.of the boys. 
The greater .frequency of dating by the girls is probably indicative of 
the culturally accepted notion thatrgirl~ are l\lOre mature than boys at 
the juhior and senior year of high .school~ and are perII1itted to date. 
older 'boys who are. members of the . college cul tur,e or .in the work force. 
In the preceding paragraphs, the utilization of time by adolescents 
outside the formal orgi;tnizatio~ of the school has been described. The 
most.popular leisure time activities for adolescents in. this study are 
indo~t individual activities and beipg with the group. Girls devote 
mqre time to thes,e activities than ,do boys. Such things as organized 
outdoor sports, dancing, an4 indo.or group activities are not ,popular 
leisure activities of the adolescents. Although girls spend more time 
studying than do boys, a majority of the students at al], grade levels 
devote one hour, or less a day to. their stl.ldie~ outside the classroom. 
Well over half of the boys·spend one-half hour or less a day studying 
outside normal school. hours• Most of the .students spend considerably 
more time watching television than they do studying outside the class"". 
roon;i. Ab~ut,one-half of the younger students,watch television four or 
or more hqurs a day, compared with, one-:-fourth of; the ,older, students. 
In the area of dating behavior, a majority: of the younger adol.escents .do 
I 
not, yet date. Bl.lt among those who do, boys date. slightly more frequently 
than do girls. Among the ol,der . adole,scents, however, girlSt date more 
frequently .than do·boys. 
Values and Attitudes in the Adolescent.Subculture 
Another dimension of the adolescent subcu:J,ture is br,ought · int;o · 
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focus by comparing values and attitudes e:x;pressed by the adolescents 
with those expressed by their parents. For purposes of comparison, the 
adolescents were asked to respond.to the question: "If you, could be any 
one of these things you wanted, which one would you want to be?" And 
the parents were asked: "If your child could be any one of these. things 
he or she wanted, which one would you want him or her to be?" Tables X 
anq XI show the responses to the .alter.natives for boys and girls, 
respectively, and compares them with parental responses. 
TABLE. X 
IN TERMS OF SELECTED PROFESSIONS, COMPAR~SON OF WHAT BOYS MOST 
WANT TO BE WITH WHAT PARENTS MOST WANT THEM TO BE* 
Boys 
Grade 7-9 10-12 Parents 
Jet pilot 28.8 38.9 11.5 
Nationally famous 
athlete 35.6 29.6 11.5 
Missionary 6.8 3.7 29.5 
Space scientist; 23.7 20.4 16.4 
School teacher 5.1 7.4 31.l 
Total·• 100.0 (59) 100.0 (54) 100.0 (61) 
*Those who. did not respond to th.e question were not included in 
the analysis. These were• Boys 7-9 .(5); Boys.10-12 (4); 
Parents .(5). 
The data in Table .X clearly indicat.e a d:j.stinction between the. 
values held by.adolescent boys and those held by their: parents. For 
one-thirq (36%) of the boys in grades 7-9, the nationally famous athlete 
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is most attractive, foll.owed closely by the jet pilot (29%). Among 
their counterparts in grades·l0-:12., the jet pilot occupies the ·most 
prestigious positioµ. (39%), with the nationa,lly famous athlete. a rel.a-
tively close second. (30%). For both groups of boys, the space scientist 
' ! 
runs a poor third, and only a .small minority of boys most want to be a. 
missionaryor·school'teacheJ;'. In.contrast, well over half (61%) of the 
parent;s·indicat,ed they want their sons .to be.either a missionary or 
school teacher:, with a -minority (22%) wanting the.ir sons to be a, famous 
athlete or jet pilot. , 
The desire of the majority of .adole.scent boys to be a famous 
athl.ete .or jet pilqt apparently .reflects, the attractiveness of adoles-
cents t 0 heroes of. the .mass.media. The· parents, on the other hand, 
reflect tbe normative value structure of adult society bx selecting the 
achi.eved status image of the teacher and the social and religious . 
service of the.missionary. 
Responding to tne same·<luestion but. with different a:j.t;ernatives, 
the data in Table XI iQdicate that the airline stewardess status is most 
popular with the girls, wi_th s,+ight;ly mqre of the .older. girls (36%) 
choosing this st,atus than did.younger girls (31%). For the.younger 
girls, the second most favored status is that of school. teac,her, for the 
ol.der girls it is. the ;glamorous model. Thirty-two per _cent,.of the 
younger.girls, want; to be either an actress, arti.st, or nurse, but only 
21 per. cent .of ·the older girls select,ed these positions. The parents. 
again selected those statuses for thei,r children which ref.lect the 
l, 
traditional values of achievement and service--the tef!.cher · (42%) and the, 
nurse (37%). The st_ewardess. and model statuses are relatively insignif-
icant .for parents, being ,selected ;by only 9 per. cent of, them._ 
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TABLE XI 
IN TERMS OF SELECTED PROFESSIONS, COMPARISON OF WHAT GIRLS MOST WANT 
TO BE WITH WHAT PARENTS MOST WANT THEM TO BE* 
Grade 7.:..9 10-12 Parents 
Actress or artist 16.2 9.0 11.9 
Nurse 16.2 11.9 37.3 
Model 16.2 31.3 1. 7 
Airline stewardess 30.8 35.9 6.8 
School teacher 20.6 11.9 42.3 
Total 100.0 (68) 100.0 (67) 100.0 (59) 
*Those who did not respond to the questiotJ. were not included in 
the analysis. These were: Girls 7-9 (2); Parents (3). 
The data in Table.XI indicate that girls in the lower grades most 
closely reflect parental values than do girls in the upper grades. In 
all response categories (with the exception of "actress or artist" 
category), the younger girls are more closely aligned with parental 
values than older girls. However, value consensus is much greater. 
among younger and older girls than among parents and younger girls. 
A comparison of Tables X and XI indicates that girls are more 
oriented toward parental values than boys, placing greater ·emphasis on 
the traditiona.l values revolving around achieved status and social 
service. This suggest_s that· the influence of the adolei;icent subculture 
is more pervasive for boys than for girls, providing support for them 
in their quest to become autonomous. 
Responses to questions dealing with scholarship, athletics, leader-
ship, and popularity give additional data for value comparisons. The 
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students were asked: "If yQu could be remembered here at school for 
one of the.four.things below, whic'Q. one.would you want .to be?" The 
parents.were asked: "If your teeJil,-ager·could be outstanqing in high 
school.in one of the four things listed·below, which one.would you want. 
it to be?" 
Analysis of the responses which are recorded in Table .XII .again 
reveals supstantiE!-1 value differences between adolescents themselves and 
adolescents and their.parents. Boys at both grade levels want most to 
be remembered as·an athletic .star,. with the;boys in gra4es 7-9 empha~ 
sizing tlJ.is status more than boys in the higher grades• The brilliant 
student image is rated·second most.important by both groups of boys, 
and is about eq-q.ally desired among them. Ho~ever, only·5 per cent of 
the older boys rate it below athlet~c star •. Younger boys want to be 
remembered as most popular slight.l,y more than older boys.·. But the older 
boys prefer to be remember.ed as a leader .in activities substantially 
mor~ tha~ younger boys. 
Girls want to .be remembered most as ·brilliant students, with 10 per 
cent more·o~ the.younger girls ,than oldel:' girls desiring this·image. 
This. result; along with that shown in Table VII, where .it wa~ found 
that·younger girls spend considerable more time studying than other. 
students, suggests that the .school has. been more succ.essful in trans-
mitting its educational ideals to the younger girls than to. the othet: 
students. 
For both groups of girls, being mos-t popular is a poor ·second . to· 
brillia,nt student, althou,gh older .girls pref.er this image .somewhat more 
than . younger girls. They also. prefer to be remembered as a . .leader in , 
activities mor.e than· the younger. ones, but the two groups. about equally 
TABLE :XII 
STATUSES STUDENTS MOST WANT TO BE REMEMBERED FOR IN SCHOOL COMPARED WITH STATUSES 
PARENTS MOST WANT THEM TO BE REMEMBERED FOR* 
Boys Girls 
Grade 7-9 10-12 7-9 10-12 
Brilliant student 29.0 28.6 49.4 38.8 
Athletic star 42.0 33.9 15.9 14.9 
Leader in activities 3.2 16.1 13.0 17.9 
Mos:t: popular 25.8 21.4 21. 7 28.4 







*Not included in the analysis are those who failed to respond to the question. These included: 




prefer the.athletic star status. 
Again, Table XII shows more value congruence between_the students 
at all levels than between parents and students. Girls, however, appear 
to be.closer to the value position of parents than boys. Parents reflect 
the traditionally expressed goals of the American high school. That is, 
the;manifest function is t9 produce a.scholarly student who possesses 
leadership potential. Just slightly.less.than three-fourths of the 
parents want their child to be remembered as a brilliant student, with 
about·one-fourth preferring their child to be remembered as a leader. 
The athlet:i,c star and most popular statuses are virtually insignificant 
for the parents. 
Further value differences between adolescents and parents are noted 
by comparing responses to questions which deal with dating preferences. 
The students were asked what type of student they most preferred to date, 
and the parents responded to a similar question, indicating the type of 
student they pref er as a date for thei~ child. The data presented in 
Table XIII show that boys prefer pretty girls, and girls prefer hand-
some boys, with about equal consensus among boys of both groups •. Boys 
place· considerably mo.re eniphasis on looks than ·do girls. Among girls, 
the ,younger studen.ts prefer looks more than do the older students. The 
star athlete does not rank high as a preferred date. Best student fares 
only slightly qette~, while th.e best dressed. is preferred. by only a 
sm.all minority of students• 
A substantial majority of parents.prefer the best student as a date 
for their child. The .star athlete and beE;it looking are about equally . 
preferred by parents, but·lag far behind the best student •. It is appar-
ent, therefore, that in the area, of dating preference, adolescents 
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prefer beauty and .. good .looks,· and parents prefer the best student. 
categ_ory. 
TABLE XIII 
TYPE OF STUDENT PREFERRED AS A DAT;E* 
Boys Girls 
Grade 7-9 10-'12 7-9 10-12. Par~nts 
Star at4lete, 5.1 0.0 10.6 16.9 10.9 
Best student 10.2. 10.7 18.2 26.2 75.8 
Best loqking 84.7 ·8l.9 66.6 52.3 9 .4. 
Best dressed o.o 5.4. 4.6 4.6 .3.9 , 
Total· 100.0 (59) 100.0 (56) 100.00 (66) 100.0 (65) 100.0(121) 
*Those who did not, .respond to the question were .not included in the. 
analyi;is.. These were: Boys .7-9 (.5); Boys 10-12 (2); Girls 7-9. 
(4); Girls 10-12· (2); Parents (7). 
The ,value. incongruities between adolescents _and their parents, ,rel-. 
ative to type of student sele~ted,for a date, reflect.some.of the under-
lying discontinuities between the adolescent subculture and the larger 
adult cuJ,.tur~. In the case of dating pre:f;erence, adolescent~ mak~. their 
selection on the.basis of physical appearance (best loqking); whereas 
the parents ,base their selection on academic performance (b.est stud~nt). 
When the choic_e between the. two ac.hieyed statuses of star athl.ete .and 
best student was made, parents chose that·status ,(best student) which 
is lllore congruent with the .tradition.al va.lue .stru~tur~ of adult 13ociety. 
Among those students who selected the,achieved status ·of best student, 
there. is a .noticeable trend toward emphasizing this.status as the 
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students progress from the 7th to the 12th grades. Within the sphere of 
heterosexual interaction, this-trend may indicate a tendency for adoles-
cents to become more oriented toward the value position of adults as 
they become more mature. 
The use of alcohol and drugs by adolescents has been hotly-debated 
for a nl,lill.ber of years. Questions relating to_ adolescent use of alcoholic 
beverages-and drugs were included in the study to compare adolescent and 
adu.lt attitudes relative to the use of these. 
The data recorded in Table XIV deal with attitudes about drinking 
beer. Responses indicate that the younger students look with more dis-
favor on its use than do older students. Girls disapprove of its use 
more than do boys. In fact, with the e~ception.of boys in.grades 10-12, 
a majority of the students·at all-grade.levels disapprove.of adolescents 
drinking beer. Almost three times (45%) as many boys in grades 7-9 as 
in grades· 10-12 (16%) disapprove, while_ about 8 per cent more of the 
younger than older girls disapprove. Of those who approve, the older 
student.s of both sexes outnumber the younger ones about 2 to _l. More of 
the younger students than·older ones are in the undecided categpry, 
indicating a.tendency to move from this neutral position in_the later. 
high school.years. Apparently a large.proportion of. these move to the 
approval position, rather than the disapproval position, since a sul;>-
stantially larger-percentage of·older than younger-students favor the 
use of beer. 
There j. s c. onsiderable variation between parental and adolescent 
attitudes·concerning the use of beer by teen-agers. Ninety-two per-cent 
of _the parents disapprove of its use.by teen-agers, with a majority 
(71%) of those strongly disapproving. Six per cent are undecided' and 
2 per cent approve. 
TABLE XIV 
A COMPARISON OF ADOLESCENT AND PARENTAL ATTITUDES RELATIVE TO DRINKING BEER* 
Boys· Girls 
Grade 7..;.9 10-12 7-9 10-12 Parents 
Strongly agree · 18 .• 8 34.5 2.9 4.6 0 •. 0 
Agree 12.S 30 .• 9 12.9 30.3 2.4 
Undecided 23.4 18.2· 24.2 13.6 5.5 
Disagree 17.2 5.5 20.0 31.8 21.3 
Strongly disagree -- 28.1 10.9 40.0 19.7 70.8 
Total· 100.0 (64) 100.0 (55) 100.0 (70) 100.0 (66) 100. 0 (127) 
*Those who did not respond to the question were not included in the analysis. These included: 
Boys 10-12 (3); Girls 10..;.12 (l); Parents (1). 
" .i::-
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A pattern simil,ar to that; described above is visible in Table XV, 
which indicat.es the ·responses pertaining to the consumption of liquor by 
adolescents. The data again show that, with the exception of older boys, 
a substantial majority of students disapprove, with a majority of those 
strongly disapproving. Girls view it with more disfavor tha~ do boyso 
And considerably more of the younger students than older disapprove of 
its usea Of those who favor its use, boys in grades 10-12 outnumber 
(51%) the re.st of the students combined (40%). Again, more of the 
younger students than older are undecided about· the use of liquor by 
adolescents. 
Almost all parents ·(98%) disapprove of adolescent consumption of 
liquor, with a large majority (81%) strongly disapproving. Quite 
obviously, parental disapproval is substantially greater than the dis-
approval of their children. 
Attitudes concerning the use of addictive drugs are presented in 
Table XV;t The table reveals that almost al], students at each grade . 
level, along with their parents, disapprove of the use of addictive 
drugso Most of them strongly disapprove. The percentages iridicate 
about equal.disfavor between students ari.d parents, with the parents 
somewhat more intensely disapproving. 
Analysis of the data in the latter three tables suggestthat as 
the adol.escents. progress from the 7th to the 12th grades, they tend to 
become more tolerant in .their attitudes toward the use of alcohol. But 
attitudes toward the use.of drugs appear to remain fairly stable over 
time. Therefore, based on the re.asonable assumption that attittides and 
values. influence· and guide overt behavior, the data indicate tb,at 
alcohol; althotigh favored by a minority of students, is an integral 
TABLE~ 
A COMPARISON OF ADOLESCENT AND PARENTAL ATTITUDES RELATIVE TO DRINKING LIQUOR* 
Grade 7-9 10-12 7-9 10-12 Parents 
Strongly agree 4.7 24.6 1.5 4.5 o.o 
Agree 12.5 26.4. 4.4 13·.4 1.6 
Undecided 23.4 15.8 11.8 9.0 o.o 
Disagree 25.0 21.1 38.2 38.8 17.3 
Strongly disagree 34,4 12.1 44.1 34.3 81.1 
Total 100.0 (64) 100.0 (57) 100.0 (68) 100.0 (67) 100.0 (127) 
*Those who did not respond to the question were not included in the analysis. These include.d: 




A COMPARISON OF ADOLESCENT AND PARENTAL ATTITUDES TOWARD THE USE OF·DRUGS. BY TEEN-AGERS* 
Boys. Girls 
Grade 7-9 10-12 7-9 10-12 Parents 
Strongly agree 3.1 3.5 o.o 1.5 0.0 
Agree 0.0 1.8 0.0 o.o 0.0 
Undecided OoO 3o5 2.9 1.5 0.8 
Disagree 14.1 15.8 10.0 10.4 1.6 
Strongly disagree 82.8 75.4 87.1 86.6 97.6 
Total 100.0 (64) 100.0 (57) 100.0 (70) 100.0 (67) 100.0 (126) 
*Those who failed to answer the question were not included in the analysis. These included: 
Boys 10-12 (l); Parents (2). 
"-.J 
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part of the adolescent subculture. Drugs, on the other hand, are not 
pervasive in the subculture. 
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Additional value comparisons were obtained from responses to ques-
tions which pertained to attitudes relative to work. The respondents 
were asked to rank from 1 to 5 in descending order of importance five 
items which pertained to work on a job. The five item~ and the average 
rank for each are given in Table XVI~ (See Appendix A for .the frequen-
cies and percentages.) Although all respondents rate havi~g a steady 
job between 2 and 3, there is some variation between ranks. For both 
groups of boys and for the girls in grades 10-12, the security o~ a 
steady job is most important; and opportunities for advancement lea,st 
important. For girls in grades 7-9 and for parents, the enjoyment of 
the work itself is most important. But they do not agree on the item 
which is least important~ For the girls, like the other students, 
opportunities for advancement is least· important, while a high salary is 
least important ,for parents. 
Variation Jn the rank order of.the items is greater between the 
younger students than between. the older. For example, the students in 
grades 7-9 do not agree. on the rank order of having a steacl,y job, 
enjoyment of the.work, and friendly people to work with. They do agree 
on the rank order of opportunities for advancement and a high salary. 
The older.students, on the other hand, rate each item in the same rank 
order; although the computed average for each item varies between. the~. 
Although there appears to be some overlap between the subculture of 
the school and th.e parental cul,ture in the area of attitudes toward work, 
there clearly are some distinct differences, For boys and girls in 
grades 7-9, the average rank for having a· steady job is considerably 
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lower·than·the average rank for parents for the same item. For item 2 
--opportunities for .a rapid rise--the differences in average rank are 
greater between parents and girls of both grade groups than between 
parents and boys of both grade.groups. The average ranks of item 3 
are substantially lower for students at all grade levels tha11 for par-
ents. Similar differences betwe~n students and parents can be observed 
for the last two items in the table. 
TABLE XV:U 
AVERAGE RANK OF FIVE ITEMS RELATING TO ATTITUDES TOWARD WORK* 
Grade 7-9 Grade 10-12 
Boys Girls Boys Girls Parents 
Having a Steadi Job 
2. 56. 2.52 2.35 2. 20 . 2.15 
022ortunities for a,Ra2id Rise 
3.90 4.14 3.89 4~26 3.91 
Enjoyment of the Werk-·· 
2. 71 2.48 2.67 2.28 L78 
Friendli PeoEle to Work. With , 
2.67 2.58 3.04 2.52 2.98 
A High Salari 
3.15 3.27 3.13 3.74 4.09 
*Rank 1 is high; 5 is low. 
In this section of the present chapter, selected items were used 
to describe value congruities and incongruities between .the adolescents 
and between the adolescents·and the::Lr parents. It was shown.that 
although younger students are closer to the value position of their 
parents than.older students, value congruence is substantially greater 
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between adolescents at.the various levels than between parents and 
younger students. This suggests that younger adolescents have internal-
ized the values transmitted.to them by the adult culture, but as they 
become increasingly involved in the adolescent suqculture, its influence 
causes a shift away from the traditional values maintai~ed by the larger 
adult culture. 
In this way, the .effects of the adolescent subculture helps to 
aGcount·for change in the,valu~ structure of a society. As each succeed-
ing generation .moves out.of·the high school subculture, some of its 
values. are retained 'by· its former members and are transmitted by them to 
various segments of the larger society. As a result of ,the process of 
diffusion, the adolescent subcultur~ is a factor which contribut~s to . 
change over given periods of time. 
Peer Group Involvement 
A very significant aspect of the adolescent subcultur~ is the extent 
of peer group involvement. Numen>us studies have dealt with the phenom-:-
enon of peer influence on adolescents, illustrating tha.t teen-agers 
of ten agree with and abide by the norms of peers in contradiction to 
those of their parents. Chinoy sums up the pervasive influence of the 
peer group: 
In contrast with the family, which is typically more author-
itarian, •• and more.likel,y to transmit traditional values, 
the peer group usually offers a more egalitarian experienc~, 
although it ,too may on occasion become rigidly authoritarian 
in its demands upon its members. Within the peer group there 
are often opportunitie~ to eJ!:plore topics tabooed in relations 
with adu;Lts, and to·secure support from others as young people 
seek to break away from parental constraints and establish an 
independent identity.7 
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As youth go through the adolescent transitional phase, seeking a 
separate identity, they ostensibly become progressively more independent 
of parents and more oriented toward peers. If thil? is the case, adoles-
cents should become increasingly involved with peers as they progress 
through high school. Responses to question 35 on the student question-
naire permit the comparison of parent-peer orientation of the adolescents 
at various grade levels. They were asked which one of three alternatives 
--parents' disapproval, favorite teachers' disapproval, or friends' dis-
approval--would be hardest for them to take. 
Responses presented in Table XVIII indicate that students at all 
grade levels are more oriented.to parents than to peers. This result 
co.ntrasts sharply with Coleman's analysis, where he found about an ",,, 
even split between friend and parent. 118 The discrepancy.between the two 
findings probably is explained by the fact that the present study invol-
ves only a small to.wn school located in a community where rural values 
continue .to predominate and pareptal authority is not likely to be widely 
challenged by adolescents. Coleman's study, on the other hand, included 
some, large suburban schools where urban values were dominant, and tradi-
tional authority more likely .to be questioned· by teen-agers, 9 
The data in Table XVIII show that older adolescents are more con-
cerned about.parental disapproval than are the younger ones. One out of 
two.of the boys and girls (56% and 53%, respectively) in grades 7-9 
indicate that,parents' disapproval would be hardest to take, whereas 
about three out of five (62%) of the boys and three out of four (75%) of 
the g:J_rls" in grades 10-12 indicate this alternative would be the most 
difficult to take. This finding supports Epperson's study of adoles-
cents and preadolescents in which he found that adolescents are not more 
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estranged from parents than preadolescents, as one might expect, since 
the socialization process results in progressive independence from 
parents as th.e adolescent grows toward matur:i,.ty. 
TABLE XVIII 
TYPE .OF DISAPPROVAL MOST DIFF!CULT FOR STUDENTS TO TAKE 
Boys Girls 
Grade 7-9 10-12 7-9 10-12 
Parents' disapproval 56.3 62.1 52.9 7406 
Teachers' disapproval 15.6 5.2 10.0 6,0 
Friends' disapproval. 28.1 32.7 37.1 19.4 
Total· 100.0 (64) 100.0 (58) 100.0 (70) 100.0 (67) 
Boys at all.levels and girls in grades 7-9 are more concerned 
about friends' disapproval than are girls in grades 10-12. The latter, 
howe:ver, are more concerned than are the three former groups about 
parental disapproval. Younger adolescents are more teacher oriented 
than are the older ones. Or, stated.in another way, teachers. seem to 
have more influence on the younger than on the older adolesGentso Con-
spicuously, it is the teachers' disapproval whid1 becomes. progressively 
least hard to take as the students move from the 7th to the.12th 
gradeso Apparently, a large majority of those in the lower grades who 
consider the teachers' disapproval the most.difficult to take become 
more oriented to parents than·to peers as they progress through school, 
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Peer Group.Status System 
Stat.us systems exist in all known societies and sub-societies. 
Within these, certain statuses are accorded the.most prestigious posi-
tions. The adolescent subculture is no exception. It also has a hier-
archical status st;ructure. And within this structure, the leading crowd 
ranks very high. Since Coleman, Smith, Turner, and others discuss the 
relevance of the leading crowd in the various schools included in their 
studies, 10 it was assumed that a leading crowd existed in the school 
which is the focus of this study. Responses to a question dealing with 
the leading group seem to substantiate this assumption. Based on the 
supposition that the leading crowd ranks very high in the prestige 
structure of the school, and that the students are motivated to join the 
leading group, the students were asked to indicate what it.takes to 
become a member .. of the leading crowd, 
In Table XIX; the responses are listed in nine major categories. 
The categories are those which were mentioned by at least five of the 
respondents. The miscellaneous category includes such responses as: 
"I don't know what it takes." "Who cares?" "Have no desire to get in 
with that crowd." "Nothing." etc. From the data in Table XIX, it is 
apparent that personality and good grades are perceived as the most 
important requisites .for gaining admittance to the leading crowd. For 
boys in grades 7-9, personality and good grades are.equally important, 
as they are for boys in grades 10-12; For girJ,s, however, personality 
is considerably more important than are good grades, with the younger. 
girls emphasizing it substantially more than do the older girls. The 
emphasis placed on personality by adolescents and its function in the 
subculture are explaineq by Coleman: 
TABLE XIX 
WHAT IT·TAKES TO GET INTO THE LEADING CROWD* 
Boys 
Grade 7-9 
Good grades 26,5 
Personality 26.5 
Dating, good.looks 4.1. 
Drinking with. the crowd 8. 2 
Good athlete 16.3 
From right family 4.1 
Nice car and money 4.1 
Go along with the crowd 8.2 
Micellaneous--don .' t know, 

































Total 100.0 (49) 100.0 (53) 100.0 (59) 100,0(63) 
*Those who did not respond to the question were not included in 
the analysis. These included: Boys 7-9 (15); Boys 10-12 (5); 
Girls 7-9 (11); Girls l.0-12 (4). · 
The importanGe of having a good personality· ••• :i,.n these adoles-
cent cultures is something that; adults often fail to realize, 
Adults often forget how· "person-or:f.ented" ch.ildren are; they 
have not yet move.d into the world of cold. impersonality in 
which .many adults live. This is probably due .to their limited · 
range of contacts. In the world of grade school, a boy·or. 
girl can respond to his classmates as persons, with a sincer-
ity that becomes·impossible as one's range.of contact;s grows. 
One of the major transitions for some children comes, in fact, 
as they· enter high school artd find that they move from class.-
room to. class.room and have different classmates in each 
class~ll 
Although being· a good athlet;.e is not considered to be an important 
attribute in becoming a member of the leading crowd, boys in grades 7-9 
(16%) emphasize it more than do the.other students combined (7%). Thir-
teen per cent and 11 per·cent of the older boys and g:i,.rls, respectively, 
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indicate that,drinking with .the crowd.is important, as compared with 8 
per cent of the younger boys anci 3 per cent of the younger girls. 
Although these students indicate they perceive drinking as a criterion 
for being accepted by the leading crowd, more likely this is behavior 
in which they participate after joining the group, Dating, good looks, 
coming from the.right family, and having a nice car and money are not 
perceived as important attributes in gaining access to the leading crowd. 
In the status system of the school, good grades, personality, and 
being a good athlete can be.considered as achieved criteria, Coming 
from the ,right family and having a nice car and money can be accepted 
as ascribed criteria. Using these as mobility criteria, the.data in 
Table XIX clearly show achieved characteristics to be more predominant 
than ascribeci cha,ractel;'isti,cs in gaining access to the leading crowd. 
This suggests that· upward mobility in the adolescent subculture is more 
dependent on achieved than ascribed characteristics. The younger stu-
dents perceive upward mobility within the status system to pe more 
dependent on achieved characteristics than do th.e older students. And 
more girls than boys.indicate that achieved criteria are major deter-
minants of upward mobility. 
T.o further identify elements of the adolescent status system, the 
respondents were asked to rank seven items in descending order.· of 
importance in terms of what it .takes to become important and looked up 
to _by other students. The average ranks for the seven items are given 
in Table XX, (See Appendix B for. the percentages,) The average ranks 
tend to verify that such things as coming from the right family, having 
a.nice car and money, and being an athletic star are not the things 
that make a person important and highly respected in the subculture. 
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Of the seven items, being hone.st is the most important· criterion for 
girls at all levels. Boys, however, are divided in their emphasis on 
the item they deem most.important. Being an athletic star is perceived 
as the most important by the younger boys, but older boys rank being a 
leader in activities highest. 
TABLE XX 
AVERAGE RANK OF SEVEN ITEMS BY STUDENTS ON WHAT IT TAKES 
TO BECOME IMPORTANT* 
Grade 7-9 Grade 10-12 
Boys Girls Boys Girls 
Coming from the Right Famil~ 
4.19 3.63 4.60 4.34 
Leader in Activities 
3.97 4.08 3.43 3.62 
Having a Nice Car 
5.02 6.02 4.79 5.48 
High Grades2 Honor Roll 
4.02 2.95 4 .. 09 3.94 
Being an Athletic Star· 
3.17 4.44 3.62 4.08 
Being in the Leading Crowd 
3.95 4.22 3.62 3.55 
Being Honest 
3.44 2.56 3.74 2 •. 85 
*Rank 1 is high; 7 is low. 
Having a.nice .car is not.an important status determining criterion; 
of all the items, it is .ranked lowest by students at all grade levels. 
Although it is ranked low by all students, boys consider the car.to be 
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more important than do girls, probably becauseof a feeling of indepen-
dence the car offers while on a date or riding around with friends. 
Closely related to the idea of what criteria are considered to be 
necessary·in determining importance and respect in the.group, is the 
question of what characteristics determine popularity in the group. ·To 
examine this aspect of pe.er involvement and compare it with parental · 
attitudes relative to the same phenomena, the respondents were asked to 
indicate those attributes they considered to be important in order to 
be popular in the group. From a list of eleven categories, they were 
asked to check as many as applied. Coleman's Categories12 were used, 
with slight modifications which seemed to apply more aptly to the data 
of this stucl.y. (The modifications con~dsted. of adding categories 6, 
10, .and 11., and resulted from the pre-test of the questionnaire.) 
The data recorded in Table XXI indicate that boys perceive stirring 
up a litt],e excitement to be. the most important .. attribute in determining 
popularity .in the. group, with older boys emphasizing it more. than do the 
younger ones. The younger girls and parents cqnsider a.good.reputation 
as the most important attribute, while being honest occupies the.most 
important;: position among older girls. 
Having a good.reputation is perceived as being considerably more. 
important in determining popularity by girls and·parents than by boys, 
Again, this· probably reflects the culturally sancti.oned notion that 
parental authority should act. as a restraining force.for girls.somewhat. 
more than for boys and·for a longer.period of time. It also probably 
ref lee; ts. the tr.aditiona.1 double standard• of behavior between the. sexes .• 
In the realm,of·sexual conduct, our.society imposes stronger negative 
sanctic;>ns on permissive behavior of girls than·of.boys. Frequently, 
TABLE XXl 
ATTRIBUTES PERCEIVED AS IMPORTANT IN ORDER TO BE POPULAR IN THE GROUP* 
Boys Girls 
Grade 7-9 10-12 7-9 10-12 Parents 
Be a good dC!-ncer 14.1 15.5 11.4 20.9 32.0 
Have sharp clothes 25.0 24.1 21.4 10.5 18.0 
Have a good reputation 32.8 31.0 71.4 70.2 79.7 
Stirring up a little 
excitement 51.6 65.5 28.6 53.7 15.6 
Have money 39.1 34.5 14.3 16.4 16.4 
Smoking 25.0 27.6 7 .. 1 10.5 4.7 
Know how to dress 
properly 29.7 39.7 47.1 44.8 58.6 
Know what is going on 
in the world of 
popular singers and 
movie stars 21.9 8.6 17.1 17.9 24.2 
Know about cars 29.7 48.3 2.9 9.0 32.8 
Being honest 46.9 37.9 68.6 76.1 72. 7 
Drinking 2L9 39.7 2o9 13.4 3.1 
N=64 N=58 N;:;70 N=67 N=l28 




thEL,.;l.mposition of .these sanctions causes embarrassment and degradation, 
sometimes resulting in .. traumatic experi~nces. for the person against whom 
the sanctions are directed. Therefore, to insure their continued popu-
larity as a desirable date and to maintai:n·their standing in the.larger 
society, as well as in the.subsociety, girls find it expedient to pro-
tect their'reputat:ion. 
Having money, sharp clotheE!, smoking, knowing about·cars, are more 
important for boys than for girls, while knowiµg how to .. dress properly 
and being a·good·dancer are perceived.as being more important.for girls 
and parents. Drinking, although.perceived, as being important: by very 
few parents and girl~, is deem~d important by about.one-fifth of the· 
younger boys and two-fifths of the older ones. This discrepancy between 
boys and their parents·may be indicative of a function of the peer group 
which Smith considers to be of great importance.in the adolescent sub.,-
culture, He-suggests that·the peer group fun.ctions to conceal the. 
behavior .of its members from observation (and, hence, control) by .Par-
ents and other authority figures. 13 
l'he degree of involvement. witl). peers within the subculture of the 
school. is intense for most adolescents. The peer group. functions. to 
supply adolescent needs which. the.adult culture is unable to supply. 
Among his peers; the adolescent .has a recognized sta.tus, and .. the social 
rewards he receives from his peers are commensurate with his status. 
The adolesqent 's pos.itien within. the system. is not ascribed; it;: is 
largely achieved. He strives.to become.important; and popular in the. 
group, being motivated .by such things as a pleasing personality, grades, 
good reputation (for girls), and being honest with his _fellow students. 
Another·dimension of the.stratification system may be. brought into :focus 
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by looking at the visibility of selected statuses within the.subculture, 
Visibility of Athletes, Scholars, and.Most.Popular Students 
Within the subculture, the manner in which adolescents are classi-
fied and ranked is an important part of the structure of the,system. 
Certain statuses are more visible .. than. others. Three of· the more con-
spicuously v:i,sible·statuses are the athlete, scholar, and the popular 
student, To determine the visibility of students who occupy these status 
positions, the students were asked to list by name thof\le students whom· 
they perceived to. be the mos.t out;standing in each of the. three cate,... 
14. 
gories. The data are presented in Table XXII. 
Of the total number of boys.in the school, 5 per cent were identi-
fi.ed as either best athlete, scholar, or most. popular. Three per cent 
of those were identified as.athletes,. 2 per cent as scholars, and 4 per 
cent as most popular. Only a small minority (0.8%) were identified as 
both an athlete and scholar, but~ a larger percentage (3%) were classi- . 
fied by classmates.as both an athlete and most popular. It seems 
apparent, therefore, that although athletic ability does not cori.tribute 
to scholarship, it does contribute to popularity. Scholarship, on the 
other hand, apparently does.not contribute to being popular, since only 
one percent of the students were identified both as scholars·and most. 
popular. Of those.boys who were classified in only one status, 0,8 per 
cent were athletes only, 0.4 per ce11.t were scholars only; and one per 
cent most.popular only. 
Among those who were classified as athlete, three stand out as 
dominant~-c, D, and E. Two of.them--D and E--were also recognized both 
as scholars and most.popular, but C was given only additional· 
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recognition as being most popular. In the scholar category, one.student 
(A) is very predominant. He also is visible a~ most. popular, but not 
conspicuously so, and was·chosen as best atQ.lete by only one classmate. 
Student F stands out as the most popular person, but he is not identi-
fied as either an athlet.e or scholar. 
TABLE :XXII 
·k 
VISIBILITY OF MALE SCHOLARS, ATHLETES, AND MOST POPULAR MALE STUDENTS 
Scholar Athlete PoEular 
Student Per cent Per cent Per cent 
A 56;7 0.4 3ol 
B 17.0 0.0 1.1 
c 0.8 22.0 3o9 
D 5.0 18.5 5.0 
E 3.1 16.6 5.0 
F 1.5 1.1 20.8 
G 0.0 1.1 8,5 
H o.o o.o 7.3 
I 0.4 5.4 606 
J 0.4 4.6 6.6 
K 0.0 2.7 5.8 
L 0.0 3.5 1.1 
M o.o 1.9 1.9 
*Only those students who were listed at least five times by their 
classmates in one or more of the.categories are included in the 
table. The proportions were computed by dividing the total number 
of responses each boy received by the total number of students (259). 
In Table .XXIIl girls are classified into· two categories--scholar 
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and most popular. Of all.the girls in the. school, about 3 per cent were 
identified as either a scholar or most popular. Of those, just over 2 
per cent are visible as scholars, and between 1 and 2·per cent are.vis-
ible as most popular students. Slightly over 1 per-cent were identified. 
both as a scholar and most popular. One per cent were recognized as 
15 scholars only, and 0.4 per cent as popular only. 
TABLE XXIII 



























*Only those.girls who were listed at least five times by their 
classmates in one or more of the categories are .included in 
the table. The proportions were computed by dividing the 
total number of responses each girl received by the total 
number of students (259). 
A comparison of the two tables indicates _that being a male is .a 
factor in determining visibility in the adolescent subculture. Although 
the.total number of girls (137) exceeded the total numbex of boys (122) 
in the study, twice as many boys as girls were identified in one or more 
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of the categories. Maleness is also a determinant of popularityo 
Whereas 4 per cent of the males were identified as most popular, less 
than 2 per cent of the females were classified in this categ0ryo In· 
fact; the only area ·in which girls are recognized as dominant is in 
scholarship~ These factors indicate that, in the adolescent subcultl,lre, 
th 1 . d i t A d b d h i f · f · i 16 h · e ma e is om nan.. n ase on t eor es o strati icat on, t is 
suggests that males have greater access than females to the more presti-
gious, rewards of· the syst.em, and to the .most desirable services and. 
offices of the. school. 
Summary 
Dimensions of -the adolescent subculture described . in thi.s chapter 
included an analysis of how adolescents utilize the~r time, the value 
st~ucture of the adolescent subculture, peer group involvement, and 
several dimensions of the.status structu:re. 
In-many ways; the subculture exists as an entity in its. own righto 
Yet, it is supported and influenced by tl:ie larger .adult. cultureq Its 
boundaries are not-clearly defined, and as a result there.is substantial 
overlap between the subculture and th.e adult culture. Its normative 
structure in many respects reflects the normatiye structure.of the 
larger culture, suggesting that ·considerable· input into tb,e system;comes 
from the adult culture. The adolescents are sensitive to the,disap-
proval.of their parents, suggesting strong parental influence. In such 
things as being honest and having a good reputation, the adolescents 
(especially .the girls) are close to the value position of the:J,.r parents .• 
Yet, there are some distinct differences between.the tw90 The most 
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conspicuous disc.ontinuities are in the. areas of desired academic and 
intellectual achievement. The parents emphasize those aspects of 
education--good grades and the development of .leadership potential--
which they believe will prepare their children for eventual participa-
tion in adult society. The. adolescents, however, tend to emphasize 
interests and activitie~ which lie outside the ac;ademic sphere of the 
school. 
Energy generated within the system is expende4 in a variety of ways, 
Some of it is channeled into achieving the academic goalsof the school. 
This is indicated by the amount of time some students devote to their. 
studies and the.ir emphasis on good grades. Some. energy, however, is 
expended .on such thi;ngs as athletics, dating, and group related inter-
action which tend to divert energy away from the,educatioI).al goals of 
the school. And achievements in these areas of adolescent behavior are 
often rewarded with prestige, respect, and approval, which, serve as . 
motivating fac.tors to encourage continued involvement in· these non-
academic interests and actiyitie,s. 
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CHAPTER V 
TESTING THE HYPOTHESES 
Comparison of Adolescents and Parents Relative to the Amount of 
Control Exercised by Parents over Teen-Agers 
Gottlieb and Ramsey suggest that " •.• the operational criteria used 
to identify and establish the existence of the subculture should involve 
observed differences in values and behavior between adolescents and 
adults. 111 The purpose of this chapter is to test the hypotheses stated 
in Chapter I which were designed to depict the expected differences 
between adolescents and parents. 
Several works on parent-adolescent relation~hips cited in Chapter 
II emphasized the theme of conflict. Among these are Coleman, Davis, 
Sheriff and Sheriff, and Ernest Smith, who emphasized that parent-youth 
conflicts frequently stem from adolescent resistance to parental con-
2 trol, Referring to parent-youth relationships, Thomas Smith says: 
"The evidence makes it clear that both substantial conflict 
and sub.stantial parental influence exist. What seems to be 
need.ed now is. more. thorough specification of the conditions 
governing levels of parent-adolescent conflict or of par-
ental influence upon adolescents. 11 3 
Hypothesis One is concerned with the comparative views of .parents 
and their adolescent children concerning the degree of parental control, 
This hypothesis states that parents will advocate significantly more 
parental control over the behavior of teen-agers than will adolescents 
07 
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in grades 7-12. 
The questionnaires included five questions to test this hypot):J.esis. 
The questions were simila.r for students and parents, and ranged from 
such topics as spending money without parental interference to being 
away from home at night without conferring with parents about plans for 
the evening. Responses to each question ranged from strongly agree to 
strongly disagree. From these, a total score was, computed for each 
respondent, ranging from 5 to 25. A low score represents a desire for 
strong parental control; a high score indicates a desire for less paren-
tal control. 
Each adolescent was matched with his parent. Those.who could not 
be matched were not included in the analysis. A "t" test was computed 
for students in grades 7-9 who were matc)led with their parents, and for 
the older students in grades 10,...12 who were matched with the.ir parents. 




ADOLESCENTS IN GRADES 7-9 COMPARED WITH THEIR PARENTS RELATIVE 







t p (1 tail) 
4.7 6.83 .001 
Using a directional test, "t" is significant beyond the .001 leveL 
This indicates that parents of the younger adolescents advocate more 
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parental control over the behavior of teen-agers than do their adoles-
cent children. The data suggest that adolescents between the ages of 
13 and 15 inclusive want more freedom from parental restraints than 
parents are willing to give in such activities as spending money without 
interference from parents, time to be home at night, whom they should 
date, and where they can.and cannot go. 
In Table XXV, the data are presented relating to the differences in 
attitudes of adolescents in grades 10-12 and their parents cqncerning 
parental control over.adolescents. Excluding those students and parents 
who could not be matched, 135 matched pairs were obtained for this test. 
Since there were only 128 parental respondents in the study, it is .evi-
dent that some.of the parents.had more than one child in high school. 
TABLE XXV 
ADOLESCENTS IN GRADES 10-12 COMPARED WITH THEIR PARENTS RELATIVE 







t p (1 tail) 
5.9 5.1 13.44 .001 
Parents of older adolescents also advocate significantly more par-
ental control over the behavior of teen-agers than do their older adoles-
cents. Since the "t" values in both tables are significant in the pre-
dieted direction, hypothesis One is confirmed. 
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To examine the amount of correlation between the attitud~s of 
younger and older students and their parents; a correlation coefficient 
was computed from the."t" values in each table. To transform the "t" 
values to an "r" coefficient, the following formula was used: 4 
t ~r2 (N-2)~(1-r2 ) 
The resulting "r" value for younger adolescents and their parents from 
the data in Table XXIV is .698. This indicates a significant correla-
tion between the,attitudes of the younger adolescents and their parents 
and the amount of control exercised by parents over te~n-agers, 
A transformed "t" value was.also computed .from Table XXV where the. 
older adolescents and their parents were compared. For this comparison, 
r = .758, This result indicates a slightly higher correlation between 
the attitudes of older adolescents and the:i,.r parents relative to paren-
tal control than between younger boys and their parents. 
The differences between the attitudes of the younger students and 
the .attitudes of the older studen,ts (indicated by comparing the two r's) 
relative to the attitudinal position of parents may be attributed in. 
pa.rt to the differences in the frequency of·mutual discussions between 
parents and their younger.adolescents and between parents and their 
older adolescents, Hypothesis Two states that th~ greater the frequency 
of discussions between parents and adolescents, the greater will be the 
effects of parental influence over teen-agers. 
The differences in the frequency of discussions are given by stu-
dent responses to the questio.n: "Do your parents often discuss things 
with you?" One of four alternatives was selected for both father and· 
mother, which ranged from "never" to "very often." Alternatives one. 
and two indicat.e infrequent discussions; three and four indicate 
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frequent discussions. In the analysis, the responses pertaining .to 
both parents were combined. The responses·were then·divided into a 
dichotomy of "infrequent" and "frequent" parental discussions with 
adolescents. Table XXVI contains the frequencies used in the analysis. 
TABLE·XXVI 
FREQUENCY·OF PARENTAL DISCUSSIONS WITH YOUNGER AND OLDER ADOLESCENTS 
Grade Grade 
7-9 10-12 Total 
Frequent discussions 155 170 325 
Infrequent discussions 105 78 183 
Total 260 248 508 
x2 "" 4.1366; df = l; p<.05; c = .126 
The students responded to the question in terms of both father and 
mother, which ace.aunts for the cell frequencies being double those of a 
single."category" question. Eight.students.in grades 7-9 and two in 
grades 10-12 did not respond to the question. They were not included in· 
the analysis. 
Computation of the chi square statistic indicates that the dif-
f erences in frequency of parental discussions with older adolescents are 
significantly greater than witl:l younger adolescents. Since tra~sforma-
tion of ·the "t" values in Tables XXIV and XXV to measures of.correlation 
indicate a closer affinity of older students and parents than younger 
students and parents, frequency of discussions apparently has some 
influence toward adolescent acceptance of parental perspectives. Hypo~ 
thesis Two is confirmed. 
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It was hypothesized that parents who differ in their views toward 
the teen-ager will differ in their attitudes concerning the amount of · 
con;rol parents Should exert over their adolescent children. Hypothesis 
Three states that.parents with favorable.views toward the teen-ager will 
advocate less overt parental .control over adolescents ·than those parents 
with less favorable attitudes toward the teen-ager. 
To determine favorable and less fav-0rable parental views toward 
teen-agers, a ser.ies of five questions of the strongly agree strongly 
disagree type were used. The parents were asked to respond to questions 
which dealt with such topics as the general conduct of teen-age behavior, 
their trustworthiness, their consideration for adults, and adolescent 
sexual morality. From these questions, a total score was computed for 
each parental respondent. These scores ranged from a possible low of 5 
to a possible high of 25. A low score is indicative of a favorable atti-
tude toward teen-agers; a high score indicates less favorable attitudes. 
A composite score was determined by summing the total.score of all 
pa:i;ents, which was 1,943. This total was divided by the total number of 
parental respondents (128) to yield a mean of 15,2. The parents were 
assigned to either· the favorable or less favorable category on the basis 
of this mean. Those whose.total score for the.five questions was below 
15.2 were assigned to the favorable category; those with a total score 
above 15.2 were placed in the less favorable category. A total score 
for each parent was computed relative to attitudes concerning parental 
control over adolescents. The scores ranged from a possible low of 5 to 
a possible high of 25. A low score indicates attitudes for strong par-
entaL control; a high score represents attitud,es for less parental con-
trol. The total score. for those parents with favorable views was .. 603. 
For those with less favorable views, the total score was 505. 
TABLE XXVII 
COMPARISON OF PARENTS WITH FAVORABLE ATTITUDES TOWARD TEEN-AGERS 
WITH PARENTS WHOSE ATTITUDES ARE LESS FAVORABLE IN TERMS 
OF THE AMOUNT OF PARENTAL CONTROL OVER ADOLESCENTS 
N x 2 s t p 
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Less favorable views 62 
Hypothesis Three predicted that· parents with. favorable attitud.es 
toward teen-agers would.exercise less overt control over.adolescents 
than parents with less favorable views. On the basis of theut" t~st, 
hypothesis Three is confirmed at the .025 level of significance for a 
one-tailed testo This suggests that parents with .favorable attitudes 
feel that te~n-agers have internalized the norms necessary to discipline 
their overt behavioro Therefore, they do not need strong external con-
trols exerted by parents to compel them to conform to parental expec-
tationso Those parents with less favorable attitudes evidently rely 
more on parental interference into the affairs of teen-agers to control 
their behavior than upon ._the restraints of internalized norms. 
Peer Group Orientation 
Coleman, Chinoy, and others suggest that as the adolescent becomes 
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increasingly independent of parents, he becomes increasingly involved 
with the peer group. 5 If this is the case, older adolescents should be 
more peer oriented than younger adolescents, since they ostensibly have 
obtained a greater degree of independence from parents than younger 
adolescents. Following this reasoning, Hypothesis Four states that 
adolescents in grades 10-12 will be significantly more peer oriented 
than adolescents in grades 7~9. 
Each of the.five questions used. to test this hypothesis asked the 
student.to make a decision which would involve him eithe~ with the peer 
group or with a non-peer function. The .alternative responses to each 
question were assigned a numerical.value. From these values, a total 
score for each student was obtained, ranging from a possible lo,w of. 5 to 
a possible high of·l7. A low score represents non-peer orientation; 
a high score indicates orientation toward the peer group. 
A composite score was then determined by computing the total score 
of all student.a; which was 2,774. This total was divided by the total· 
nu~ber of students (259) to obtain a mean of 10.7. The students were 
assigned to either· the high or low category on. the ha.sis of this ·mean. 
Those.whose total score for the five questions was below 10.7 we~e 
placed in· the low category; those with a to.tal score above 10. 7 were 
assigned to the high category. Since the total score for each student 
was an integer, those with a score.of 10 and below were assigned.to the 
low .category. Those with a to.tal score of 11 and above were place in 
the high category. To·evaluate this hypothesis, chi.square was used 
rather than the "t" test. The "t" statistic seemed to be inappropriate 
for this test since the questions.used to determine peer orientation 
differed in the amount of numerical weight· they possessed. 
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TABLE XXVIII 
PEER GROUP ORIENTATION OF STUDENTS IN GRADES 7-12 
Peer orientation 7-9 10-12 Total 
High 78 65 143 
Low 56 60 116 
Total 134 125 259 
x2 = L0005; df = l· p>~30; c = .087 ' 
Chi square indicates that the differences in peer orientation between 
younger and older students are no greater than could be expected on the 
basis of.chance, The null hypothesis is tenable. It is concluded that 
the older students are not more peer oriented than are the ydunger stu-
dentso Although this conclusion does not agree with Coleman's and 
Chinoy's analyses, it does agree with a similar finding of Bealer and 
Willits, whose data were obtained from youth in rural communities, as 
were the d~ta of this study, Bealer and Willits suggest th~t: 
Participation in academic and extracurricular school activi-
ties usually means physical withdrawal from the family and 
high exposure to peer influenceo However, this need not 
mean rejection of parental norms. ~tudies have shown that] 
as youths increased their involvement in school functiori.s, 
[agreement with] the family's attitudes went up, not down, 
as would be expected if physical withdrawal decreased the 
saliency of parental norms,6 
Attitudinal Comparison of Adolescents and Parents Toward Adults 
Davis argues (see Chapter II, footnote 53) that some of the dis-
crepancies between parents and youth are caused by the differences in 
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the methods by which the two groups are socialized. Adults. are influ-
enced by adult institutions. Adolescents are influenced not only by 
adult institutions, but also by peer group values and norms. lf peer 
values do not agree with parental values, a potential source for con-
flict exists. 
As the data in Table.a XXIV and XXV indicate, adolescents. do not 
agree with their parents concerning .the amount of restriction and con~ 
trol exerted by parents over teen-agers. The parents; having been 
socialized from youth by established adult institutions, undoubtedly 
ref.lect the prevailing cultural traditions of ad.ult society. Adoles-
cents, on the other hand, ref lee t some of the prevailing values of peer.s. 
If this assumption is correct, adolescent views toward adults should be 
different from parental perceptions relative to what·they·think adoles-
cent attitudes of adults will be. 
Hypothesis Five states that adolescents in grades 1~12 will have. a 
more negative view of .adults than their parents will indicate they will 
have. To evaluate this hypothesis, the respondents were asked to 
respond to five questions that ranged from such topics as "Do you often. 
feel.e;xclu,ded from adult activities that may be helpful to you?n to 
"For .the most part, adults are dishones.t." Alternative choices (which. 
were.of the strongly agree strongly disagretype) to each question were 
assigned.numerical values so that a·total score could be obtained for 
each stu.dent and parent. The scores for the alternative choices ranged 
from 1 to. 5 for each question. A ta.tal composite score for each 
respondent was obtained, which ranged from a possible low of 5 to a 
possible.high ,of 25. A low score represents a favorable view toward 
adults; a high score depicts an unfavorable view. In the analysis, 
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each student was matched with his pareIJ.t, and a "t" value was computed 
to evaluate the differences between them (Tables XXIX arid·XXX). 
TABLE xnx 
PERCEPTION OF ADOLESCENTS IN GRADES 7-9 TOWARD ADULTS COMPARED WITH 









t p (!·tail) 
-2.3 4.3 -3.80 .001 
The differences between.the younger adolescents and their pare11ts 
are· significant beyond.the .001 level.using a one-tailed test. This 
indicates ·that parents. of the younger students fail.to understand the 
attitudes of their children toward adults. The negative "t" value indi-
cates that parents think th.eir teen..,-agers have a more unfavorable view · 
of adults than their children's responses in:dicat.e. 
Hypothesis Five dealt also with a comparison of older ·adolescents. 
and.their parents relative to their views.toward adults. 
The differences.between parents and. their older adolescents cow-
cerning adolescent perception of adults are also significant •.. The nega-
tive ."t" again.· suggests that parents think the older adolescents have 
more unfavorable views toward adults than is. the case. Although the. 
attitudes of students at all grade levels are significantly different. 




PERCEPTION OF ADOLESCENTS IN GRADES 10-12 TPWARD ADULTS COMPARED WITH 









t p (1 tail) 
5.3 -7. 64. .001 
When the "t" value for younger students and their parents was· trans-
formed to a correlation value, r = .4766. For the older students and 
their parents, r = .5521. Again the correlation between the older adol-
escents and their parents is slightly higher·than·the cortelation .between 
younger adolescents and their parents. This suggests that parental fail-
ure to understand the ,younger adoles.cents' perception of adults is 
greater than their failure to understand the older adolescents' percep-
tion of adult. society. 
Comparison of Adolescent and Parental Attitudes Relative to the 
Emphasis Placed on Athletics in the High School 
Several researchers have described the emphasis placed on athletic 
7 competition by.adolescents. Characterizing the youth culture, Parsons 
says:· 
A second.predominate characteristic on the male side lies in 
the prominence of athletics, which is an avenue of achieve-
ment .and competition which stands in sharp contrast .to the 
primary.standards of adult achievement in professional and 
executive capacities.8 
If, as Parsons suggests, the goal achieve~ertt nature of athletics in the 
adolescent subculture contrasts sharply with adult standards of goal 
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achievement, adolescents should place·more emphasis on athletics than 
parents. 
Hypothesis Six states that adolescent males will ·place a signif i-
cantly greater emphasi~ on athletic~ in the high school than will par-
en ts. Responses to three. questions '(each·· treated separately in the 
analysis) give a ha.sis .for comparison of the student.s with the;i.r par-
ents. In -the analysis, the boys were compared wit'bo6nly those parents 
who .had adolescent boys in the school. 
The first question asked the students to choose from a list of.four 
selected categori,e s the one they would mos.t like to be remembered for 
in school. The parents were asked to select from a.similar list of. cat-:-
egories .the one they most wa11-ted.their tee~-ager to .be outstanding for 
in scl).ool.. One·of the four alternatives pertained to athleticE!• The 
other·three choices pertained to non..,.athletic functions. The responses 
were dichomotized into two categories--athletic star and non ... athletic 
functions (Table XXXI). 
TABLE XXXI 
WHAT ADOLESCENT MALES MOST WANT. TO BE REMEMBERED FOR IN SCHOOL COM-
PARED WITH WHAT PARENTS MOST WANT THEM TO BE RmmMBERED FOR 
Adolescent Males Par en.ts Total 
Ath.letic star 35 2 37 
Non-athletic functions 46 62 108 
Total 81 64 145 
2 
.577 x = 28.9332; df = l· p<.001; c = ' 
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The differences between.adolescent males and their parents are sig-
nificant beyond the· .001 level. Almost all parents, as well as a major-. 
ity of boys, indicate a preference for.non-athletic functions. On the 
other hand, asubstantial minority of boys, compared with only two par-· 
ents, indicate a preference for athletics, The preference of boys for 
athletics, therefore, is substantially greater than parental preference 
for athletic related functions. 
A second question also serves as a basis for comparison of male 
adolescents with their parents rel$3.tive to.their attitudes ·toward ath-. 
le tics. They were asked ·.to indicate their choice of one· of . three types 
of .scholarships which. would help defray the expenses of a college edu..,-
cation. The alternatives were collapsed into two categories--athletic 
scholarship and non-:-athletic scholarship (Table XXXII). 
TABLE. XXXII 
TYPE OF SCHOLARSHIP PREFERRED BY ADOLESCENT MALES COMPARED WITH 
THE TYPE PREFERRED FOR THEM BY PARENTS 
Adolescent Males Parents Total 
Athletic scholarship · 33 4 37 
Non-athletic. scholarship· 59 59 118 
Total· 92 63 155 
x2 = 17.8159; df = l; p< ,·001; c = 0 454. 
The differences .between adolescent boys and their parents concerti-
ing the type.of scholarship preferred are significant beyond.the .001 
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level. Although a majority of students indicate. they prefer a non-. 
athletic type .of scholarship., almost .all parent;s indicate a preferertc~ 
for a non ..... athl~tic rell'!-ted :scholarship. '.thi-s sug·gests :that if ·a 
scholarship could be chosen; a majority of adol·escents and parents would 
select a. non-athletic type. But, on the basis of the significant chi .. 
square; the adolesc.ents would be .more likely· to choose an athletic 
scholarship than would their parents. 
The· final. question used. to cqmpare the atti.tudes 'of parents a~d 
adolescent.boys.concerning athletics asked the students to choose from 
a.list ,of selected professions whi~h One they most wanted to be. Par-
ents.were asked. to choose the ;profession they·most·wanted :for their son. 
One of the ;responses to the· question per_tai~ed to. athletics as a pro..,. 
fession. The remaining responses related. to non..:.athletic professions.; 
To evaluate. atti:tudes 'toward athletics, the responses were placed in a 
d:Lchotomy of "n(ltioq.ally famous athlete" and'hon-athletic profession." 
TABLE XXXIII 
IN TERMS .OF SELECTED PROFESSIONS, A COMPARISON OF WHAT MOST BOYS WANT 
TO BE WITH WHAT PARENTS MOST WANT TH~ TO BE 

















The data in Table XXXIII indicate that parental and adolescent 
attitude~ concerning the type of profession desired are significantly 
different. The contingency coefficient of ·.589 suggests some associa-
tion between the type of prqfession adolescent.boys prefer and the type 
of profession preferred for them by.parents. 
From the data presented in·the latter three tables, it is a11parent 
that .adolescents emphasize .athletics significantly more than do their 
• 
parents. Hypothes.is Six is confirmed. 
The importance of athletics in.the high school may be explained in 
terms of its functional. natur.e in the subculture. Gottli~b and Ramsey 
suggest tha,t: 
Athletic competition as.well as other extracurricular activity 
serves.the dual purpose of building school and community 
spirit~ At the same time, it does much to k~ep the youth 
culture alive. Within·the frall).ework of .these athletic and 
social activities youth are given an opportunity for furthe:i; 
personal interaction..... The athletic events and the sup-
port they receive from peers as well as adults aid in con~ 
vincing students that prestige within the school goes ••• 
to the boy who can run with a football or i;;hoot baske.ts oi;-
to the girl who is selected as cheerleader. The ,rewards for 
athletic achievement are visiqility, publiGity, and .the 
wearing of a school letter. These rewards are more tha~ a· 
match for those given the outstanding student or the sei;-ious 
student citizen who in many schools is shown little.public 
recognition.9 
Athlet.ic competition is. emphasized, therefore, because. it· is 
functional·for adolescents. The .athl~te receives acclaim from his 
peers for his athletic prowess. His rewards are immediate and tangible, 
visible to almost.all members of the.student body. Furthermore, because 
his athletic accomplishments are published by the mass media, he is 
given public recognition by the adult community. Athletic events, 
thei;-efore, are relevant in the adolescent subculture because they 
bring prestige, honor, and. recognition to the athlete. 
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Usi~g the responses of the younger .and older adolesc;ent __ boys .to 
the same thr~e athleti,c related questions included in the:analysis 
above, it is possible to obtain· a comparison, between younger and old_er 
boys concerning their views _about athl_etics. As in the above analysis, 
the alternative choices to e~ch question were dichot;omized i?lto athlet_ic 
related act;ivities and functions.and non-athl~tic_activities and func-
ticms. The data for each of the three_ questions are presented in the 
three . table,s below o The ce,11 frequencies in the ta:b-1;es are not consis-
tent with the_ cell frequencies _in the_ thr~e tables used above_ to com--
pare parent;s and adolescents. In the above tables, only those male 
students whose.parents responded to the questions were included·in the 
analysis. In -the following analysis, all· adolesc.ent males. who. _responded 
to the questions are included in.the evaluatio11. 
T.ABtE XXXIV 
WHAT ·ADOLESCENT MALES,_ MOST WANT. TO BE REMEMBE~ F'"OR · IN .SCHOOL • 
Grade._ 7 ... 9 10-12 
Athletic st;ar 26 19 
Non-athletic functions· 36 37 .......... 
Total 62 56 
x2 = Oo5764; df =·l; p>.50; c = .0098 
Two st_uden_ts from each group did not re1:1pond to the question 





It was-assumed_ that older•boys were more·acti'le participants.in 
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athletic competition than were younger boys. If this assumption were 
correct, the older boy$, according to Gottlieb and Ramsey's.reasoning, 
would be rewarded with visibility and·presige more than the_younger 
boys. Thias.e rewards should motivate tQ.e ·older boys to emphasize ath- · 
letics more than _the younger boys. Hypothesis Seven is. based on this 
assumption. Th~s ·hypothesis states ·that ·adolescent males in grades. 10-
12 will ·place a.significantly greater emphasis on ath;l.etics than will 
adolescent males in grades 7-9. 
TABLE XXXV 



















Three boys .. in gr~des 7-9 and ·one in grades 10-12 did not respQnd 
. tQ the.question and we;re nqt·included in the analysis. 
Since.none.of ·the chi.square computatio~s'in the three tables is 
significant, .the d;l;~ferences in attitude toward atl:tlet:f,.cs which exist 
between younger and older adolescent boys could ·be attrtbuted to chance 
variations. The contingency cqefficie~ts indica_te very low correlation 
between the grade ,level of adolescent boys and attitudes. toward athlet:-
ics. In.fact, "C" apprqaches zero in.Tables XXXIV and XXXV; ~nd,is 
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TABLE XXXVI 
~,-:;' ·~ ,~ . 
IN TERMS OF Sl'i:LECTED· PROFESSIONS' WHAT ADOLESCENT MALE,S M:osT WANT TO BE 
Grade 7-9 10-12 Total 
Nationally famous athlete . 21 16 37 
Non-athlet;.ic profession 38 38 76 
Total 59 54 113 
2 x ... 0.6438; df - l; p>.50; c = .106 
Five boys in grades 7-9 and four in grades 10-12 did not respond 
to the question and were not included in the analysis. 
only slightly higher in table XXXVl. This result signifies almost no 
correlation between the variables of grade level of teen"""age boys and 
preference for athletic and non-.athletic functions. Apparently, ath-
letic competition is as functional for the younger boys as for the· 
older boys. Hypothesis Seven is not.confirmed. 
Summary 
Discrepancies between adolescents and parents exist at many levels. 
In the. area of pa;rehtal restraints and control over the behavior of. 
adolescents, parents and t:ee;n-agers differ significantly. Adolescents 
at all grade levels want more freedom from parental·interferen~e and 
control than the parents -are apparently willing to give. Olde.r adoles-
cents, howeve:r, are more tolerant of ;paren.tal .interference in their 
personal affairs than are the younger adolescents. Differential fre1-
quencies of parental discussions with adolescent children are·a ,factor· 
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which seems .to be associated with this discrepancy. Parental discus-
sion.s are conducted more frequently with older adolescents, than with 
the younger ones, The effects of these discussions appear to contribute 
to greater attitudinal congruence between olQ.er adolescents and their 
parents than between younger adolescents and their parents, 
Parents who differ in the::!-r views toward teeri.-agers also differ in 
their views concerning the amount of parental control over adolescents. 
Those whose.perceptions of the teen-ager areless favorable advocate 
more parental control than.those with more favorable perceptions. 
Parents also fail to uri.derstand adolescent perceptions of the 
adult world. Although parental per c e ptiori.s of adolescent attitudes 
toward adults vary significantly from those. held by adolescents; parents· 
believe. that the .attitudes toward adults of their .. teen""."agers are more 
negatively oriented than th,ey actually are. 
Adolescent boys also disagree with the::!-r parents on the relevance 
of athletics in the school.. The furictio~al nature of athletic events. 
in the subculture probably accounts.for the fact that adolescent boys. 
place more emphasis on them than parents• For the boy, athletic compe-
titton serves as an avenue through which honor ancl recognition .can be 
achieved. Therefore, athletic1:1 serve as an acceptable and approved 
means·by which some of the desirable goals of the adolescent are 
attained. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Pur,pose of Study 
Sociological theqry doesnot contain precise indicators of .what 
constitutes the adolesc.ent .subculture. The purpose of this research 
was ·.to delineate and clarify some of. the variE1-bles. relating to tqe sub-
cul tUl::e of adole_scence by s.tudying adolescents _who were enrolled in a 
small town high school. This-study sought, to analyze (1) the.nature of 
the adolescent subcultu.re, particularly as it differs from the larger. 
adult. culture; (2) the nature of the patterns of stratification within 
the school; .and (3) an,analysis _of peer group orient:,ation of.students. 
Methods . and Procedures. 
The ·,data for this st:,udy were .obtained from .a population of high 
school students (and their.parents) who were enrolled in grades 7-12 in 
a small tqwn high schooi in Payne.County, Oklahoma. The method of col~ 
lf\cting the data involved, the ,use of. two different que$tionnaires: one 
for stt,tdents and one. for paren~s; The im~trum.ents wer~ comprised pri-
marily of structu't"ed items which were designed to obtain·data for two. 
major purposes: (1) data that were particularly relevant to a 
11 R 
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descriptive analysis of the adolescent subculture; and·(2) data for com-
parison of adolescents.and their.,pa:i;ents r~lative to selected attitudi-
nal posi,tions. 
The student queatioilnaire was.administered personally by the· 
researcher ·according to a prearranged time schedule. From a to,tal of 
291 stud.ents in the high. scI?.ooLpopulation, 259 completed the question-
naire.. The .parental questionnaire was, mailed to parents whose addresses. 
were obtained, from school records. F:i:;om a.total of 181 parents who.had 
adolescent children enrolle~ in the high school, 128 responded to the 
initial mailing and two follow-up requests. 
The hypotheses were formulated to. reflect expected _diff~rences 
between the adolescents and their parents. The statistical treatment of 
the data consisted, of perceI).tage compa,risons .for the descriptive data_, 
the chi square test of ,significance,. and the Student "t" for mean 
differences. The cc;mtil1gency coefficient C was usec;l to determine the 
degree of assoc:tation between the variables on which the ch;t·square/ 
test .was used. For testing statistical, significance, the confidence 
level. for rejecting ,the nu_ll hy:pothesis was .assigned ,the .05 level. 
Summary ef Resu.lts .and Discussion 
Summary .. of .Descriptive Analysis 
How·adolescents utilize their time outside the.formal·organization 
-of. the school is important to understanding the nature of the adoles-
cent subcu.lture. For le!sure acti:viti.es, a greater proportion of. 
adolescents spent their time in in,dividual indoor activities - watching 
television,. listening to the radio, reading, etc. - than in any otheJ;' 
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single eateg·ory o.f .ac.ti vi ties.... . B.eing with . the group, . however, was , a 
close second, which .ind_ic.ates .st.rang group tie.s .even ·during _leisure 
hours. Girls ·emphasiz.edbeth .type~ .. of .activities somewhat. mor~ than 
did. _the boys. Such· thing_s :as .orga~ized outdoor. sports, going ,to· the 
movi_es, .. da'ti1lg, dancing, .and : .. spending. time with one's favorite hobby. 
were , not emphasized, as · l~isur,e ac ti vi ties., 
The ·,lack of emphasi.s ·cm .these .act;J.vities may· indicate that adoles-
cents aeisoci_ate. them with ,the fQrmal structure of the school and do· not 
coneider.. then;i. to be leisure-FJ.ctivities. Organized sports and dating, 
for example, .are closely connected to school activities and .events and 
occupy a subst~nt;J.~1 part of the ,adole.sce11t' s time. But because they 
are closely supervised by school admin;J.str~tors and personnel, students· 
may view theIQ. as part o:t; the,formal.curriculum of· the school and not as 
leisure activities. 
Students spent considerably mo.re time watching television than they 
did studying outside the classroom. Although girls devoted more time to. 
their studies than did boys, well over half of the students at all grade 
levels spent one hour or less a.day studying outsid,e normal school 
hours. In·fact, with t~e exception of girls in grades 7-9; 8 out of .10 
stu_dents ·devoted one. hour or less ·to .. their studies. A small minority 
studied thi;:ee or. more hours out.side the, classroon;i.. 
In comparisqn; three-cfourths .of the younger.students:and slightly 
over half of the .oldei:; stu4.ents. wat~hed _televisi~n thr.ee or ntore houri; 
a day" Only a small, percent~ge of the,students spent one.hour or less 
per . day viewing television. Eight .. out of 10 parent;s spent . one hour or 
less a day watching television •.. 
It ·is ,difficult to cqmpa:.;.e·the amatlnt of time adolescents.watch 
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television with the amount of time they devote tq their studieso A sub-
stantial part of each school day is devoted directly or indirectly to 
studieso During regular class periods, as well as regularly scheduled 
study periods, the student is directly involved with his studieso Fre-
quently the studen.t participates in extracurricular activities which, 
although not directly involved with studies, have indirect bearing on 
academic interests. 
Nevertheless,. the data _of· this study indicate that adolescents 
spend several hours each day viewing television. This finding is con-
sistent.with other studies, Schramm, et al., for example, suggest that 
from" ••• the .time he is three to the time he is sixteen, the average 
American child spends as many hours watching television as he spends in. 
school. 111 This heavy exposure to television undoubtedly has signifi-
cant. effects. on the lives of children. Schramm, et al. suggest that 
television has both positive and negative effects. 
fuegatively, television viewing J leads not toward human 
interaction, but-rather toward withdrawal into private 
communion with th~ picture .tube and the private life of 
fantasyo It is aimed ;Less often at solving the problems of 
life than escaping from them. It ·is essentially a ,passive 
behavior -- something a child surrenders himself to, some-
thing that·is.done to and for him, somethin~ that he doesn't 
have to work for or think about or pay for. 
On the positive side, television meets special needs of children. 
Physically, a.child is maturing. Socially, he is in process 
of preparing and being prepared to take part in.an adult 
societYo••• He is mastering the norms, the values, the 
customs of his society. He is acquainting himself with the 
more important laws and history of the culture, and the 
rituals which he will be expected to follow •••• He can 
turn to television.,.oto seek aid and enlightenment on 
his problems. 3 
Dating is also an important activity of teen-agers, of more con-
cern for older than for the younger ones. A majority of the students 
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in grades 7-9 did not date, and those who did, dated infrequently. 
But as the adolescent grows older, the degree of involvement with the_ 
opposite sex.increased .substanl;.ially. 
The ra,pid increase in.dating may b.e attr:Lbuted to several sourceso 
First, the '.opposition .of .. pareµ.ts. decreases and gives .way to permissive-
ness and encouragemertt .as ·the .adolescent grows .older·. Second, the .num-
ber of events and activities which. socially require .a dati.ng partn~r 
inqreases .as ·the adolescent ~ tures. . Third, the.· high school enrolls 
relatively la,rge,numbers of teen..,.agers which increases the.scope of 
potential ,dating partners. 
Physical appearance is a-q. impartant·attribute in determining the 
type of student preferreq as a .date.. The,_data .in·Table XIII indica.te 
that the best looking student xanks. far above the .best .athlete, the 
best student, and the best dres.sed persqn as a preferred date. Gottlieb 
and Ramsey.explain this emphasis on physical attributes when they sug-
gest that:. 
0 u r socie.ty places a high value upon physical appearance. 
In the adult world as •well .as ,in .high schpol the beauti.ful · 
girl enjoys many advantages.which logically have nothing 
to do with beal;ltJoo• The·orientation,toward movies and 
television enhances' the. cultural values cm physical appear-
ance. Their [adolescents]. relations with per.sons of the 
opposite sex, so important to them, may depend almost entirely 
upon their physical appea,ranceo4 
Another dimension.of ·the adolescent subculture is brought-in~o 
foc;:us by comparing· attitud.es -~pressed by the adolescents with those 
expressed by their parents o. . In Tables X - XVII, ado le.scents and parents 
were compared relative to their.attitudin,al position concerning a 
variety of topics. Such topics include type of, profession desired, use 
of .alcoholic. beverages; and attitud,es toward work. Analysts indicates 
substantial differences between. the two groups,. as well as. differences 
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between the yeunger and e.lder, adolescents~. 
Responses ·to _ques tiens dealing .with .desired pref;e~sion, athletics, 
schelarship, leadership, papu:J.ari.ty, .an~-.dating (Tables X - XIII), indi-
cate .that parents tended. t:o select;: .these things which are characteJ;istic · 
of .traditio11a1 adult society •.... Adale,scerits, on ;the other hand, preferred 
those things which appeal to ,glamour, to .physical·att;:ract;:iveness, to 
the hero cu1t. Such select;:ed prof·essian.s ·as .school 'tea,cher, missionary, 
nursing, were considered by parents to be most desi,rable fol'. the~r 
adolescent,children. These prefessions reflect the traditional value 
struc.tute .of adult sqciety which cluste.rs a~ound accepted methods. of· 
status achievement and social .service •. 
Adole,scents.selected professions which are portrayed by the mass 
media as being exciting, adventuresome, and glamorous. For one~third 
(36%) of. the ;boys in gq1des ,7....,9~ the natio11ally famous athlete tlas most 
attractive, followed closely by the jet pilot ,(29%). Among their .coun-
teJ;parts in grades·l0-12, the jet pi:l;.at occupied the most prestigious 
position (39%), with the nationally famous at):llet,e a relatively close 
sec,crtd (30%). Among the girls, the airli11e steward.ess .status was most 
popular, with slightly more of the older girls,(36%) selecting this 
sta.tus . than did younger· girls (31%) • For ·the older , girls, the second 
most favored sta.tus was that of gl.amorous model (31%); for· the younger· 
girls it was that;: of sc.hool teacher (21%). 
When·comparisonswere made between parents at).d adolescents rela-
tive 1 to desired status achi,eved in school. and. the type of student .pre-. 
ferFed for a date, a majority of parent;:s·sel,ected the best student 
image in both cases~ Students selected the.athletic star and.most.pop-
ular .as desirable statu_ses to achieve, and the. best looking student· as 
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a pref.erred dat.e. 
The data ·pertaining .to.·.tha .use :Gf ~.alcohol-and drugs in Tables XIV -
XVI- shaw subst1:mti,al di,screpanc.ies ,between "the att.itud.es of. adolesc~nts. 
and those,,of ·their .paren~s~ AlJ:nest .. all .parel).tS s~rongly disapproved of. 
the us~ of .alcohol and -dl:ugs .. by; .adelescents... Wi t'h the : excep.tien of 
boys in grades lQ,-12 ,. a :maj.a:ci ty .of .. ,students. also disappreved of their · 
use. Howeve:r:, stll:dents ·we-re considerably more toleral).t of ,their use 
than were ,paren.ts, with .the older, students ,being more tolerant than 
were youn,ger students •. 
Addi.tiori.al value. aemparis.ons .were obtai.ned from responses to ques- _ 
tions. dealing with. atti,.tudes 1 toward werk. (see ,_Table; XVII). The data· 
ind.icat.e ·that ·boys ·at _all grade ,le"iels ·.and. girls in _grades 10"".'12 ranked 
haying a stea,dy job as .mast .impor.tant;, and. opportunities for advancem.ent. 
as ·least· important., For._girls in grade$ 7..;.9 .and for ·parents, the;: enjoy-
ment of the .work .. itse~f was most, .important~ For ·th~ youQ.ger .girls, li~e 
the other stu,dents; opportunities ,for advancement wa~ least·important,. 
while. a higp ·salary was.least important .for parents •. 
Although there was .. ,some .. overlap be.tween the adol.escent subculture 
and the parent;al cu,ltur,e .in. the .ar.ea ef atti.tudes ·toward, work, there 
were seme distinqt·di~ferences. Stu.dents censist;ently ranked-having a 
steady jab and· enjoyment of ·the werk lower thE!-n parents., while having a· 
high salary .was co.nsistent;ly ranked high.er by students that). by parents. 
But there was·censiderable·overlap between student and parental att;i-. . . . 
/tu.des ,relative to opport1,mities for advanc~ent and friendly ,people ·to, 
work.with., 
The.,value. incengruiti~s betwee~ adol.escents, and their .parents rel-
. at,ive ,to desired profession, .status ach,ievement, ·dating preferenGes, 
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attitudes ._toward use ef alcohol, a~d · att.itudes relative to work reflect 
some of the underlying.discqntinuities between the adolescent subculture 
and the larger adult cu:l;ture. Ihe .adult .culture seemed to. be more 
tI":aditionalistic or.ient;ed than did the adolescent subculture. In the 
case of dating preference, for example, adolescents based their ·selec-
tfon on physical·appearance.(best looking), whereas parents.baseg their 
preference. on academi.c performance (best student). The differences 
reflected in these, preferences. suggest. that parents va,lue .that·. status 
(best studetJ.,t) which possesses the ,potential for future benefits - an 
instance of deferred gratification, Adolescents, on the other hand, 
prefer that status (physical appearance) which has meaning prima,rily in 
terms .of short range goals, indicat;ing _that ;.deferred gratificatiOIJ. is not· 
as higl:ily va,lued in the adolesc;entcsubcultur:e as in·the adult·culture, 
Thevalues revolving around the use of alcohol and.drugs were 
largely negative .both in the adult culture and the subculture, Ho~ever, 
adolesc,ent values, especially among the older teen-agers, were more dis..,. 
pos~d to.the use of alcoqol than.agult.values, which suggests that it is. 
a part of the adolesc.ent subcu_ltur_e. The data iIJ. Tables XIX and XXI 
suggest that drinking probably is structured primarily around group ac.ti-. 
vities, and is more.functional for older students·than for younger ones, 
On th.e whole, younger students were closer than, older students to 
the value position of their parents. However, value congruence was· 
greater be~ween adolescents.at.the various.levels than between parents 
and younger students, suggesting an· orientation away from parental val,ues 
as·the adolescent becomes·more involved in the adolescent subculture. 
Although there was an appreciable trend away from parental values as 
the adolescent matured, he remained more oriented to parents than to peers, 
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Adelescents·were moi::e•cancerned.abou.t,.parental.disapproval than al!out. 
friel).ds' disapproval. - OldeJ:'. .stu4en.ts ,. howevel;', were somewhat mo:i:;e · 
sensit:Lve about :pareI?.ti.aLdisapp:ceval. th.an .were younger stqdents, indi-
catil).g that·in some.respects.they.were,,slightly,more.orie~ted to par-
ents ·than the younger .students~ . The ,differenc;es in parental orienta"".' 
tion between.younger and .old.er .adolescents may be attributed in part to 
parental initiative and inf.luence rather than to differences in. peer_ 
group atta.chment a~d · in:fluen,ce •. While thet;'e were no significant differ-
en~es in pee~ group orientation (an4, th~oretically, ,no -difference-in 
peer ·influetlce) between younger. anq older ·adolesc,ents, the frequency of. 
parental discussions wi.th .G],der .adole.scents was 'Significantly greater · 
than with younger qnes . (see Table XXVI). These. disc;ussi_ons apparently 
had some effect in posi:tively in,fluencing the perc.eptions .of ·older 
adoles,cents; and · suggest a .progressive. rapprochement ·between, thelll and. 
their parents. 
In.tQ.e status;struc,ture of .the subculture, upward mobility was· 
det.ermined ·.more. by achieved than .by ascribed .characteristic,s.. This 
suggests that honer; respect,.. rewards, .and approval we-r:e given on the. 
basis of achieyement ·rather ,._than on· the basis of :ascription. The pres-
tige positions .were achieved, .not ,"inherited." . Mobility determinants 
were such. thi17-gs as good, .. grades, ,pers9nality, ,and being a good athlete. 
In the subculture, good grades appear_ed ta be dominant over at;h.:. 
le.tics and popularity.. Comparison, of the three statuses of schc:tlar '· 
athlete, and most .popular st;uden.t (see Table XXII) indicated that;. the. 
scholar was·much more visible than.either the·athlete or popular stu-
dent. This sqggests tqat s~holarship commands a position of pre~tige 
and respect in the:subcultur.e of .the school. 
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Coll).parison of .ad.o.lesc,ent .males .and .females in terms of scholarship 
an,d popularity indicated, .that .being .a .male was ·a fci.ctor. in deterll).ining 
visi~ility in the subculture,. Althougp .males constitut~d a numerical 
minoi::ity ,. they tended to ... occup~.-a ·:position ,of dominance in the. status 
structu.re of the ;subculture. Based on theories of stratification, this 
indicates that males .have .. greater access than· females to the more pres-
tigious offices and.rewards .of.the.schooL 
Sunnnary·of .Hypothesis·Testing 
Adolescence is a .transitional period between childhood and adult-
hood. Durittg this ·period adole_scei:its achieve varying degrees of inde-
pendence from parents •. A.criterion of independence is freedom from 
parental controls. and restrictions. Parents aI).d the.ir adolescent: child-
ren did not. agree on. the amqun·t. of contro], parents . should exercise over. 
teen"."agers~ The differences between them were significant, with ,the 
adolescents adv:oca'!ling less ,control.than parents• The older adoles-
cents more c],osely agreed with their parents.than younger adolescents,; 
As indicated previously, a,condition contribut:f.ng to this discrepancy 
between the Stt,ldents Was the.freqi+ency of discussions between, parents 
and their teen-:agers. The frequency of parental disc;:ussion with older 
adolescents was significantly greater than with younger adolescents. 
The· effects of these discussions apparently had some influence on the 
acceptance of parental.perspectives.by older adolescents• 
Parents who had favorable. views toward the te.en-ager. advoc.ated less 
parental control .. than. parents with less favorable .-views. This suggests 
that parents wit~ favorable-attitudes feel that adolei?cents have inter-
nalized the norms necessary,to .predispose.them to conform to parental 
expectations~ Parents ·with less favorable attitudes apparently r~l~ 
more on parental irtterference into. -the .affairs of teeq.-agers to con""." 
trol the:i,r behavior thancupon.the.resti:aints of internalized norms, 
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It was .. hypothesized that ~teen~aget;s wou.ld have a more. negative . 
view of·adults ,than parents .believe they would have. Although adoles-
cent perceptions of adults were significantly different from.what par-
ents attributed to them, the predicted direction was not confirmed, 
Parents believed.that.adolescent attitudes towal;'d adults were more.neg-
ative thal) was.indicated by the responses of the.teen-:agei;-s, Neverthe-
less, discrepancies bet:ween adolescent and pal;'ental att;itudes exist. 
Perhaps. parents should reevaluate their views. of the adolescent .with 
respect to impressions.of adults and become less pessimistic of their 
opinions. 
Although .there were no 'significant· differences between younger and 
old.er adolescent boys relative to their .emphasis on· athleti.cs in the 
school~ the differences between parents.ari.d adolesGent.boys.of both age 
groups we.re s~gnifican,t ~ . A ,substantial majority of parents :wanted 
their adoles,cent child .. to .concentrate on non ... athletic related functions 
and.events rather than,athletics. 
The differential emphasis.between parents and teen-agers.may be 
explained in.terms of the functional natul;'e of athletics in the subcul-' 
ture. Participation.in.athletics is _conducive to status enhancemeI).t. 
The rewards for athletic prowess .are inunediate; and are visible to the 
members. of th,e student body .as well as to the adult cqmmunity. Ath"'." 
le tic events, therefore, are relevant · in , the adolescent subcultu.re 
because they·bring prestige, .honol;', and recognition to ·the athlete. 
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. . . ..... Conc.lus:i,ons. 
Al though .. this , research .has .certa~n .implic~tio.ns · fo.r the existenc;e · 
of .an ado.lescent .. subc~).tui:;e">its-inaj.ax .pu:i:;pose was neithe·r J:o "prove'.' 
er "disprove'.'. its ~existence~ .. Rather,._. the ,.i::eset;l:i:;Ch. was designed ta 
.;! 
analyze ·:,and describe,.~with:Ln,the .f:i:;.ame~oi;k .of \the cGncept ef adolescent 
subculture,_ some of the :vai:;iables .of .youth cul_tur~ appearing in. the 
structure pf a small .town.high ,school~ .The result~. may. be compared with 
previous ·res.earc.h ·to .illus.trate relative stability a"Q.d/or changes .which. 
may, be :taking place .in .the ·.subculture. 
One· area of comparison ds in .. the :realm of athlet.ics •. Coleman, found 
heavy· emphas~s ·on -'athletics in h:l,s research in _Illi"Qois, .schoc;>ls i-q. the; 
latte,r 1950's. In fact,. much_.of his ·analys1rs focused. on a~letics and 
a thlet.ic r~la te.d functions and events ... in · the schools. In some respec.ts, 
the findings of: this pres.ertt .research .relative :to athletics tend to 
parallel, those of .. Colenia,n •. ".But .on. the ,whole., adolescents in this 
researchplace4 consider.ably.lesSI emphasis on athlei;:~cs _than.adolescents 
i"Q Coleman~s-stu4y. - Although._it.is;diff:f;cult to generalize on the two 
studies ,because o:J;. the "differences .in .geographical region, .size, and. 
struc;ture of the schoels--and ":communities, .it ;may be noted .that .athl~tics 
apparent;:ly do not ._fulfill. tqe :same ·.functional. :requirem~nts: in a homo-
geneous se_tting as ._in one .cha:i:;acteriz~d by hetel:'ogeneity. 
As Coleman indicated,; athl.etics serve as a method .for statuE;J 
enhancement and ,act as an .integrating force :in a heterqgen~ous .envi.ron'"'.' 
5 ment.. Although there .are indications in. this _study that; athletic par"". 
tic:i,.pation is conducive to status mobility, tb,.e functional.natur.e of 
athletics as an integrating .force seem..s to .be lei;is un:iversal than 
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Coleman .indicatE!ld ..... Stability ,in .a .more .homogeneous environment. appar..,. 
ently is ··maintained by .factors .other· than athlet;ics. 
In terms of parent~peer .o.:de:i;i.tat:i,on, .Coleman found a ·sli,ghtly 
stronger trend tqwarcl. pee-r.s . than, toward parents. In this study, how-
ever, the adolescen,ts:were.more.par.ent.thaIJ..peer, oriented. Since peer 
orientation is·the. c.entral,mec.hanism by which the adplescent realizes 
aut0,nomy from parents, this suggests.that.adolescents.in this study are 
not detached from parents, . :The" implications of ·this are significant, 
It implies that·the, importq.nce.of the peer group in.the adolescent sub-
culture may have been exaggerated, and' the many complaints about the peer 
group acting as a.source of.strain and c0nflict between.parents and 
their adolescent chil:dren may.be largely unjustified in certaiIJ. social 
co.ntexts. Relative .,to. the .conflict dimensiqn of parent-yquth relation..,. 
ships; Turner says: 
Fre,quen,tly youth are depicted.as uniting largely for defense· 
against the,demands of .the::t,r parents and teachers,. youth 
subsociety constituting a c0alition in a "cold war" against 
adult· auth()rity aq.d project.ed adult. ambition. But we suggest 
tha1;: the, ••• youth.,.,adult..,tension is more.a consequence,of 
youth subculture thaq. its ·.cause .• 6 
Orientatic;m toward. pareIJ,ts .rathei:: tha'Q. the peer ,group als9 implies 
that. the family remains .as .. the .primary source of :irtfluence on adoles-
cents, Althpugh the valu~s of teen-,agel;'s depart. subst.antially from 
those of .their parents ... in many respects; the overall value structure of 
parents apparently remains functional .for adolesqents. 
Parental orientation versus peer orientation also has implications 
for future researcho When compared with Coleman's emphasis .on strong 
peer .attachmen,ts, it •implies that; the adole.scent su'Qculture. is not. a 
homogeneous entity existing within clearly indentifiable boundaries. 
Rather; it is characterized by heterog.eneity, varying with t}le size of 
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the ·• scheol ~ . the!· .geograpqical locatic.m of . the .conununi ty iIJ. which the. 
school is situated, .and ,the :value .climate of the conununity. Future 
research co.uld focus on. these .heterogeneous .variable.s as .they·. apply to 
the adolesc,ent subculture. 
Parsons depicted ;the. ,youth culture as .being largely irresponsible,. 
impulsive, and·· aritiadult/. This research, doe$ not. support that conclu-
sic;m. While there. are significant departures. in attitudes between 
parents and adolescents, teen-agers iIJ.. this study do not hold a-q.tiadult ·. 
views. In _fact, their· pe-rceptions. of adults, were not. as negative as 
thei:r parents expected . them to be (see Tables XXIX and_ XXX) . Moreover, 
the old.er adolescents appeared to ,be somewhat clqser. to parental att:L-
.. tudes than younger adole_scents. These are .hardly t~e attitudes of a 
belligerent, arrogant; or .antiadu:l,.t youth. Rathe.r; they seem to be more 
the attitud.es of a group .who desires to become more like adults aI).d are 
striving to ac,hieye that·goal. 
Tqe results of this study.suggest.tJ::i.at the"adolescent subculture is 
distinguishable from the larger adul.t culture. Yet; in ml;lny ways its 
charac,tel;'istics close:)..y.resemhle .tho.se of .. the larger culture. Its 
structure in.many respects reflects.the structure.of the adult culture, 
suggesting tha·t .its boundaries. tenq to overlap those of the adult cul-
ture. As a result,_ substantial.input flows into the system from the 
larger ._cultu;re. This .input .accounts for those value continuities which 
·are present between the two systems. 
Discontinuities between the two appear to revolve ,around diff eten-
ces in perceived; funqtional requisitef:i witliin the su'Qculture. Parents. 
emphasize.d suc_h ·things as .academi.c .achievement, •the development .of · 
leaders.hip potential,, and the ,moral. attr.ibutes af honesty and hi:i.ving 
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a good reputation-as.being-funationally .. important for the development 
ef their .child;ren ,during cthe -adolescent years~-.. Alth,ough adolescents . 
recognize the importance .of .these, characte.ristics ,, . they tend to per-, 
ceive such thing_s ·as .athletics, popularity, physical appear!'l.nce, and 
personality as being ef ''.great:e:r.: .functional -com,equence than those_ attr.i-
butes empha.sized by parents. 
Limitations of the Study . ' 
The limitations of this study.are related priµlarily tq a ·lack·of. 
representativeness of. the .data ,and the nat:ure of the data. collected. 
1.. ~ince this ·study fo.cusc;ld .on, students. enrolled .in a small high 
school~ th,e data are not representative of all types of high .schools, 
To -make the study repres~ntative,, it would .have been necessary to 
incluQ.e high sch~ols ranging .across a broad.spectrum of·sizes, from. 
s~ll. rural · sch,ools, to middle · size schools., to schools located in. sub- . 
urban and.large metropolitan-communities. Therefore, the generaliza: 
tions.drawn from'this study apply to the scheol on ,which this research 
focused and to schools.of ·similar size and struqtur~. 
2. Many of-the.questions asked of.the.responder:its dealt with 
attitud·es. and opinions. The .element of subjectivity, therefore, may 
have motivate4 the ,.responses .r.es~lting in. the possible distortion of 
"reality." Furthermore, on ,t.}fe basis ,of 'responses to quei;;tions dealing 
witJ:t attitudes; inferences were made. involving the analysis of modes,of 
behavior and the structure of value~. 
3. Most.of the.ques.tions.were structured, which had the.effect of 
preciuding "verbalized" responses which could have aide.d the. analysis. 
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4. A combined :respense rate of 82 .per cent was ,received. from par-
ents and ad.olescents • If research .funds had been. a\tailable, a higher· 
return rate may have been obtain.ad.by.utilizing additional follow-up 
inquiries. Also,. pez;sonal .inte:tv:iews .could have ·been conducted which 
would have eliminated .seme ,of the .hias .inherent in s~ructured_, self-'-
administel".ed questionnaires. 
5. In ·a study .. of this· sco.pe .and nature, it was ·not feasible to 
utilize all the .data .collected which applies to the adolescent subcu.lture. 
6. The findings.~nd .conclusions must .be interpreted with the data· 
limitations in mind. 
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APPENDIX A 




RANKING BY ITEM CONCERNING ATTITUDES TOWARD. WORK 
Grade 7-9 10-12 
Boys Girls Boys Girls Parents 
Rank % % % % % 
Iteil). 1. Having a Steady Job 
(N=52) (N=64) (Nm54) (N=65) (N=l12) 
1 30.8 31.3 46.3 47.6 37.5 
2 19.2 18.8 11•1 12.3 27.7 
3 25.0 28.1 12.9 18.5 21.4 
4 13.5 10.9 20.4 15.4 8.9 
5 11.5. 10.9 9.3 6.2 .4. 5 
Total 100~0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Item 2 •. OpportunitieS! for a Rapid Rii;ie 
(N=52) (N=64) (N=54) (N=65) (N=ll2) 
1 1.9 3.1 o.o 1.5 0.9 
2 15.4 4.7 14.8. 1.5 8.9 
3 13.7 12.5 18.5 15.4 17.9 
4 28.9 34.4 29.6 32.3 42.8 
5 40.1 45.3 37.1 49.3 29.5. 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Item 3. Enjolyment of the Work· 
; 
(N=52) (N=64) (N=54) (N=65) , .~~.(N=l12} 
1 34.6 37.4 29.6 27.7 51. 7 
2 15.4 18.8 20.4 38.4 28.6 
3 13.5 15.6 22.2 15.4 11.6 
4 17.3 14.1 9.3 15.4 6.3 
5 19.2 14.1 18.5 3.1 1.8 
Total 100.0 100~0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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TABLE. xxxvn (Continued) 
Grade 7...,9. 10-12 
Boys Girls Boys Girls Parents 
Rank % % % % % 
Item 4. Friend,ly People to Wqrk With 
(N=52) (N=64) (N=54) GN=65) (N=ll2) 
1 13.5 14.1 9.3 16.4 6.3 
2. 36.5 39.0 20.4 35.3 25.9 
3 25.0 25.0 38.8 33.9 42.8 
4 19.2 18.8 20.4 6.2 13,4 
5 5.8 3.1 11.1 7.7 1L6 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Item 5. A High Salary· 
(N=52) (N=64) (N=54) (N=65) (N=ll2) 
1 lQ.2 14.1 13.0 6.2 5.4 
2 . 13.5 20.3 33.3 12.3 8,9 
3. 23.l 17. 2. 7.4 16.9 7 .l 
4 21.1 21.9 20.4 30.8 28'.6 
5 23.l 26.5 25.9 33.8 50.0 
Total. 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
APPENDIX B 
RANKING BY ITEM RELATIVE TO WHAT IT 






























Item 1. Coming: From the.Right Family 












































































TABLE XXXVIII (Continued) 
Grade 7-9 10-12 
Boys Girls Boys Girls 
Rank % % % % 
Item 3. Having a Nice Car 
(N=59) (N=63) (N=53) (N=65) 
1 5.1 o.o 7.6 3.1 
2 10.2 o.o 9.4 3.1 
3 8.5 7.9 3.8 7.7 
4 20.6 4.8 15.1 12o3 
5 5.1 12.7 24.5 9.2 
6 11.9 27.0 18.9 32.3 
7 38.6 47.6 20.8 32.3 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Item 4. High Grades,. Honor Roll 
(N=59) (N=63) (N=53) (N=65) 
1 8.5 12.6 7.6 3.2 
2 17.0 31.8 18.9 18.5 
3 20.3 31.8 24.5 24.5 
4 15.3 9.5 7.5 13.9 
5 8.5 1.6 9.4 21.4 
6 18.5 11.1 11.3 6.2 
7 1L9 1.6 20.8 12.3 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Item 5. Being an Athletic Star 
(N=59) (N=63) (N=53) (N=65) 
1 20.3 3.2 7.6 3.2 
2 27.0 7.9 24.5 9.2 
3 8.5 4.8 18.9 21.5 
4 17.0 33.3 18.9 33.8 
5 17.0 28.6 15.1 13.8 
6 6.8 20.6 7.6 12.3 
7 3.4 1.6 7.6 6.2 



















TABLE XXXVIII (Continued) 
7-9 
. Boys Girls Boys 
% % % 
Item 6. Being in the.Leading Crowd 
(N=59) (N=63) (N=53) 
22.2 15.9 24.6 
8.5 12.7 15.1 
13~3 7.9 11.3 
5.1 14.3 11.3 
22.0 14.3 9.4 
17.0 15,.9 17.0 
11.9 19.0 11.3 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
Item 7. Being Honest 
(N=59) (N=63) (N=53) 
32.0 52.3 30.l 
11.9 15.9 13.2 
10.2 4.8 5.7 
6.8 1.6 5.7 
17.0 11.1 11.3 
8.5 4.8 17.0 
13.6 9.5 17 .o . 























APPENDIX C · 
QUESTIONNAIRE ADMINISTERED TO STUDENTS ENROLLED 




As a student, yqu are concerned with the effects.of the school on 
you.and your friends·and fellow students. Your.parents are interested. 
in· the school also. The .following questions seek to dete.rmine some of .. 
your.ideas about·yo4r school.and the part·it.plays irt your life as a 
young person. This ·information will be used by a res,earcher from .the 
Oklaho,ma State Universit;y in a way. that _will be helpful to educators 
and .. stud~nts in knowing more about · th~ir schools~ 
Please answer each question as. accurately and· as promptly _as pos.-
sib.le. Do not, spend too much tim~ on one question. If for some 
reaso.n you. are. unabl.e · to answer a question, move. on ·to .. the next one~ 
The answers you.give will be used only for the,putpose· of. research. and 
will not be connected with your·naI11e in .any way. 
Thank you for your cooperation in this research. 
Name (Ple~se print) 
First Last 
1. What is your sex? 1 male. 2 female. 
2. What is .your age? (Nearest birthday) Circle the correct number: 
12 13 14 15 16 17, 18 19 
3o What grade .are you :in at·school? . ' (Circle. the correct nUI!lber) 
7 8 9 10 11 12 
4o How many brothers and sisters do you h~ve? (Cirt?le the co,rtect ·num-
ber): 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 or more' 
5. What -,is the position of your birth in relatio,n to your, brothers and 
sisters? (Answers are to the right of ·the blanks) 
! __ only . _child 3 second 5 fourth 7 .sixth 9_. _. eighth 
2 first 4 third 6 fifth 8 . seventh 
6. How many years·of schooling did your.parents hB:ve? (Put an X in 
the.proper blank for your·father's education; .put a 0 in the proper 
bl ~'.nk for your moth.er' s education) 
1 eighth grade or less 
2 some high school, but did 
not finish 
3 __ high school. graduate. 
4 __ some. college, but did not· 
finish 
5 __ college graduate 
6 post graduate or professional 
--training after college, (Such 
as law or medical school. 
154 
7 Did not attend college, but 
--attended trade school or 
business college. Please 
specify. 
7. With whom do you now live? 
! __ both· real parents s __ real mother and stepfather 
6 __ both adopted or foster par-
ents· 
8. 
2- mother only 
3 father only 





~-----------------..,.--~ following cat,egories comes closest to your father's 
If yqur fatheI;' is :retired, deceased, or .unemployed, 
former or customary occupation. (Mark only one) 
l __ unsk.illed worker, laborer, 
farm hand 
2 semiskilled worker (machine 
--operator, roustabout, truck 
driver) · 
3 skilled worker (carpenter, 
--plumber, electrician, etc.) 
4. service worker (policeman, 
--barber, postman, etc.) 
s __ salesman, bookkeeper, secre-
tary, office worker, clerk 
in a store 
6 __ owner., manager, partner of 
of a business 
7 professional (doctor, lawyer, 
--teacher, engineer, etc. · 
8 minister 
9--farmer (check one) 
--owner or manager (5) 
--renter (3) 
--operat~s for share (1) 
~farm hand (1) . 
10 his job is not like any of 
these, It is ------------
9. Does your mother work? !__:_yes 2 no 
If yes, describe her job ______________________________________ _ 
10. On the average, how often do you attend church services and acti-
vities?. 
l __ less than once per month 4 __ three times per month 
2 __ once per month 5 four times, per month 
3 __ twice per month 6 over four times·per month 
11. In general, how are decisions made between you and your father and 
mother? (Put an X in the correct blank for your father and a 0 for 
your mother) 
1_._my parents just tell me what 
to do 
2 __ they ·listen to me, but . make , 
the decisions themselves 
3 I have considerable opportun-
--i ty to make my own decisio_ns, 
but they have the final word 
4 __ my opinions are as·important 
as the~rs in deciding what 
I should do· 
5 __ I can make my own de_cisions, 
but they would like me to 
consider their opinion 
6 I can do wh,at I want .regard-
--less of what they thi~k 
7 __ they don't care what I do 
12, How well do you get along with your father and mother? 
Father Mother 
1 don't get along at all 1 don't get along at all 
2 __ not very well 
3 fairly well 
4 · very well 
2 __ not very well 
3 fairly well 
4 very well 
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14. Do you feel that your parents are often hostile to you? 
Father 
1 very often 
2--often 
3 __ not very often · 
4 never or almost never 
Mother 
! __ very often 
2 of ten 
3_._not very of ten · 
4 never or almost never 
15. Do your parents often discuss things with you? 
Father. 
1 never or almost never · 
2 not very of ten 
3 ·often 
4 very often 
Mother 
1 . never or almost never 
2 not-very often 
3_._often 
4 __ very often 
16. Do you often discuss things with your parents? 
Father 
1 never or almost never 
2_._not ve~y of ten 
3 often 
4 very often 
17. How well do you trust your parent:s? 
Fathe:i;-
1 don't.trust him at all 
2 not ve:i;-y we11· 
3 fai:i;-ly well 
4 very well 
18. How well do your parents·trust you? 
1 doesn't trust me at all 
2 __ not very well 
3 fairly well 
4 very well 
Mother 
1 · never or almost never 
2 __ not very of ten 
3 of ten 
4 . very of ten 
Mother 
!_·_don't tr~st her at all 
2 not very well 
3--fairly well 
4 very well 
1 doesn't trust me at all 
2--no t very well 
3--fairly well 
4 very well 
19. To what extent can you count: on your parents·when you get in 
trouble.? 
Father. Mother 
l __ can never or almost never 1 can never or almost never. 
count on him count on her. 
2 cannot usually count on.him 2 __ cannot usually count on her 
3--can usually count on him 3 __ . can usually count on her 
4 can always count on him 4 __ can always count on her 
20. Do you often feel excluded from adult activities that may be 
helpful to you? 
1 
2 






21. Do you often feel that the .adult world seems like a door slamming 
shut in your face? 
1 never or almost never 
2 __ not ve~y often 
3 undecided 
4--often 
5_. _very· often 








1 . never or almost never 
2 __ not very of ten 
Do you feel that the adult 
1 . very de:l;initely yes 
2 · definitely yes 
3 undecided 
4--often. 
5 __ very ·often 
world is worth growing up into? 
3 undecided s __ very definitely no 
4 definitely no 
For the most part, adults are dishonest. 
l_·_strongly .disagree 3 undecided 5 __ strongly agree 
2 __ disagree 4 . agree 
Do you smoke? l __ yes, regularly 2 __ yes, occasionally 3 no 
People your own age should be allowed·to drink beer. 
l __ strongly agree 3 undecided 5 __ strongly .disagree, 
2 __ agree 4 · disagree 
People your own age should be allowed. to drink liquor. 
l __ strongly agree 3 undecided 5 __ strongly disagree. 
2_·_agree 4 . disagree 
People your own age should be allowed.to use addictive drugs. 
! __ strongly agree 3 undecided 5_._strongly disagree 
2 ___ agree. 
Among.the 
looked up 
from 1 to 
to be the 
items below, what·does it take to get to be important and 
to by the. otheJi students her~ at school'? (Rank the items 
7. That is, put 1 in the blank by the answer you consider 
most important; 2 in the next important, etc.) 
! __ coming from the right family 
2 leader in.activities 
3 having a.nice car 
4 . high grades, honor roll 
5 being an athletic star 
6 ·.being in the.leading crowd 
7 __ being honest 
30.. If you could be remembered here at school for one of the four 
things below, which one would you want it to be7 
1 brilliant student 
2 athletic star 
3 leader in activities 
4 most popular 
31. If you could receive a scholarship which would pay the expenses of 
your college education, which type would you prefer it should be? 
.!_:_academic scholarship· based on superior high school grades 
2 athl.etic scholarship based on athletic ability 
3 scholarship based on leadership ability 
32. If you could. be any· of these thiI).gs you wanted, which one woul.d 
you want to be? 
(Boys an.sweI'. the~e) 
l~et,pilot 
2_._nationally famous athlete 
3 __ missionary 
4 __ space scientist 
5 school teacher 
(Girls answer these) 




5 schoo.l · teacher 
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33. Different people strive for different things. Here are some things 
that; you.have probably.thought about. Among the things you strive 
for during your high school days, just how important is each of 
these? (Rank from 1 to 4. Put 1 for the most important; 2 for the 
next most important, etc.) 
1 pleasing my parents 
2 learning .as.much as possible 
in school. 
3 living up to my religious 
--ideals 
4 __ being accepted and liked 
by other.students. 
340 Now rank from l.to 4 tbe foll6wing items in terms of. their impor-




l_._groups and activities outside 
school 
2 __ having a good time 
l_._groups associated .with , 
school 
4_'_a good· reputation. 
Which one of these things would be hardest for you to take--
parents' disapproval, your favorite teacher's disappraval, your. 
friends' disapproval? 
1 parents' disapproval 
2 teacher's disapproval 
3 __ friends' disapproval 
A lot of· times, people make plans and then find that th.e plans cut 
into something else.. Suppose. your family had planned a trip to 
tb,e West for a vacation in the suµnner,. If you go along with them; 
it means you can't go camping with your friend.s; as you've been 
planning to do. What do you thirik you would do? 
l __ go West with parents 2 __ go camping with friends· 
Suppose school was dismissed an hour early one day fo.r a pep rally 
down at the athletic field, and the,principal urged everyone to go 
to the rally, although it wasn't compulsoryo On the. way, some of 
your friends asked you to go riding instead of·to the pep rallyo 
What do you think you would do? 
1 definitely go to t4e rally · 
2 probably go to the rally 
3 probably go with friends 
4 definitely go with .friends 
38. Let's say that you had always wanted to belong to a particular 
club in school, and then finally you were asked to joino But then 
you found out that your par.ents didn't approve of the group. What . 
do you think you would do? 
l __ definitely not join 
2_probably not join 
3_probably join 
4 __ definitely join anyway 
39. But what if your.parents approved of the group, but by joining the 
club you would. break with your closest friend, who wasn't ask._e.d to 
join. What do you think you would do.?· 
l_·_definitel;y join. anyway. 
2__pro&ably join 
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. 3__probably not join 
4_ .._definitely not join. 
40. A person your o'Wn age. shotJ4_d .. be ,~llowed ta spend money as he wishes. 
without ,intel;':fe:rence:fram. parents. 
1 · strongly .disagree , · 
2-disagree . -- . 
. 3 ... undecided 
4 . agre~ . 
5 __ . strongly agree 
· 41. For a ·person .of "your. o:wn.1age.,. .. ,par.ents .should set the time that he 
or she should be in at n±ght.;.from a date. . 
1 strongly agree .3 undecided 5 strongly. 
2 .· agree . 4 . disagree --disagree 
42. Parents.should tell a persoq. your own.age where.he or she can and 
cannot go. 




5 __ strongly 
disagree 
43. A person your 0wnage should be allqwed·to date whomever he or she 
wishes .without inter~erence fr.om parents• 
1 . strongly disagree 
2-. -. disagree -- ' .. 
3 undecided , 
4 agree 
5 __ strongly.agree 
440 You should be allowed tG be away from home at night·without having 
to tell your parents about your plans·for the.evening. 
45. 
1 strongly disagree , 
2 disagree 
·3 undecided 
4 . agree 
5 __ strongly agree 
male st;udent in ,your class.? (Give his Who is the moEi t ·. br:f;.llia,nt 
first and· las.t na~e) 
--------------------------------~ 
46. Who is. the most brilliant .. female stlJ,dent in your class? (Give her 
first and last. name) 
-----------------------------------------~ 
Who .. is the best athlete.in your class? (Give his .firsi; and last 
name) 
48. Who is tqe best atqlet~ in tQ.is school? (Give his first and last 
nani.e) 
49. Who is.the most.brilliant male.student in this school? (Give his. 
first and last name) 
------------------------------------------~ 
50. Who is the most brillia,nt female student in this school? (Give 
her first and last. name) • 
----_,...---------------------------------~ 
51. Who is. the most popular male student in this sc.hool? (Give his· 
first and· last· name)----------------------------------
52. Who is the most.popular f~ale student in this-school? (Give her 
first and. last: name) 
------------------------------------~ 
53. What three ,persons in this schqol would you most like to. be in an 
a:c.tiv:i;ties club with.? · (Give .their first anq last names) 
1 . 2 3 ----------
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54, What three persons in this school would you most liJte to sit next 
to in the classroom? (Give their first and last names) 
55. Who are your three best friends in this school? (Give their 
first and last names) 
56. Do you date? · 
1 no 
2 __ yes, about once a month 
3 __ yes, about once every two or 
three weeks 
4__yes, about once.a week 
5 yes, about twice .a wee~. 
6 yes, about three or four 
times a'week· 
7 __ .yes, more than four tim~s 
a week 
57. What person in·this·school would you.most like .to date? (Give his 
or her first and last name) 
"'-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
58. Suppose you had a chance to go out with either a star athlete, or 
the best student in school, or the best looking person in school, 
or the.best dressed person in school. Which one would you rather 
go out with? 
1 star ·athlete 2 · best student.3 best looking 4 __ best dressed 
59, Check below the characteristics of persons considered to be impor-
tant in this .school~ 
l __ is popular, well liked 
2 . works hard 
3 __ star athlet.e 
4 __ has high grades 
5_._is friendly 
6 _____ who he or she is 
7 in with the;right people 
8 . pushes himself or herself 
into important·positions 
9 __ good personality 
60. What does it take to get into the lead,ing crowd in this sc,hool? 
6L A situation like this might face anyone sooner or later. Suppote 
your parents·planned a special trip to New York to celebrate their 
wedding anniversary, and they wanted to take the whole family 
along. But then it happens that·this year your basketball team 
gets to the. state tournament. The,state finals are the very same 
weekend that your family is going to New York. Your parents can't 
change the:f,.r plans, and they leave .it up to you to dEJ.cide to go 
with them or to go to the tournament~ Which do you thit).k you 
wou.ld do? 
l_._go with parents 2_._go to the tournament . 
62, Among the crowd.you go around with, which of the things.below are 
important in order.to be popular in the group? (Check as many as 
apply) 
1 be a good dancer 7 know how to dress properly 
2 have sharp clothes 8 know what's .going on in the 
3 have a good reputation world of popular singers. 
4 stirring up a little excitement .. and movie stars 
5 · have.money 
6 smoking 
9 know about cars 
10--being honest. 
11 . drinking 
63. Circle below the grade nearest'your·average for the last two 
semesters: 
A B+ B B- c+ c c- D F 
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64. Below is a list of ·items on which some patents have rules for their 
teen-age children, while others don't. Check eq.ch item that your 
parents have definite rules for: 
! __ time for being in. at night 
and on weekends 
2 __ amount of dating 
3_._time spent watching TV 
4 __ time spent on .homework 
5 when and how often I drive 
the family car 
6 __ against going around with 
certain boys 
7 __ against going around with 
certain girls 
8 eating evening meal with 
--the family 
9 no rules for any of the 
above 
65. Rank, from i·to 5 the five items below in terms of their importance 
to you.if you were working on a job. 
1 having a steady job 4 friendly people to work 
2 opportunities for a rapid rise --with 
3 __ the enjoyment of the work itself 5 __ a high salary 
66. Please .indicate. total family income by the year ·(column 1) · or by 
the month (column·2) or by.the week (column 3). 
Yearly Income 
1 less than $1,000 
2-$1,000 to $1,999 
3--$2,000 to $3,999 
4--$4,000 to $5,999 
5-$6,000 to $7,999 
6--$8,000 to $10,999 
7-$11,000 to $15,000 
8 over $15,000 
Monthly Income 
1 less than $80 
2-$80 to $165 
3 $166 to $330 
4-$331 to $499 
5 $500 to $665 
6-$666 to $915 
7 $916 to $1250 
8 over $1250 
Weekly Income 
1 less than $20 
2-$20 to $40 
3-$41 to $80 · 
4-$81 to $124 
5 $125 to $165 
6-$166 to $230 
7 $231 to $310 
8-over $310 
67. What is your favorite way of spending your leisure time? 
68. How much time do you spend studying and doing your homework 
outside school?. 
1 none, or almost none 
2--less than ~ hour a day 
3--about ~ hour a day 
4--about 1 .hour a day 
5 about l~ hours a day 
6--about 2 hours a day 
7--three or more hours a day 
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69. About.how much time do you spend watching TV on a weekday, includ-
ing weekday evenings? 
l __ none, or almost none 5 about 2 hours a day 
2 about ~ hour a day 6--about 3 hours a day. 
3 about 1 hour a day 7 four or more hours a day 
4--about 1~ hour.s a day 
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OKLAHOMA STATI UNIYIR.ITY • STILLWATER 
Department of Sociology 
(405) 372·6211, bt1. 7020, 702t 
Dear Parents: 
74074 
May 8, 1970 
As you are well aware, our high schools play a v~ry important 
part in the lives of our children. It is during the high school years 
that youth form many ideas which will remain with them throughout life. 
As. a modern American parent, your ideas and attitudes about the high 
school education of your children are very important. 
I am writing to ask for your help and cooperation iD a study I am 
conducting concerning high school age youth. I have taught in high 
schools and at the college level for several years. Consequently, I 
am familiar with the many import.ant roles the high school plays :lp the 
lives of you and your children. At the present time, I am a Graduate 
Associate in the Department of Sociology at Oklahoma State University. 
The study I am doing seeks to determine what parents of teen-agers 
think about the high school and the education their children are 
getting. 
Enclosed is a questionnaire which will take about 10 to 15 min-
utes for you to complete. You will note that I do not ask for your 
.name on the questionnaire. The information you give will be analyzed 
by no. one other than myself. 
Please take just a few minutes to fill out the questions and 
return the questionnaire to me in the enclosed self-addressed, stamped 
envelope. 
Thank you for your assistance in this research. 
Very sincerely, 
Q_,£4.( Q.{{J~ 
Carl R. Redden 
Graduate Associate 
Dept. of Sociology 
Oklahoma State University 
. APPENDIX E 




Directions for.Filling out This·Questionnaire: 
This quest.iannaire is ve,ry ea,sy to ... fill out.. You ,shoul.d be able. to 
complete ·it in abqµt 10 to 15 minutes. Mos~ of the questio:ns have alter-: 
nate. respons~s and can.be·answer~d·simply by·marking an X.in the. blank· 
by ,the statel!l,ettt .. you choose for your answ:er. There are no right or 
wrong answers. He:r:e is .a sample ques:tion and·· how it may· be -answered: 
How do you feel about· the qual.ity .of· educat:Lon your teen-
ager. is getting?· 
l_!_very satisfied . 
2~_fairly satisfied 
3 not·very satisfied 
4 • very unsatisfied 
If·your·answer, for example is "very'satisf:led,". you would markX 
in the ,blank number 1 ,by the statement ·"very sa,tisfied.·" · A few of the 
questions .require answer.a to be ranked.. Directions· for these will be. 
given when·those particul,ar questions·are reached in·the. questionnaire. 
Please read the.questions_ carefully and mark them as accurately and 
as promptly as.possible. 
Thank you for your assistance in this study. 
L How do yoµ feel about the progress · you;r child is makip.g in his . 9r 
her studies ,in school? 
2. 
3. 
1 very satisfied 
2~fairly .satisfied, - . 
3 .not very satisfied 
4 very unsatis~ied • 
How, do you.feel your child is 
sc):lool? · 
getting along in.other activities in 
1 . very·satisfied 3 not ver.y satisfied 
2 fairly satisfied 4 .·very unsatisfied 
How do you feel about.the friends that your child ha:s made 
school? 
1 very satisfied . 
2 · fairly satisfied 
3 · not very satisfied · 
4 .. very unsatisfied . 
in.high 
4. Of the ·following, which one would. you rather see your child concen-
trat;e on in school? 
l__,..!.studies ,in sch9ol 
2 . athletics in school 
3 clubs and activities 
· · · A. things outside school 
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5~ Among the things·teen-agers striye for during their high .school days, 
just how important do you think. each of these shoul.d be1 (Rank 
from 1 to 4. That. is, put 1 in the. blank by .the answer you. consider 
most important;; 2 in the .next most .important;, etc.) 
l __ pleasing their paren.ts 
2 __ learning as much as possible 
in school' 
3 living up to. their religious 
--ideals 
4 , being accepted and liked by 
--other·students 
6. Now rank from 1 to 4 the following items according to how important 
you think each of them should be for a teen-ager. 
1 groups and iiCtivities out-
--side scho.ol 
2 __ . having a good . time 
3 activities associated with 
--school. 
4 __ a good reputation 
7. If your teen-ager could be outstanding in high school in one of the 
four. things listed ,below·;:"whieh o:iie would you want it to be? 
l __ brilliant st~dent 
2 athletic star 
3 leader in activities 
4 most popular 
8. If your child could be any one of 'these things he or. she wartted; 
which .one would you want him or her to be? 
Answer these for boys· 
1 jet pilot 
2-·-nat~onally famous athlete 
3 space scientist 
4 __ missionary 
5 school tea,cher 
Answer these for girls 




5--school teacher · 
9. How do you feel about teen-agers drinking beer? 
!_·_strongly approve 3 undecided 5 __ strongly disapprove 
2_ .. _approve 4 __ disapprove 
10. How do you feel about teen-agers drinking liq4or? 
lL 
12. 
l __ str9ngly approve 
2 __ approve 
How do you feel about 
1 strongly approve 
2 approve. 
3 __ undec.ided 5 __ .strongly disapprove 
4 __ disapprove 
teen .... agers usiµg addictive drugs? 
3 undecided 
4 disapprove 
5 .. strongly approve -
Among the crowd your teen-ager goes around with, what are 
which are important to do in order to be popular? (Check 
apply) 
the.things 
as many as 
1 be a good dan.cer 
2 have sharp clothes 
3--have a good reputat~on 
4 stirring up a little 
excitement 
5 have. money 
6 . smoking 
7 know how to dress properly 
8 know wha~~s going on in the 
--world of popular singers and 
movie stars 
9 know about cars -- ' 
10 being honest 
11 drinking 
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13. Are .there any of these things .. that; you . wish they :trouldn' t. empha~ize 
so much?.· If ·so, please circle below the. numbers referring to those .. 
items. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 11 
14. Check bel:0w the rules which you make·for your·teen..:.age child. 
l __ time for be;i.ng ,in at . 
nigb t · anq on we.ekends 
2 __ amount , ~f dating . 
3 __ against; going steady.·· 
4 __ time .spent on homework 
5 __ when and how. of ten yo'1r 
child can drive the ,family 
car .. 
6_·_against going around with 
certain boy~· 
7_•._against going around with 
certain girls,. 
8 __ eating evening :meal . with :the 
family. 
9 __ no rules for any of the;above 
15. Rank the five items below :in terms of the:f.r importance.to you in a 
job. (Rank. from 1' to .5. Pui: 1 •in .the bl~nk .by·the statement you 
consider. to be most important; 2 for the ·next most important, .et~.). 
1_·_.the security of steady work 
2 the opportunity for a rapid 
-rise 
3 __ the enjoyment of the.work 
itself 
4 friendly·people.to work with 
5 . a high ·salary 
16. About how much :time on'the aver~ge.,do yo'l,1 spend watching TV on a 
weekday? 
1 none or almo,s t no.ne 
2--about ~hour .a day, 
3-.-about ,1 hour a day 
4 about. 1~ hours a day 
5 about.2 hou~s a day 
6 .· about 3 hours a ,day 
7 .four or more hours.a.day 
17. On the.average; how often:do yo'l,1 attend church services and 
activities? 
1_. _less than once per.month 4_._three ,times per-month. 
2 · ·once per month 5 · four times· per. month 
3 . twice per month 6 over fqur times per month 
l8o If your teen-ager COlJ.ld re,ceive a scholarship that would pay the· 
exp.ense,s of a college educa,tion, which type would. you prefer it 
should be? . 
! __ academic. scholarsh,ip based on superior high school . grades ' 
2 . athletic ·scJ::i,olarship based on athletic.ability 
3 . scholq:rship based on leadership ability · 
19. In ge,neral, how are deci.sions made ·between you and your teen-age 
child? 
1 I just. tell, my child what .· 
--to do 
2 ·I listen to my child, but· 
--make the d~cis:f.ens myself 
3 · I giv:e my child consider.-
--able oppor,tunity ,to make· 
his or her own decisions , . 
but I have the;final word 
5_· _my child ca,li 'ma~e •his or her 
own de.cisions, but I woul.d 
li~e my opinions. to be. con- . 
sidered 
6 my child does. what he or. she . 
--wants re,gardles~ of what I 
thin~ 
7 .I don't care what my child 
--does 
4 my child's opinions are as . 
--important as my, own in deciding 
what ·he,or she should de> 
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20. Pa:i:ents of teen-agers are certainly familiar with t~eir . concern fo.r 
dating. Suppose your.child had.a chance to date either a star. 
athlete in school, or the best. student in school~ or .the best look-
ing student in school, or the best dressed student in school. Which 
one' would you prefer ;your child, have for a date? 
1_._star athlete 
2 best student 
3 · best looking 
4 best dressed 
21. A person the age of your.teen""'.age child should be allowed to spend 
money as he or she wishes without interference from parents. 
! __ strongly disagree 3 undecided s __ strongly agree 
2 __ disagree 4 agree 
22. For a person the age of your teen-ager, parents ·sqould set the time 
that he or she should be in at night from a date~ 
1 __ strongly agree 3 undecided 5_. _strongly disagree 
2 __ agree 4--disagree -- .. 
23. Pa:i:ents should tell a person the age of your teen..,-ager where he or 
she can.and cannot go. 
!_·_strongly agree 3 undecided s __ strongly disagree 
2 __ agree 4 disagree 
24. A person the ,age of. your teeq.-ager ·should b'e allowed to date whom-
ever he or.she wishes without interference from parents. 
!_·_strongly ,disagree 
2 __ : disagree 
3 undecided 
4 agree 
s __ strongly agree 
25. A person the age of your teen""'.ager should be allowed.to be away 
from home.at night without haying to tell his or her parents about 
his or her plans for the eveningo 
26. 
! __ strongly disagree 
2 __ disagree 
3 undecided -- ' s __ strongly agree 
4_._agree. 
Among the items below, what does it take .to get to be 
looked up to by the.othel;' members of your community? 
item~ from i·to 7. Put 1 for the .one you consider·to 
important; 2 for the next most important, etc.) 
important anq 
(Rank the, 
be the most 
1 . coming from th~ right 
--family 
4 living in the right neighbor-
--hood 
2 leader in activities 
3 __ having a.nice .car 
5 __ having money 
6 being in the leading crowd 
7 being honest 
270 Which one of the following categories comes. closest.to the husband's· 
occupation? If the husband is retired, deceased, or unemployed, 
indicat.e his former or customary occupation. (Mark only· one) 
1 unskilled worker, laborer 
odd jobs 
6 __ owner; manager; partner of a 
business. 
2 __ semiskill.ed worke:i; (niac;h-
ine operator, roustaboutir 
truck driver, etc.) 
3 skilled worker: (cai;penter, 
--plumber,. electric;ian, etc.) 
4 service worker (policeman, 
--barber, postman, etc.) 
5 __ salesman, bookkeeper, secre~ 
tary, office worker, clerk· 
in a stoJ:;.e 
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7_professional (doctor; lawyeJ:;, 
tea~her, engineer, ·etc.) 
8 minister. 
9--farmer (check one) -- ' . 
,owner ·or manager (5) 
-renter (3) . 
-.-·-opera.tes .for share (1) 
· farm . hand (1) . 
10 his job is not like any of 
--these. It ·is · ....._ _____ _ 
.28. Does the wife work? no 
If. yes, please describe her job __________________ _ 
29. How many years of scqooling did·you have? (Please put.an X in. the. 
proper bl:ank for the hush.and '.s ·education; put a 0 in the lproper. 
blank for the wife's education) 
1 · eighth gi;ade pr·less 
2-some . high school, but · 
--did not finish 
3 high. school gradua.te 
4 . some college, but did 
not finish 
5 __ co11ege grad~ate 
6_post graduate or professional 
training after college. (Such 
as ·law or medical ·school). 
7 did not attend college, but· 
--did attend traqe school. or bus-
iness· cc;>llege~ . :Please 
specify. 
'-----------~ 
30. How·old is your teen-ager? 
number~ 




12 13 14 15 16 17 il8 19 
What grade .is he or she in? (Circle the correc~ number) 
7 8 9 10 11 12 
What. is the sex of your ·teen ... ager? 1 ·male 2 female 
As parents; how·well do you get along with yqur teen-age child? 
Fathei:; Mother 
1 don't. get along. at ··al:J,. 
2 not ·ver,y we11 ·· 
1 __ .don't ·get along at all 
2 not very well 
3--fairly well 3 __ ,f airly well 
4....;__;__ very well. 4 very well 
34. . The gener~l con.duet. of teen-agers of today is . worse than- wherr you 
were a teen-ager. 
35. 
36. 
l __ stro.ngly disagre~ 
2 __ disagree 
Teen-agers of· today are 
you were growing up. 





just as trustworthy as. were teeii-agers when 
3 .. undecided 5_._strongly disagree 
Teen-agers of today,are·nQt as :considerate of adults SS! were teeii-
agers wl).en you were growing up. 
1 .strongly disagree 
a.· disagree 
3 undecided 5 __ strongly agree 
37. In _the area of. sex behavior,, tee~-age morals of today· are much. 
lower than · teen-'age mor_als . when you were growing up. 
! __ strongly disagre~ 3_·_· undecided 5 __ strongly agree 
2 ___ disagree 4 ___ . _agree . 
38. Knowing what -you d0 about, .teen..,agers, this world would be in a 
sorry mess if tee~-agers were allowed to ruri it. 
! __ strongly disagree 
2 __ disagree , 
3 undecided 
4 agree 
5 ___ strongly agree 
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39 •. Do -teen--agers .often feel excluded from adult act;:ivities that.may 
be. helpful , to them'' 
1 never or ·almost.never3· undecided 
2 - not very _often 4-.-often · 
s_·_very .often 
40. From your knowledge·about teen-agers, do you' think they often feel 
that the,adult world is.like a door slamming shut in their face? 
1_._never or almost ne:ver3 undecided. 
2_. __ not very often· 4--often 
s __ very often -
41. Do teen-ag~s often feel that they are disregarded. by adults? 
1 never or almost never3 undecided 
2 . not very often 4--of ten 
s_-_very often -
42.. Do teen-agers feel that· the adu.lt world is worth gro:wing up into?_ 
l~very .definitely yes 
2_. _. definitely yes 
3 - undecided 5 ___ very definitely no 
4 _ definitely no 





4 __ agree 
5 __ ._. strongly agree 
How· wel.1 do you feel that yo:u understand_your,teen""'age child? 
l~don't understand him or her·at .all 
2_._not very well 
3 · fairly well 
4 very well 
45. Please indicate.your total family income either by year (column 1) 
or _by month (column 2) or by week (co:l,umn.3). 
Yearly_ Income 
1 less than $1,000 
2-$1,000. to $1,999 -
3-$·2,000 to $3,999 
4-$4, 000 to $5, 999 
5. $6,000 to $7,999 
6 $8,000 to $10,9~9 
7 $11,000 to $15,000 
Mq~thly ·Income_ . 
1 less than $80 
2-$80 to $165 
3-$166 t~ $330 
4-.. -$331 to $499 
5---$500 So $665 
6 · $666 to $915 
7 $916 to $1250 
Weekly Income 
1 less than $20 
2 · $20 to $40. 
3-$41 to $80 
4-$81 to $124 
5-. -$125 to $165 
6-$166 to $230 
7 over $310 
46. Please _indicate .in the proper blank below who.filled outthi~ 
questionnai:re 
1 .. husband 2 wife. 3 both together . 
Than.k you_ again· for ycmr cooperation _in th:Ls research. 
APPENDIX F 




OKLAHOMA STATI UNIVERSITY • STILLWATER 
Department of Sociology 7 407 4 
(-405) 372-6211, Ext1. 7020, 7021 
May 22, 1970 
Dear Parents: 
A few weeks ago I mailed you a questionnaire which asked for your 
opinion about some very important things relating to high schools and 
teen-agers. Since I have not received your reply, this is a second 
request for your much needed help. I again enclose the questionnaire 
and a self-addressed, stamped envelope. Please take just a few min-
utes of your time to fill out the questionnaire and return it to me at 
no expense to you. 
The importance of the information you gi~e lies in the fact that 
it will contribute to a better understanding of our high schools and 
the part they play in educating our children. I am sure you will agree 
that our children are our most important asset. To neglect them would 
be a tragic mistake. Therefore, as a responsible parent and citizen of 
your community, your opinions are exceptionally important to the basic 
aim of this study. 
You will note that I do not ask for your hame on the questionnaire. 
Therefore, the information you give will in no way be connected with 
your name or the name of any member of your family. No one other than 
myself will see the questionnaire when you return it. 
May I again please urge you to fill out the questionnaire and 
return it to me. So th~t it may not slip your mind, it may be helpful 
to take about 10 or 15 minutes to fill out the questionnaire soon after 
you receive it in the mail. 
Thank you again for your assistance in this research. 
Very sincerely, 
Carl R. Redden 
Graduate Associate 
Dept. of Sociology 
Oklahoma State University 
. APPENDIX G 
A FOLLOW-UR.LETTER.SENT. TO THOSE PARENTS WHO DID NOT 
RESPOND TO·EITHER THE·FIRST OR SECOND REQPEST 
, 7'l ' 
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OKLAHOMA STAT• UNIYIRSITY • STILLWATER 
Department of Sociology 7 407 4 
(~05) 372-6211, bta. 7020, 7021 
June 12, 1970 
Dear Parents: 
In two previous letters, I mailed you questionnaires which asked 
for your opinion about some important issues relating to high schools 
and teen-age life. Since I have not received your reply to either of 
the two previous questionnaires, this is a third request for your 
assistance and cooperation. Enclosed is the questionnaire and a self-
addressed, stamped envelope. Please take just a few minutes of your 
valuable time to fill out the questionnaire and return it to me. 
Again I emphasize that the importance of the information you give 
lies in the fact that it will help parents and educators, as well as 
young people themselves, better understand our high schools and the 
contributions they make to our community and to the intellectual growth 
of our young people. Since I am unable to discuss these important 
issues with you personally, the only feasible alternative is to "talk" 
with you through the mail. 
May I, therefore, ask you again to please fill out the question-
naire and return it to me at your earliest opportunity. I cannot 
emphasize too strongly that the information you can give is urgently 
needed for this research study. 
Thank you again for your assistance in this research. 
Very sincerely, 
Carl R. Redden 
Graduate Associate 
Dept. of Sociology 
Oklahoma State University 
. APPENDIX H 
FORTRAN PROGRAM · CHI SQUARE 
\ 
PROGRAM .. CHI SQUARE 




C KR CORRECTS FOR OLCER.ANO YCUNGfR STUOE~T 
DO 2 l=l 128 
DO 2 J=l 111 
2 XCI,Jl=O •. 
00 25 1=1,259 
READ C516IC.SCJl,J=l15611Plt1CSCJl1J=57,1281 
6 FORMAT CFl.O~FJ.o,2F1.o,2F2.o,soF1.c,11x,F3.o/ 
lfl•C1F3.0115Fl.C,8F3.0,Fl.01F3.01l2fl•O/ 
2Fl.01F3.0112Fl.C,F2.01l8Fl.CI 
IF CCSl31/SC59ll/S(981.NE.TSI GO TO 200 
IF CCPN~LT.1.t.0R.SC6l.EQ.o.1 GO TO 25 
LN=C-31 
KR.::$(61/10. 
IFCSC41.NE.l.> GC TO 9 
DO 10 JJ=49,52 
J=JJ 




IFCK.EQ.01 GO TO 10 
Xll1Kl=XCL1Khl. 
10 CCNTINUE 
GO TO 11 
9 LN=LN+l6 
11 DO 12 J=l51l8 







00 50 1=1,128 
READC51261 P 
26 FORMAT lfl.O,F3.0,58Fl.O/Fl.O,F3.0127F1.01 
12F2.0,l6Fl.OI 
IFIPl31/PC631,f\E.0•5l GO TO 205 





IFCPC921.Nf.l.I GO TO 35 
fl=l6 
GO TO 42 
29 M=H 
GO TO It 2 
30 M=l7 
GO TC 't2 
31 fl=)) 
GO TO 42 
3S M=72 
GO TO 44 
36 M=93 
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GO TO 44 
37 M=94 
GO TO 44 
42 LN=LN+4 
GO TO 46 








GO TO (29130131135136~371491,J 
49 CONTINUE 
50 CCNTINUE 
co 57 1=1,21,2 
00 52 J=l17 
IFCXCl1Jl*X(l+l1Jt.NE.O.t IC=J 
IFCJ.GT.ICt GO TO 53 
52 CCNTINUE 
53 CGNTINUE 
00 55 J=l12 
12=1+J/2 
CO 55 K=l,IC 
OC J,K)=XC 121Kt 









XC l+l 18 l=OF 
DO 5 7 J= 11 2 
12=1+J/2 
00 Si K::l, IC 
57 ·XC 121K+lOt=XC 12,Kt/XU2•101 
loiR ITE C 61 70 t 
.10 FORMATC 1 l SCHOOL SUBCULT~R~ STUCY. 1//J 
00 7 5 I =l 114 
WRITEC617lt l1CJ,J=l117) 
71 FORMATC/ 1 TEST 111311416IS11017t 
.· 00 73 J=l12 
12=1•2-l+J/2 
73 WRITE(b,72) J,cxc12,Kt1K•ltlll 
72 FORMATC5X11317F5.C,F7.11F7.41F7.017f7e3) 
75 CCNTINUE 
.,GO TO 210 
2oo'wR1recc,201t sc11,sc21 
201 FORMAT(' DATA CISOROED RESP. 112F5.0J 
GO TO 210 






SLBROLTll'liE CHIC~,C,IR,IC) · 
DIMENSICN OllOtlC), ec10,ioJ, RllO), CClO), Mll0,201 
CS=O 
T=O 
DO 2 1=1,10 
RI I l=O 
2 CCI l=C 
DO 5 l=l,IR 




Of=( IP.-1 l*C IC-11 
WR IT E 16, 10) l'li 
10 fORMATC' TABLE•,14,• CBSERVED 1 ,T75,' EXPECTED'/) 
OU 15 l=l, IR ' 







DO 18 l=l,IR 
WRITEC6,l41. IMll,J),J=ltlCI 





20 FURMATC/ 1 TABLE'tl4, 1 CHI SQUARE z•,F~.2,• P='• 












FUNCTICN PRBF (CA, ca, f~) 
COMPUTES EXACT PROBABILITY OF RANDO~ OCCURRENCE OF AN F-RATIO 
OA = NUMERATOR CEGREES Of FREEDOM 
CB a DENCMINATCR DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
FR z F-RATJO TO BE EVALUATED 
PRBF IS RETURNED AS A OECl~AL-FRACTICN PROBABILITY 
PRBF .. leO 
If COA * CB * FR .EC. O.OJ RETURN 
If CFR .LT. 1.01 GO TO 5 
A .;. DA 
8 = DB 
F .. FR 
GO TO 10 
5 A • OB 
8 = DA 
F = leO I FR 




BB ~ 2.0 I C9.0 * Bl 
Z=ABSCCCl.O-BBl*F**Cl./3.J-l.O+AAl/SCRTlBB•f**C2./3.J+AA)) 
IF CB .LT. 4.0) l = .l * c1.o • a.ca • Z**4 I B••31 
PRBF = Ce5 I Cl.O + l • l0.196854 + l * l0.115194 + l * 
1 lO.C00344 + l * 0.0195271111**4 




FORTRAN ~PROGRAM T ··TESTS, MEAN RANKS, AND PERCENTAGES . 
1~n 
PROGRAM. T TESl'S.,. MEAN. RANKS.;. ANil ;FERCENTAGES 
C PROGRAM. T TESTS, MEAN RANKS, AND PERCENTAGES, CARL REDDEN 
DIMENSICN SC45J,PC128,451t X(36tlll,LB(9J 
181 
DATA LB/' T •,•MEAN 1 , 1 RA~K 1 , 1 FREQ', 1 PCT 1, 1YNG •,•OLD •,•STUD•, 




00 2 l=l,36 
DO 2 J=ltll 
2 XCl,JJ=O. 




IFCPlM12l/PlM144J.~E.0.5J GO TO 2C5 
4 COfllTINUE 
5 FORMAT C l X, F 3 .• 0, Fl" 0, 4X, 4F le 0, 4F le 0 t 11X,3f le 0 1llFleO,11X,9F 1. 0/ 
l4x,F1.o,1ox,sF1.o,11x,F2.o,a~.sF1.c1 
C CARC NUMBE~S ARE Pl211PC4411PC451 
00 25 l"=l,259 
REAOC5,61 sc21,csc11, 1=a,121,csc11,1=11,191, 
l~SCll 1 1=13,16l,SClJ,SC44J,CSCIJ,1=20,231,CSCIJ,laJ,7J,SC45J, 
2 CS CI J, I =24, 34 J, l SC 111I=3 5, 4 3 J 
6 FGRMATC4X1Fl.0131X,5Fl.011X,3fle0111X,4Fl.0,17X,F3e0/ 
34X,Fl.0 14Fle015X15Fl.0/4X1Fl.O,llfl.C12X19Fl.OI 
IFCCSC21/SC44ll/SC45J.NE.TSI GO TO 2CC 
IFCSCll.EQ.O.I GO TO 25 
DO 8 I =l ,128 
IFCSCll.EQ.PCl,lJJ GO TO 9 
8 CCNTJNlJE 




































XCL 1 Nl=X(L,Nl+SCJ) 
15 XCL+l,~l~XCL+l,N)+P(l,JI 
16 IF C SS* PP .NE• C • I X l L , 61-= X l l , 6) H • 
C Xll7 1 61=N FCR YOUNG STUDENTS & PARENTS. Xll9,6l=N FOR OLD. 









c:o 30 1=1,11,2 





X C l , 4 I= x l I , 1 II l X l l , 2) I SQ IH ( X C I , 31-1. l ) 
X C I , 5 I = P RSF l 1. , X ( l t 3 )-1. , X C I , 4) • * 2 I 
X( l,tl)=X(l,3) 
·30 x ( l + 1, 8, = x' 1, 3, 
DO 35 1=13,20 
L=l-MODCl+l,2) 
CO 35 K=l~4 
35 Xll,Kl=X(l,Kl/X(L,6) 
DO 40 1=21,29,8 
12= l +2 
DO 36 J=I,1212 
L=J+4 
DO 36 K=l1ll 
X(J+l,K)=XtJ,K)/VNG 
36 XlL+l,K)=X(L,Kl/CLD 
40 CCNT INUE 
XC 29,11 l=VNG 
XC33,ll>=GLD 
hRITEl6,441 CJ,J=lrlll 
44 FORMATl~l REDDEN STlJDV. STUDENT SUBCLLTURE. CT TESTS AND 
lMEAN PA~KSI. 1 //13X,1117/l 







50 ~RlTEtb,521 LBILCl,L~llll1LB(L2),(X(~,J),J=l,lll 
52 FURMATl2X,A4,lX,2A4r3F7.l,2F7.3,6F7.l) 





t"2= CM+ 1112 
KS=MODCM2+1,21 
ll=6+KS 
IFIKR.EQ.11 GO TC 55 
wRITECc,541 LBILCl,LOILll,L81L21,CXCt",Jl,J=l,lll 
54 FORMATl2X,A4,lX,2A4,llF7.0I 
GO TO 6C 
55 wRlTElc,561 LHILCl,LBIL11,LHCL21,(X(t",Jl,J=ltlll 
56 FORMATC2X,A4,lX,2A4,llF7.31 
60 CONTINUE 
GO TO 210 
200 wRITECc,2Cll Slll,t" 
201 FORMAT(' CATA SET',F4.0,• DISOROEREC.STUDENT SET. M=',131 
GO TO 210 
205 wRITEC6,2061 Plt",lt,t" 










FUNCTICN PRBF lCAt CB, FR) 
COMPUTES EXACT PROBABILITY OF RANDOM OCCURRENCE OF AN F-RATIO 
CA • NUMERATOR CEGREES OF FREEDOM . 
CB = DE~CMINATCR CEGREES OF FREEDOM 
FR = F-RATIO TO BE EVALUATED 
PRBF IS RETURN~O AS A DECl~AL-FRACTICN PROBABILITY 
PRBF = 1.0 . 
IF (DA • ca • FR .E,. o.OJ RETURN 
If lFR eLT. leOl GO TO 5 
A = DA 
B = DB 
f = FR 
GO TO 10 
5 A = D8 
8 = DA 
f = leO I FR 
10 AA = 2.0 I C9eC * Al 
1. 
BB = 2.0 I f 9.0 • 8) 
Z=ABS(((l.O-BBJ•F••Cl.13.J-l.O+AAJ/S,RT(8B*f**C2./3.J+AAJ) 
IF CB .LT. 4.0) l = l • fl.a + o.oa • Z••4 I 8••3) 
PRBF = c.5 I 11.c + z • C0.196854 + z • C0.115194 + l * 
i 10.000344 + z • 0.019521••••••4 
IF lFR .LT. leOJ PRBF = leO - PRBf 
RETURN 
E~ 
APP~IX .. J 
IT~ CATEGORIZATI,ON OF STUDENT, "AND.· P.ABEB.'J:AL .. QijESTIONNAiiU;S . 
, 0 c:. 
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TABLE,:icD;IX 
ITEM CATEGORIZATI01( €>F STUDENT ~-AND. PARENTAL QUESTIONNAIRES . 
Analytical,category· 
Biographical aIJ,d related. data .. 
Parental .education and occupatien 
Church attendance. 
How decisioni;i . are made; . rules. 
Ge.t alqng with aI).d understand parents 
Attitudes. toward parents· 
Parental perceptions·of _teen-agers 
Attit4des, toward adults , 
Smoking, alcohol, and drugs 
What it tak~s to.be important 
AttittJ,des toward ath.leti,cs 
Importance.of things.to strive fe>r 
Peer group.orie'Q.tat:i,on 
Attitudes. toward parent;al control 
Best athlete, scholar, most.popular 
Sociometric data 
Dating 
Characteristics of important persons. 
What·it takes to get·int;o leading crowd 
Go with parents or to tournament 
What it takes to be popular in group 
Grade average· 
Attitudes toward work. 
Family inc.ome . 
Leisure time 
Time spent sttidying and watching. TV 
Attitud.es of child's, school progress . 
Get along with and understand _child 
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